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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

This report presents the results of a research effort which included 

analysis, simulation, and flight test. The goal of this research was to 

define, in a quantitative way, the factors which result in minimally 

acceptable path control of physically realizable, 150,000 lb jet STÖL 

configurations. This effort has been conducted on a continuing basis in 

parallel with a joint FAA/NASA program to develop civil airworthiness 

criteria for powered-lift aircraft. The purpose of the present program 

was to allow research of fundamental effects and identify characteristics 

which strongly influenced manual STÖL flight path control, A major 

benefit of this program has been therefore the ability to concentrate on 

the mare intractable STQL handling problems and to make results immediately 

available to engineers involved in formulation of airworthiness criteria. 

Both the experimental and analytical phases of the program are a direct 

outgrowth of the notions set forth in Ref. 1 and the experimental results 

obtained in Ref. 2. Other basic references which set the stage for the 

present research were Refs. 5 and h.    In many cases the hypotheses and 

preliminary results set down in the above references were substantiated 

in this program; whereas in other cases more extensive testing revealed a 

requirement to modify or change these earlier notions. 

B. OBJECTIVES 

This experiment was conceived as a detailed study of STOL path mode 

dynamics independent of conventional short-period attitude control aspects. 

The overall objective was an identification of conditions for minimum 

acceptable manual path control in support of future airworthiness require- 

ments. However, the desire to define precise "boundaries for the minimal 

acceptable condition" in conventional indices was tempered by the knowledge 
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that the factors limiting manual path control would most likely stem from 

closed-loop limits which are not easily described by such methods. Thus, 

the guiding desires of this effort were more precisely to: 

1. Identify and quantify critical path control problems and 
relate these as far as practical to their underlying 
closed-loop deficiencies. 

2. Define configuration variations which may be theoretically 
and/or empirically related to contemporary (150,000 lb) 
jet STOL transport aircraft lift augmentation concepts. 

5. Verify the importance of task (i.e., glide slope and terminal 
maneuver), disturbances, and pilot-centered factors on the 
manual path control. The pilot-centered factors include 
such effects as adaptability, background, experience, and 
control technique/strategy during each phase of the approach 
task. 

Item 2, above, was emphasized as a ground rule of the program, i.e., 

heavy emphasis was placed on consideration of physically realizable STOL 

transport concepts as opposed to parametric variations of stability deri- 

vatives. To establish physically realizable parameters, candidate powered- 

lift systems were examined to define their crucial lift/drag and power 

characteristics (see Volume II). These candidates included the five con- 

temporary concepts given below: 

• Internally blown jet flaps (IBF) 

• Externally blown jet flaps (EBF) 

• Augjnentor wing (AW) 

• Upper surface blowing (USB) 

• Vectored thrust with mechanical flaps (VT/ME) 

C. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM 

The research effort described in this report spanned a period of approxi- 

mately two years and involved the several phases of simulation, analysis, 

and flight test summarized below: 

TR-1035-5R-III 
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• Definition of the generic properties of various STOL 
concepts with emphasis on those characteristics expected 
to result in minimally acceptable path control. This 
included formulation, programming, and checkout of a 
digital computer program in which the nonlinear aero- 
dynamic and thrust characteristics of the generic 
vehicles could easily be modified while maintaining 
fundamental aerodynamic principles. The coriputer 
program equations and relations are given in Volume II 
of this report. It should be noted that at least three 
STOL simulations have utilized this computer program 
(for example, see Ref. 5) since completion of the 
simulations described herein. 

• Conduct of a two-phase simulation program (preflight 
simulation) with 11 generic STOL configurations and 
9 pilots. Both phases of this simulation program were 
run on the NASA/Ames S-l6 Moving Base Simulator. 

• Conduct of an abbreviated flight test program on the 
Princeton University Variable Stability MVIOW to allow 
interpretation of the simulation final approach and 
landing results in light of a flight environment. The 
flight test program involved 2 of the 11 configurations 
tested on the S-16 simulator. There was considerable 
emphasis on comparing turbulence effects in the simulator 
with turbulence effects in flight. 

• Participation in a NASA-sponsored program involving 
limited post-flight simulation in the FSAA to resolve 
questions regarding flight and simulator differences 
raised by the above flight program. 

• Performance of analyses to allow interpretation of 
simuxation results in terms of key parameters and 
critical flight regimes defining minimum acceptable 
flight path control for STOL vehicles. 

D. GUIDE TO THE HEADER 

The objective of this volume of the report is to document in detail 

all of the findings obtained during the two year program. 

Section II presents a description of the static and dynamic charac- 

teristics of the tested configurations. The actual derivatives and 

transfer functions are deferred to Appendix E. The simulation program 

is also discussed in Section II. 

The results of the simulation program are discussed in Section III. 

TR.1055-3R-III 5 
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A short flight test program was conducted to check certain simulator 

results. This is covered in Section IV. Also discussed in Section IV is 

a very short (two day) Simulation program conducted to answer certain 

questions relative to discrepancies in flight/simulator comparison. 

Sections III and IV present results of simulation and flight test. 

These results are analyzed, and certain key parameters were identified in 

Section V. 

Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section VI. 
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SECTION II 

DESCRIPTION OF GENERIC STOL OONFIQRJRATIONS 
AND SIMULATION PROGEAM 

Eleven generic configurations were derived to characterize the extremes 

of potential variations in the performance parameters (QL, CD; and C^). The 

simulated airplanes are grouped and labeled in terms of their lift, drag, 

and thrust characteristics in Table 1. More specific descriptions of the 

variations of the performance parameters with thrust (C^) are given in Fig. 1. 

The configurations were arbitrarily labeled BSL1 and 2 and API through 10. 

The letters RLD following the configuration label stand for "rounded lift and 

drag" and are indicative of nonlinear lift characteristics at high angles of 

attack to be discussed in the following pages. 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF CHAEACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATED CONFIGURATIONS 

OROUP CONFIGURATIONS C^ VS. (^ C^ VS.^ »t 
REPRESKNTATIVE 
8T0L CONCKFT 

COMffiNTS      j 

I BSL1, 2, SRLD Linear and 
moderate 

Linear and 
moderate 

61 deg Low efficiency 
EBJF or VT 

BSL1 has 2C/t lower Ci^l 
than BSL? and 2RLD. 
BSLSRLZ has modified 
•tall (Fig. 19). 

II AP2, 6, «LD Very non- 
linear 

Nonlinear and 
moderate 

90 deg High efficiency 
IBJF 

AP£ has Improved ^  1 
capability (-i» deg).  1 
APGRLD has modified 
stall (Fig. 19),     j 

III AP3, 7 Linear and 
moderately 
high 

Nonlinear and 
moderate 

75 deg Low efficiency 
VT/MF or poorly 
designed EBJF 

APT has improved txf       1 
capability. 

IV API, 5 Linear and 
moderately 
high 

Very low 81 deg Low efficiency 
VT/MF 

AP5 has improved £*r 
capabUlty. 

V AP10 Very non- 
linear 

Very low 90 deg High efficiency 
EBJF 
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The magnitude of the lift and lift curve slope and their linearity with 

thrust coefficient were the major variables in the study and are classified 

into five "groups" in Table 1. Group I is representative of low efficiency 

EBF (externally blown jet flap) configurations with low effective thrust 

inclination angles, By.    The powered-lift effects (OL VS. C^) are low, and 

the flight characteristics would be expected to be somewhat conventional. 

The Group II configurations represent high efficiency powered-lift STOL con- 

cepts. Because lift increases rapidly as the power is increased from zero 

thrustj these configurations have inherently nonlinear CLQ vs. C^ and Ci^ 

vs. C^ characteristics as shown in Fig. 1. Group III has the higher Cr 

vs. C^ characteristics of Group II without the nonlinear shape (see Fig. la). 

The Ci^ vs. C^ characteristics of Groups II and III are identical (Fig. lb). 

Group TV combines the linear CL0 vs. C^ characteristics of Group III with a 

50 percent reduction in lift curve slope. Finally, Group V combines the 

nonlinear Oi    vs. C^ effects of Group II with the very low lift curve, slope 

of Group IV. 

Two configuration: were picked to investigate the effect of nonlinear 

lift curve shapes near stall as shown in Fig. 2. The BSL2 RLD configura- 

tion represents the effect of a constantly decreasing lift curve slope with 

increasing angle of attack as compared with the more abrupt change in lift 

for BSL2. The AP6 RLD stall characteristics were hypothesized to show the 

effect of stalling at a constant C^ independent of C^. This is more typical 

of CTOL characteristics which show only minor variations in stall speed with 

power setting. 

A. STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS 

Of the various methods of presenting steady-state performance character- 

istics, the most useful is a plot of flight path vs. airspeed (7-V) contours 

for constant power settings and pitch attitudes. Such a map graphically 

shows how the steady-state values of the important responses vary with trim 

condition and with off-nominal excursions about trim. The 7, V, 9 contours 

for representative configurations in Groups II through V are given in Fig. 3. 

Nominal (symbol X ) and off-nominal (symbols ^7 and t!^) trim conditions are 

shown. Key featuree of these plots are summarized as follows. 
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1. Constant power lines. Defines the appropriate control tech- 
nique. If [fy/dV)^  is positive (or negative but small) the 
STOL technique of using pitch attitude to control speed and 
power to control sink rate is appropriate. This is the case 
for all the tested configurations. 

2. Constant attitude lines. 

a. The slope of the constant attitude lines (öV/cfy^ defines 
the magnitude and sign of airspeed/flight path coupling 
for the steady-state situation. Positive values of 
(57/07)9 are referred to as proverse coupling and are 
characteristic of the Group I configurations. Physi- 
cally, this means that for constant attitude flight the 
trim speed will increase as the flight path angle is 
increased with power. Proverse coupling is typical of 
all CTOL aircraft. The constant attitude lines for 
Group III are nearly vertical (5V/Ö7)Q ^ 0), indicating 
neutral airspeed/flight path coupling. Group IV exhibits 
weak to moderate adverse coupling, (öv/c^g = -1.75 kt/deg; 
and Groups II and V show strong adverse coupling, (5v/o7)g 
from -^.8 to -5.6 kt/deg). 

b. The spacing of the attitude lines (along lines of constant 
speed) is indicative of the magnitude of change in trim 
pitch attitude required to hold airspeed constant while 
changing flight path angle with power. This gradient, 
(öe/öy)^, tends to become quite nonlinear at low power 
settings for the adversely coupled vehicles (Groups II, 
IV, and V). The resulting large pitch attitude require- 
ments (greater than JO deg for AP 10) will, in some cases, 
limit the down 7 capability; i.e., if the pilot is unwill- 
ing to either let speed vary or use extreme pitch attitude. 
Increasing the down (Ay) capability from -2° to -h0  (from 
the nominal 7 = -6°) tends to increase the attitude gradi- 
ent. For example, compare AP2 and 6 in Group II (see 
Fig. 3). 

c. The constant attitude lines may be quite nonlinear at low 
power settings, resulting in sudden changes in airspeed/ 
flight path coupling. For example, (cty/äV^ changes 
abruptly from -1.7 deg/kt to -5 deg/kt as the power is 
decreased below 20 percent in API (Fig. Je). Similar 
effects are seen to occur at very low power settings in 
Group I. 

5* Trim point. The location of the trim point relative to the 
zero thrust constant power line defines the down capability 
in terms of degrees of A7 from the nominal glide slope angle. 
Unfavorable constant attitude contours in the region of trim 
may further restrict the down capability. Additionally, as 

i 
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the trim point is moved to lower speeds the backside effects 
are magnified [increased slope of (cfy/oV^rp] and the speed/ 

|; path coupling it  increased for adversely coupled configura- 
tions (Groups II, IV, and V). In the case of Groups II and V, 
lower trim speeds will result in flat constant attitude con- 
tours [(Ö7/öV)e =0), indicating that power has no steady- 
state effect on flight path. Finally, moving the trim point 
to higher power settings, generally improves the speed coupling 
characteristics. This implies a lower trim flight path angle 
or an increase in drag which would move the 7—V contours 
downward. 

Simple analytical expressions may be derived from the attitude con- 

strained equations (Appendix B) which relate the basic performance para- 

meters to the slope of the  constant attitude linears CbyfdY)^  as follows. 

(^ Vtrim (1 - CDO/CL) tan 9m - CLQ/CL 
(1) 

or in terms of the dimensional derivatives 

i   1   tan 9T ^ + zu _   tan 9T Tue 
V/e " Vtrim tan eT Xw + Zw 

=   Vtrim Td0 
(2) 

It follows directly from these equations that adverse airspeed/flight path 

coupling [(Ö7/ÖV)Q negative] occurs when: 

CLa tan eT > -- T  CL - CD a 
(5) 

or tan 9T > - ^- (1+) 

Thus, we have established the underlying relationships which result in 

adverse airspeed/flight path coupling. 

Physically, Eq. 5 shows that the factors responsible for adverse 

airspeed/flight path coupling are large effective turning angles com- 

bined with low lift curve slope and/or large lift coefficients. Note 

that the more severely coupled configurations (APIO) exhibit combined 

adverse effects (e.g., large 9T and C^, and low Cj^). 
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B. DYNAMIC CHARACIERISTICS 

1. Pitch Attitude SAS 

Each of the configurations tested utilized the pitch attitude SAS shown 

in Fig. k.    The design philosophy of the pitch augmentation was to obtain 

a minimum acceptable SAS (pilot rating of 5-1/2) that would keep the atti- 

tude dynamics from being a dominant factor in the ratings. A relatively 

low gain closure was utilized (bandwidth of about 0.8 rad/sec). 

This augmentation scheme meets the minimum needs of the pilot for atti- 

tude stabilization based on the criterion of Eef.3 and the closed-loop 

requirements from which the criterion was derived. Furthermore, the attitude 

closure (i.e., bandwidth) cannot be significantly improved by the pilot's 

compensation; thus the influence of attitude loop tightness is minimized. 

.The pilots generally did not tighten up on the attitude loop and were basi- 

cally willing to accept the low gain attitude dynamics during ILS tracking. 

8 col 

)ec 
Actuator 

Lag 

-HgH* 

Vehicle 
Dynamics 

Kec = ~k.O  deg/in. 

-1.0 

a1 = 0.2 sec 
-1 

Te = 0.1 sec 

TE = 2.0 sec 

VQ = 75 kt 

Figure k.    Pitch SAS Used in Generic ST0L Simulation 
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Thus, the pilots appear to have recognized that they could not improve the 

attitude loop or the path modes by a tighter inner attitude loop. This is 

to be expected since the path mode poles drive into the numerator zeros 

for very low values of Kg. The result is identical responses of h/Sj for 

low and high values of KQ at path mode frequencies. This explains why the 

assumption of constrained attitude in Appendix B is also valid for low 

attitude gain closures when analyzing path mode dynamics. 

There was some tendency for the pilots to PIO in pitch attitude during 

flare and landing when tight attitude control is desired. 

2. Flight Path Dynamics 

The attitude-constrained beam-rate-to-throttle dynamics for the tested 

generic configurations are shown in Fig. 5 in terms of time response to a 

unit step input and frequency response characteristics. The overshoot in 

the time response for some configurations is seen to be equivalent to a 

peak in the frequency response. This peak is generally characterized by a 

first-order zero, l/The, and the roots of the attitude-constrsdned charac- 

teristic equation (Appendix B). Thus, the generic forms of the d/öj responses 

are defined by the coupling numerator zero, l/T^e, and the two roots of the 

attitude numerator, Ngg. The generic forms of the h/&T and h/9c frequency 

response asymptotes are shown in Fig. 6. The beam rate to attitude responses 

either exhibit a sign reversal (l/T^. negative) or decay to s:ero (l/T^. = 0). 

This was discovered very early by the evaluation pilots and path control was 

accomplished with power in all cases. The h/Bj overshoot is characterized 

by low values of the coupling numerator zero, I/T^Q. The definition of 

l/The ["l/The = ~Xu -ZU^T/Z&T^ shows that increasing the effective thrust 

inclination angle e-p [e^ = tan"1 (-Zg^/Xg-)] tends to reduce l/T^e, thereby 

increasing the overshoot. In fact, it can be shown that the h/by response 

reverses sign (putting the vehicle on the backside for throttle control) 

when: 

eT > 90° + tan"
1 (V^u) (5) 

TR-1035-5R-III 13 
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Group 

1,12,2 

Sink Rate to 
Attitude Asymptotes,(\/6 

Y Negative (backside) 
•hi 

i 40 

Sink Rate to 
Power Asymptotes, li/Sr 

— 
I ST 

'he "e, 

^ 

Is; 

4   < UA 
Thfl 

Note:    Ihe vmshaut effect is 
alfflost negligible in 
Group ni due to high Ce 
and l/Hae ^»se to tug 

Figure 6. Generic Characteristics for Sink Rate Control 
with Attitude and Throttle 

!Ehus, there is a direct correlation between thrust inclination angle and 

dynamic path overshoot. Furthermore, the thrust inclination has been shown 

to be tied to the steady-state coupling (Eq. l). Hence, there is a direct 

correspondence between the STOL performance parameters and the dynamic 

response, and that the dynamic and steady-state characteristics are directly 

related. Specifically, high effective turning angles and large lift coef- 

ficients required for good STOL performance are directly responsible for 

adverse path/speed coupling and path overshoot. From a practical stand- 

point numerical solutions to Eqs. h  and 5 indicate that the condition 

for low-frequency flight-path-to-throttle sign reversals (l/T^g < 0) occurs 

at significantly higher thrust inclination angles than the condition for 

adverse path/airspeed coupling. For the tested configurations, the value 

of ej required to obtain adverse path/speed coupling ranged from about 

85 deg for Group I down to 50 deg on Group V. The critical value of Qq; 
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which would result in low-frequency d/Br sign reversals varied from 100 deg 

on Group V to 10^ deg on Group II. None of the configurations tested had 

this characteristic at the nominal trim flight condition (75 kt) although 

three configurations (AP2, 6 ELD, and 10) exhibited a flight-path-to-throttle 

sign reversal at 65 kt (e.g., add power and end up sinking faster in the 

steady state). 

3. Bate Change of Dynamlci 

An important aspect of the STOL path control problem is the rate at which 

the basic vehicle dynamics change with speed or power setting. The piloted 

simulation results reported in Ref. 5 indicate that large changes in vehicle 

response characteristics with small changes in speed are very undesirable. 

In fact, a key issue in the present investigation is the character of speed 

margins based not only on stall but also on regions of unacceptably poor 

handling qualities. The variation in the dynamic response with speed for 

the tested configurations is given in Fig. 7 in terms of the ratio of peak 

to steady-state values of the Bode asymptotes in Fig. 6. It will be shown 

later that the shape of the h/5T frequency response has a significant effect 

on closed-loop piloted control during ILS tracking and landing. All of the 

15 

E 
o w 
O a. 

I 
HI 

$ o 
o a. 

10 

5 - 

Note: I/The becomes negative for AP2,6RLD 
and 10 at speeds near 65kts. All have 
very nonlinear CL0 VS C^ 

Groups n, 12,1 

Adverse 
Coupling 

60 

-j^ttijffiaaaä-     J __ Zero Coupling 
^^^SSSSl^^^l^lv Group HI 

70 80 S0       \Prover,e 
Airspeed (Ms) Coupling 

Group I 

Figure 7 . Effect of Airspeed on the Dynamic Response 
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adversely coupled configurations are seen to exhibit a fairly rapid increase 

in overshoot with decreasing speed. AP10 has the most rapid degradation and 

AP2, 6 ELD, and 10 all exhibit a reversal in sign at 65 kt. The time responses 

for AP10 (see Fig. 8) illustrate the dramatic effect of speed on this configu- 

ration . 

C. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION 

The equations defining the generic STOL simulator model and a complete 

description of the cockpit layout, computer facility, and moving base cab 

are given in Volume II. The instrument display and cockpit controls were 

typical of a conventional present day CTOL transport. 

1. Simulation Scenario 

The piloting tasks were broken down into subtasks and a composite task 

as outlined in Table 2 below. The geometry of the flight task is shown in 

Fig. 9. 

V0»65Kts 

Figure B, Effect of Speed on Path Response to a 
Unit Step Power Input (AP10) 
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TAKLE 2 

SIMULATION TASK DESIGNATION AND DESCRIPTION 

TASK 
DESIOIATION 

TASK DESCRIPTION 

1.2 

1.7 

I 

2.0 

2.1 

2.7 

Glide slope tracking (Start at 1100 ft and termi- 
minate at TO  ft of altitude — all IFR) 

1.0 Calm air 

1.01 Turbulence (o = ^.5 ft/sec) (IFR only) 

1.1    High fast initial condition (IFR only)] See 
Fig. 9 

Low slow initial condition (IFR only) ' 

Speed change on glide slope (IFR only) 

Landing (Initial condition at 500 ft — IFR) 

Attitude flares and power flares in calm air 

Add turbulence (o = ^.5 ft/sec) 

Add discrete shear 

Composite ILS approach task (Rate glide slope 
intercept, path control, and flare and landing 
separately) 

Calm air (IFR and VFR^ 

Turbulence (a = 4,5 ft/sec) (IFR and VFR) 

Headwind ) 
(IFR and VFR) 

3.0 

5.1 

3.2 

5.3 Tailwind 

I I 
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1800' 

Localizer capture just 
prior to glide slope capture 

^SSSSSSSW^SSSS vssaa 

STOL Runway 

Initial Condition 
for Composite Task (3.0,3.1,3.2) 
V0=l30kts , y0 = 0 

Initial Condition 
for High Fast Task (1.1) 
Vo = 85 kts , /0 = - 7.5 deg 

Initial Condition 
for ILS Tracking Tasks {l.0,.0l) 
V0 = 75kts ,y0 = -6deg 

i^^^^^iZiZ 
J      Ceiling = 300' 

Initial Condition 
for Low Slow Task (1.2) 
V65kts, y0=-4.5deg 

Initial Condition for 
Landing Task (2.0,2.1) 

Figure 9. Flight Task Description 

Each pilot was given a presimulation briefing which consisted of an 

oral presentation and a written outline (Appendix D). Several pilot ques- 

tionnaires were developed (see Appendix D) to obtain pilot opinion of 

the tested configuration and to help quantify the pilot technique being 

used. The tes'- engineer (riding in the cockpit with the. pilot) utilized 

these questionnaires to obtain spontaneous pilot responses (and pilot 

ratings) daring and Immediately after a series of runs for each piloting 

task. Particular emphasis was placed on obtaining specific literal 

interpretations of the Cooper Harper scale. In this regard, the pilots 

were asked to justify their rating by relating the verbal description on 

the Cooper Harper scale to specific handling problems they had encountered. 

TR.1035.5R.Ill 19 
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2. Data Gathering 

1. The  summation data consist of pilot ratings and commentary, analog 

strip chart records, pilot performance measures, and descrihing function 

data. Pilot ratings were obtained for each of the sübtasks listed in the 

previous section. In addition, pilot ratings were obtained for each seg- 

ment of the composite ILS approacn task) glide slope intercept, glide slope 

tracking, flare and landing, and an overall rating. 
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SECTION III 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

An extensive two-phase simulation program involving eleven generic STOL 

configurations and nine research pilots was conducted on the NASA Ames S-l6 

Moving Base Simulator. The first simulation period served to identify the 

critical flight regions which were then investigated in detail in a second 

simulation period. The pilot ratings, commentary, and other results pre- 

sented in the following sections are a direct result of the more detailed 

investigation (second simulation period). 

A. FLIGHT PATH CONTROL 

The pilot rating data and commentary for the glide slope tracking, flare 

and landing, and composite tasks (Tasks 1.01, 2.1, and 5-1) revealed that 

flight path control deficiencies were most apparent on short final during the 

visual portion of the approach. It was not possible to obtain a numerical 

assessment of flight path control on short final (last 500 ft of approach) 

since this case was not separated out and rated as a separate task during 

the experiment. However, it was possible to draw certain inferences from 

comparison of the pilot ratings for the ccraposite approach task (5.1) and 

the US tracking task (l.Ol). This comparison (shown in Fig. 10) allows 

us to make the following observations: 

e  The ratings for the IFR approach tracking task (l.Ol) 
showed little difference across the configurations, 
e.g., none of the configurations were rated worse than 
a 5. 

• The ratings for the composite task, which included both 
IFR and VFR tracking, indicated that two configurations 
(API and AP10) were definitely unacceptable (large spread 
with ratings of 7 or worse) and that two configurations 
(AP6 and BSL2 RLD) were marginal (large spread with ratings 
up to 6). 

• The only appreciable difference between the glide path 
tracking portion of Task 5.1 and Task 1.01 was that 
Task 5.1 included a VFR tracking segment on final approach 
after breakout (glide slope intercept was rated separately). 
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b) Pilot Ratings for Path Control 
Port of Composite Task (3.1) 
(IFR and VFR Path Control) 

Figure 10. Pilot Ratings for Tasks 1.01 and 5.1 

Based on the above observations, it seems reasonable to conclude that 

the tracking problems that resulted in degraded pilot ratings Tor Task 5.1 

were associated with the final portion of the approach between breakout 

and initiation of flare. This indirect inference led to a careful review 

of the pilot comments (see appendix A) regarding flight path control and 

any indications of problems in setting up for flare. The results of this 

review are shown in Table 3 where it can be seen that most of the tested 

configurations received some adverse commentary regarding flight path 

control on short final in turbulence. This reflects the experimental 

design, in that all configurations represent marginal cases of various 

STOL concepts.  (Recall that the basic goal of the study was to find out 

what features or combinations of features resulted in crossing the boundary 

from marginal to unacceptable.) The large number of, and intensity of, 

derogatory conments regarding flight path control on short final for 
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TABLE 5.    PIWT OOMHE|?TAEY ^BRE FL^QffP PATH CONTROL IBDBLBH3 ON gHDRT FINAL 
WERE SFjglCIFICAW'T PTEP (TASKS 2.1 AND J.l) 

TOOT 1 nw £ pn^i 5 PILOT 7 PIU5T6 PH,'1! 0 

B3L1 Hone Poor vertical speed 
response makes it easy 
to overcontrol 

Put on to<5 «ueh power to 
eorreot foi- • lc(w etjeii- 
tlon and th«r. don!t pet 
it off In Use, etc. 

Kon« H<we As flyins Siile 
slope 'US)  to got 
to wtnis» for flare 

BSL2 Han« Hone 1 «a havlns quite a 
bit of problems 
with the turbu-euce 
particularly during 
the final glide 
slope tracking and 
the flare 

Nan« Kor.e 

BSLSSUI Sequin* oodertte eaa- 
pentttton an throtile» 
to let 19 far flsre 

Hone Poor sink rat« to 
throttle respjnse 
is responsiblä for 
probloas ir £:ttir.g 
set up at flure 
point 

Flying IVSI to 
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• 5 down to 
breakout and 
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to get the power 
»et for your 
flare, particu- 
larly with these 
last ainute 
flitfit path cor- 
reetlon» «here 
the pouer can be 
goisg up and üau 

,.. real dicey 
to get a good 
slLk rate and 
a good aia 
point on the 
runway 

Pri»ary dlffiMlty 
vas the consider- 
able lag in the 
throttle tad If 
your effeetins a 
change on gliie 
path the result- 

rate late in the 
approach will give 
you reel protlesu 
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of these felrly Urge 
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Becoveiy ft«* turbulence 
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flax« wt difficult 

Turbulence 1* not 
a problen tad 
getting set up 
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uration 

APS ■on: ■one GOM 

AP6SLB Modente eaventetion 
on tlnk ret« control 
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to «et up the flare 
point 

Sink rate 
response to atti- 
tude and paver 
are good 

None 

AP/ Bone «tee Rant 

APIO The slugcleh «Ink rate 
to throttle nakei It 
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*f prisaiy objection 
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to control sink rat« 
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approach 
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with flight path 
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flight path angle 
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Mete*:   Blank space aeans pilot did aot fly the eonfigyratl«. 
"HUM* Man* that as tptelfle ei—iU i«Utlv« tc flight path eontrol on short final «ere recorded. 
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Configurations API and AP10 tended to support the results inferred from 

the pilot ratings, that is, that these configurations were unacceptable 

for flight path control and that the primary problem occurred during the 

visual poition of the approach. 

I B. PATH/SPEED COUFLING- 

Based on earlier work (for example, see Refs. 2, h,  and 5)^ adverse 

path/speed coupling was expected to be a heavy contributor towards the 

definition of minimum acceptable boundaries. This was not the case for 

the configurations tested in this experiment. While the pilots found that 

adverse speed/path coupling was undesirable, it was not a major factor in 

the final pilot ratings. The evidence upon which this conclusion is based 

is summarized below. 

• Quantitative measurements of the pilot's closed-loop 
tracking behavior via describing functions showed no 
evidence of active (closed-loop) speed control (these 
measurements are discussed in the next section). 

• A review of the pilot connnentary (see Appendix A) 
indicated that sr^eed was monitored rather than con- 
trolled for adverse coupled configurations. Addition- 
ally, some pilots volunteered that the adverse speed/ 
path coupling represented a rating degradation of only 
l/2 to 1 point. (For example, see the commentary for 
Pilots 2 and 7, Task 1.01, for Configuration AP2 in 
Appendix A.) 

• The strip chart 1ecords of the simulation show evidence 
of changes in trial pitch attitude with long-term speed 
excursions but no evidence of closed-loop speed control. 
This result holds true for the IFR glide slope tracking 
portion of the approach, as well as the visual aim point 
control after breakout and before the. initiation of 
flare. Two examples of this result are shown in Fig. 
11. The example in Fig. Ha illustrates the use of a 
pitch attitude bias in response to a very large long- 
term airspeed excursion (see Channels 5 and 6). Note 
that errors in the flight path (Channel 5) are dealt 
with by use of the throttle (Channel 7). The lack of 
concern over airspeed excursions is even more dramati- 
cally illustrated in Fig. lib where the pilot held 
constant attitude throughout the approach even in the 
presence of a long-term persistent airspeed error of 
between 5 and 9 irt. It should be noted that these 
results are consistent and repeatable across all the 
pilots for the adversely coupled configurations. 
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V. 

•  The pilot rating for Configuration AP6 ELD was ini- 
tially a 9- This rating was given after a run where 
the pilot got low on short final and added power. 
Because of the strong adverse coupling on this con- 
figuration, the airspeed decreased to below stall 
and control was lost (too low to recover). The stall 
speed was decreased slightly (6^ kt to 6l kt) so that 
increasing power at the trim pitch attitude did not 
result in a stall (increased QLjug^ "by 10 percent) as 
shown in Fig. 12. The pilot rating then improved to 
a 5. 

In summary, the above results indicate that as long as the flight path 

response or aircraft safety margins were not degraded, the pilots tended 

to simply monitor speed and fly constant attitude. Adverse speed/path 

coupling had only a minimal effect on the pilot ratings, which tended to 

be more directly associated with ability to control the flight path. These 

results were published in early progress reports and were checked by other 

investigators running STOL certification simulator programs (Ref. 5). These 

investigators concurred that the pilots were not controlling airspeed for 

adversely coupled configurations. There now appears to be a general accept- 

ance of the fact that airspeed control in itself is not the appropriate 

flight reference for many STOL configurations. For the configurations in 

this experiment, constant attitude appeared to be a good flight reference. 

Considerations for formulating a flight reference for various STOL configu- 

rations are discussed in Ref. 5. 

C. CLOSED LOOP TRACKHIG BEHAVIOR 

1. Pilot Vehicle Loop Structure 

All of the pilots indicated that the technique for glide slope tracking 

was primarily to control the glide slope deviation rate (d). A summary of 

pilot commentary and interpretation of the time histories is given below in 

terms of a set of rules which effectively quantify the technique used for 

glide slope tracking with power. 
• 

a. Keep d at a very low level by controlling IVSI with 
power, e.g., find a target IVSI that keeps the glide 
slope bug stationary on the display (nominally 800 ft/ 
min) 
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Notes: 

• 15 percent increase in power at trim pitch attitude (3°) 
will result in a stall with basic AP6RLD 

• By increasing CLMAX ^y 10 percent AP6RLD will not 
stall due to a power increase at the trim pitch attitude 

• The pilot rating is 9 for the basic AP6RLD and 5 with 
a 10 percent increase in CLMAX 

Pitch Attitude 9 (deg) 
Original 
AP6RLD 

AP6RLD 
With 10% 
Increase in 
CLMAX 

Trimmed 
On 

Glideslope 

14^ 50 60 70 80. 90 

Indicated Airspeed (i-.t) 

Power 
h 

{Percent) 

100 

80 

60 

40 

0 

100 

Figure 12. Effect of 10 Percent Increase in CL   on Stall Characteristics 
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b. If glide slope error (d) is diverging, try to first 
zero d, then adjust power so d is slowly converging 
(i.e., pick a new target sink rate on the IVSI). 

c. If the glide slope error is less than one dot, make 
very small power adjustments (if any). 

The attitude control technique suggested by the pilot commentary 

(Appendix A) and strip chart records (for example, Pigs. 11 and 12) may 

be summarized as: 

a. Let the SAS hold attitude and occasionally adjust to 
correct back to target attitude when required. 

b. Bias the target attitude tc correct persistent speed 
errors that are large enough to be outside the indif- 
ference threshold. 

These rules suggest a basic pilot vehicle system loop structure consist- 

ing of beam and beam rate feedback to the throttle with a very low gain atti- 

tude to column feedback (assumed to be zero in subsequent analyses). This 

is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 13. Further quantification of the 

model was obtained using the results of specifically designed simulation 

runs where the pilot was given deterministic inputs in beam error, sink rate, 

and vertical acceleration (sum of six sine waves) which was filtered to give 

the appearance of random vertical gusts. The method is described in detail 

in Appendix C. As shown in Appendix C, the describing function representing 

the pilot plus vehicle system may be experimentally derived from measurements 

of the system response. Describing function magnitude and phase points were 

computed at six frequencies thereby giving an experimental frequency response 

(Bode plot) for the beam to beam error response (the effective controlled 

element) of the pilot vehicle system which was fitted with pilot model para- 

meters corresponding to the Fig. 13 throttle series loop structure. 

The analytical approximation to the effective controlled element used 

to fit the experimental data was based on the assumption that the pilot 

flies constant attitude and may be derived from the block diagram in 

Fig. 13 and approximate factors in Appendix B. 
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I d    _   yy      '    YPN6e5T I -7   -   Vc   -        ft 

I   - 
^ =  ^(S + 1^)6-" —g ^L (6) 

f  " J     sN6jTes + 1) 

Pilot      Augmented 
Airframe 

where 

"ie   =   VB+T^ + Iii' (7) 

or 

Mg (S2 + 2£eV + a>2) 
Je 

K^ represents the pilot's internally derived sink rate command "based 

on a beam error. K^ represents the amount of throttle response that was 

used for a perceived error between the target sink rate and actual sink 

rate on the IVSI instrument or from the visual display during the final 

approach segment, T represents the overall pilot lag that arises from 

several sources such as neurorauscular and scanning lags. The sink rate 

conmand, he, is internally generated by the pilot by observing the IVSI 

reading that nulls the glide slope deviation rate, d. As shown in Ref. 6, 

there is negligible lag associated with internally generated commands, 

which accounts for the fact that the outer loop pilot transfer function 

Ypd is represented as a pure gain (T = 0). 

2. Experimental Results 

The pilot model parameters (%, K^, T) were varied to obtain the 

experimental data fits in Fig. 1^. Each data point in the figure repre- 

sents the average experimental value across all the pilots who flew each 

of the configurations. Two glide slope sensitivities were run for each 
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configuration to help quantify the effect of the pilot's "tightening up" 

as glide slope sensitivity Increases near decision height. The high sensi- 

tivity (squares) and normal sensitivity (triangles) cases represent a glide 

slope width of ±50 ft and ±100 ft, respectively. To put this in perspective, 

these numbers correspond to glide slope tracking at a range of 0.6T miles 

and 1.3^ miles from the 6 deg glide slope transmitter.* Figure 1^ shows 

that the characteristic tightening up near decision height does not occur 

for some configurations (AP6 and APIO) and appears as an increase in gain 

for others (BSL2 and API). The pilot ratings for path control are shown 

below the experimental results for each of the configurations shown in 

Fig. 1^. These ratings are seen to be significantly degraded for the cases 

where the pilots were unable to equalize the effective controlled element 

to a K/s shape (API and APIO). Other implications of piloting technique 

to be drawn from these data fits are: 

• The pilots axe not regulating speed with attitude to 
any significant degree. This is evidenced by the fact 
that closure of a speed to attitude loop significantly 
alters the shape of the analytical fit to the point 
where it does not match the experimental data. This 
is especially true on the more highly coupled configu- 
rations such as APIO. 

• The overriding pilot closed loop operation was beam 
and beam rate to throttle. Other pilot activity was 
of such low gain as to have negligible effect. 

• The phase margin at crossover was generally about 50 deg 
for the high sensitivity glide slope resulting in a 
closed loop bandwidth of about 0.25 rad/sec for BSL1, 2, 
and 2 RLD, and O.k rad/sec for all other configurations. 

• The effective pilot lag is considerably higher than 
indicated on previous single controller experiments 
(T is usually about 0.k  sec). This could be due to 
the higher scanning workload inherent to increased 
rates of descent and low approach speeds. The latter 
results in increased lateral workload due to the 
increase in turn rate for a small bank angle excursion 
[r = (gcp/V0)] requiring significantly more scanning 

* Glide slope width was ±0.7 deg. 
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activity on the attitude gyro (bank angle) and HSI 
(localizer). Finally, the high degree of coupling 
on some configurations probably results in more than 
usual scanning activity on airspeed. However, a firm 
explanation cannot be supported from the current 
results. 

3. Oonclusions 

The results obtained from experimental measurement of the pilot's closed- 

loop tracking behavior have some very important implications in the definition 

of minimally acceptable handling qualities. Most importantly, there appears 

to be very good correlation between the ability of the pilots to equalize 

the effective controlled element to a K/s (see Fig. 1^) and configurations 

that are less than minimally acceptable (e.g., Configurations API and APIO). 

Configuration API is an interesting example because it is not especially bad 

in terms of criteria developed in previous work (see Refs. 5 and 7). For 

example. Configuration AP2* relative to Configuration API has 

a. Thirty percent more flight path overshoot (^peak/^ss) 

b. Three times more steady-state coupling {hbY/by). 

c. Nearly identical ^iSTOL characteristics (see Ref. 5). 

d. More rapid degradation of dynamics with speed change 
(see Fig. 7). 

e. Identical control power characteristics (both have a 
—2 deg by  capability). 

Based on the above list, we would certainly not expect AP2 to receive better 

pilot ratings than API. However, this was indeed the case for the composite 

task (5.1), as well as the final approach and landing task (2.1). This 

"Configuration AP2 has the same dynamics as Configuration AP6 (which 
is shown in Fig. I'+b, the only difference being that AP2 has -2 deg by 
capability compared to -4 deg for AP6. 
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important result illustrates that limiting flight path control characteris- 

tics are more directly identified via analysis of the closed-loop pilot/ 

vehicle system (inability to equalize the effective controlled element to a 

K/s in the case of API) as opposed to considerations of open-loop response 

characteristics. Unfortunately, closed-loop response measurements are not 

easy to make. It would therefore be desirable to identify open-loop vehicle 

characteristics which are a valid measure of, and are sensitive to, changes 

in the closed-loop pilot/vehicle effective controlled element characteristics. 

As earlier stated, deficiencies in flight path control were not apparent 

to the pilots until the last 300 ft. However, the above describing function 

analysis results suggest that certain fundamental limitations are apparent 

in tems of closed-loop tracking behavior on the glide flope long before the 

pilots recognize the deficiency. Thus, we may conclude that path control 

deficiencies which are limiting for visual aim point tracking may be iden- 

tified by taking long term closed loop tracking measurements on the ILS 

glide slope. (The glide slope sensitivity should be high to induce tight 

control.) This  is an important result in that it is very difficult to 

quantify the visual aim point tracking problem due to the short amount of 

time over which this task occurs. 

D. FLAKE AM) LANDING 

Comparison of the pilot ratings for the ILS glide slope tracking task 

(1.01) and the final approach and landing task (2.1) indicate that flight 

path control deficiencies were far more apparent to the pilots during the 

final approach and landing task. This comparison is shown in Fig. 15 below 

where it can be seen that some configurations which received acceptable 

pilot ratings for ILS tracking were rated as unacceptable for the flare and 

landing (for example, BSL1, API, and APIO). This result probably reflects 

the increased precision required for the fined approach and landing task, 

especially in the presence of turbulence. 

Atmospheric turbulence had a very strong adverse effect on pilot opinion 

ratings and performance for the final approach and landing. As shown in 

Fig. 16 below. Configurations BSL1, AP7, and API were particularly sensitive 

to turbulence. The effect of steady winds was not tested. 
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There was general agreement among the pilots that the sink rate excur- 

sions seemed extremely large near touchdown. This has also been noted on 

other STOL simulations (Refs. 5^ 8, 9) where the pilots have complained of 

unusually large gusts which seem unrealistic based on CTOL experience. 

Possible explanations of this arer 

• The magnitude of low-frequency shear in the turbulence 
model was unrealistically high. 

• Turbulence effects tend to be magnified in the simu- 
lator due to limited peripheral vision, inadequate 
motion cues in heave, and lack of sink rate perception 
in the visual display. 

• Turbulence has a much more pronounced effect on STOL 
vehicles than on CTOL airplanes. 

A short flight test program using the Princeton University Variable Stability 

KAVION was conducted as a follow on to this simulation. (Discussed at greater 

length in Section IV. One of the primary goals of the flight program was to 

gain a better appreciation of tha seemingly unrealistic turbulence effects 

obtained in the simulator. In order to insure identical turbulence models in 

the simulator and In flight, a magnetic tape of the simulator turbulence was 

used to generate artificial turbulence In the variable stability airplane. 

The following results were obtained 

• Qualitatively, the effect of turbulence on the flight path 
seemed very similar in flight to that experienced in the 
simulator using the BSL1 configuration in each case. 

• The basic NAVION was flown with the turbulence tape and 
given a pilot rating of U-l/2 for the landing maneuver. 
The pilot's comment was that It was like flying with the 
NAVION in winds of 18 kt with gusts to 25 kt. 

These results imply that the simulator results were valid and that the comments 

and ratings regarding severe effects of turbulence are attributable to STOL 

deficiencies (which are highly sensitive to turbulence), ^nly one pilot flew 

this phase of the experiment. Therefore, more testing is warranted to support 

this conclusion. 

The above experimental results suggest that flight path control defi- 

ciencies are more correlated with the VFR task associated with final 

approach and landing than the IFS tracking task. Those features which 

appear to contribute most heavily towards this result are 
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• The effects of path disturbances due to turbulence 
and shear are very prominent due to near proximity 
of the ground. 

• The terminal control nature of the task requires 
that errors (in the apparent touchdown aim point) 
he eliminated inmediately. This sense of urgency 
does not exist in the ILS task. 

This has resulted in a switch in aaphasis from analysis of the classical 

glide slope tracking task to the final approach and landing task. It was 

therefore appropriate to concentrate the analysis for identification of 

key parameters on the final approach and flare maneuvers. This analysis 

is presented in Section V of this report. 

E. SIMULATOR CALIBRATION FOR LANDING 

There was general agreement aiaong the pilots who have flown the NASA 

Ames simulators that the visual and motion cues do not have one to one 

correspondence with the real world during landing. Early in the program, 

it became apparent that what appeared to be a smooth landing was actually 

firm to hard from the standpoint of computed touchdown sink rate. It 

I        therefore appeared desirable to allow the pilots to rate their landing 

1        performance based on what they saw on the display. Since all of the 

I        pilots had considerable flying experience (greater than 2000 hr) it was 

t        reasoned that they should be able to distinguish a good landing from a 

bad landing. Moreover, the pilot can only operate in a closed loop sense 

I        based on his information input, e.g., visual display and simulator motion. 

»        Allowing the pilots to rate their performance and using those ratings to 
f 
| calibrate the simulator should compensate in some way for the effect of 

[ the missing or erroneous cues from the data. The pilot ratings of touchdown 

sink rate consisted of "soft, firm, and hard." A numerical scale has been 

! defined which quantifies these ratings in terms of percentage of responses 

in a given category. The pilot to pilot variation was found to be small 

enough to group all of the data and define a relationship between actual 

performance on the simulator and the pilot's subjective opinion across all 

I pilots. This effectively calibrates the simulate:'. 
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All the landing data were tabulated according to touchdown sink rate and 

pilot rating (soft, firm, hard) resulting in the three distributions shown 

in Fig. 17. 

Percent Rated Soft 

C 

_J 

C 
0) 
o 
<u 
CL 

\   Percent 
' Rated Hard 

5 10 
Actual hTo (ft/sec) 

Figure 17. Distribution of Ratings for Soft, 
Firm, and Hard Landings 

Based on these distributions, a numerical scale was developed to quantify 

the pilot's rating of touchdown sink rate as shown in Table h.    The correla- 

tion between simulator and pilot opinion of touchdown sink rate is made by 

plotting the actual (simulated) touchdown sink rate against-the number corres- 

ponding to the pilot verbal descriptors in Table k.    The results is shown in 

Fig. 18. 

TABLE K.    LANDING "RATING" SCALE 

NUMERICAL 
SCALE 

PBRCBTTAGK OF LAMDINGS RATED 
AS SOFT, FIRM, OR HARD 

VERBAL 
SCALE 

SOFT FIRM HARD 

1 

2 

3 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

100 

75 

50 

25 

15 

10 

0 

0 

0 

0 

25 

50 

65 

70 

65 

50 

25 

0 

0 

0 

0 

10 

15 

25 

50 

75 

100 

Soft 

Soft-firm 

Firm 

Firm-hard 

Hard 
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Figure 18. Simulator Landing Correlation Plot 

Figure 18 verifies the subjective feeling that what would be a high 

touchdown sink rate in actual flight (order of 6 ft/sec) looks like a 

"soft to firm" a. aiding in the simulator. It follows that landing data 

taken in the simulator (bn)) should be evaluated based on the landing 

opinion scale in Fig. 18. 

The landing performance data for the tested generic STOL configurations 

are summarized in Table 5 in terms of the computed and adjusted ("Fig. 18) 

touchdown sink rate and the touchdown position. All landings between 200 

and 500 ft were considered as in the touchdown zone. Table 5 reveals that 

• None of the configurations could be landed consistently 
soft and in the touchdown zone. 

• The Group II configurations were rated significantly- 
better than the rest. 

• The Group II configurations exhibit the lowest touch- 
down sink rates and also the lowest dispersions from 
the mean (o) in XJD. 

It should be pointed out that the dispersions of XTD about the mean were 

not syranetrical, that is, an extremely low number of touchdowns occurred 

short of the runway. In. cases where the possibility of landing short or 

overshooting existed, the pilots executed a go-around. 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF LANDING PERFORMANCE 
(Turbulence = ^.5 ft/sec rms) 

GROUP CONFIGURATION 

TOUCHDOWN PERFORMANCE 

AVKHAC3E PILOT 
RATING 

(Task 2.1) 

SINK RATE POSITION, ft 

AVG. a AVG. RATING 
(FIG. 7) 

AVG. a 

I 

BSL1 

BSL2 

BSL2 RLD 

6.8 

6.1 

7-5 

5-0 

2.k 

5.3 

Firm 

Soft-firm 

Firm 

27^ 

1H5 

520 

171 

200 

50^ 

5-7 

1^-6 

5.5-4 

II 

AP2 

AP6 

AP6RLD 

5.1 

6.0 

h.3 

2.6 

2-5 

Soft-firm 

Soft-firm 

Soft 

J+27 

^25 

21^ 

159 

161 

82 

k 

5-5 

III APT 7-6 5.0 Firm hkk 2^5 4-6 

IV API 6A1 5.18 Soft-firm 561 19^ 5.5-8 

V AP10 6-7 2.0 Soft-firm 1^12 206 6-8 

F. FLIGHT DIRECTOB RESULTS 

Two flight director configurations were designed to provide the pilot 

with command information for column; throttle, and lateral wheel inputs. 

The flight directors were designed to be compatible with the Group I and 

Group II configurations using the STOL flight director design procedures 

developed in Ref. 10. The primary objectives of the flight directors 

were to reduce the pilots1 workload and to increase glide slope and 

localizer tracking accuracy. In keeping with these objectives the guidance 

and control and pilot centered requirements discussed in Ref. 10 were a 

primary factor in formulating the appropriate feedback signals for the 

flight directors. A third objective was to investigate the flight direc- 

tor as a means of decoupling the airspeed flight path responses. It was 

hypothesized that with a good flight director the displayed quantities 
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can be quite well decoupled with regard to pilot inputs even though the 

basic airplane responses (airspeed and flight path) are quite highly 

coupled. The basic loop structures for the' column and throttle flight 

director were taken directly from Bef. 10. 

The directors were based on the principle of normal "backside" or STOL 

operation, i.e., throttle controls path deviations and attitude controls 

speed. The column flight director was basically an attitude hold with a 

low gain speed feedback [As/AV = {0.3h deg/kt)]. The speed error limiter 

was set to ±29.6 kt which results in a maximum flight director pitch command 

of ±10 deg. Attempts to increase the speed feedback gain and/or open up 

the speed error limiter met with unfavorable pilot commentary. This was 

primarily due to the increased activity of the pitch command bar. These 

results are consistent with the concept that the feedbacks to each of the 

controls must be frequency separated. That is, one control is primary 

(glide slope to throttle) and the other is a low frequency trim function 

(airspeed to attitude). We therefore may conclude that the flight director 

is effective in decoupling the aircraft responses only from the standpoint 

that one variable (speed in this case) is controlled very loosely. This 

is entirely consistent with the way the pilots flew the aircraft using 
11 raw data" glide slope information. 

The pilot ratings and ILS tracking performance results are summarized 

in Pig. 19 to show comparisons with and without the flight director in 

turbulence. These results show that: 

• The flight director improves the pilot rating 1 to 
1-1/2 points. In terms of Cooper Harper descriptors 
this implies "moderate to extensive compensation" 
with raw data to "minimal compensation" with the 
flight director. 

• Averaged rms glide slope tracking performance was 
improved 25 to ho percent with the flight director. 

• Averaged rms localizer tracking showed the most 
dramatic improvement in performance (up to 86 percent 
reduction in rms tracking error). 
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SECTION IV 

HiICfflEP ÜBST BESULTS 

A. DESCRIFTZON OF FLIOBT IflOGBAM 

The flight test program which spanned a period of about three months 

was hasically a flight version of the final approach and landing task 

(Task 2.1 on the simulator). The Princeton University Variable Stability 

NAVION was programmed and checked out to simulate Configurations BSL1 and 

API. The artificial turbulence was identical to that used on the simulator 

in that a magnetic tape of one hour of the simulator turbulence was used 

to generate artificial turbulence in flight. 

The flight scenario involved the safety pilot's flying the aircraft 

around the pattern and setting up for each run, with the evaluation pilot 

taking over on final approach at about 1000 ft. Approach guidance con- 

sisted of a 6 deg microwave landing system glide slope and localizer (TALAR) 

plus a lighting system which provided visual indication of whether the pilot 

was above or below the 6 deg approach path. The evaluation pilot flew the 

airplane to touchdown or to the point at which the safety pilot felt an 

abort was necessary. Each configuration was tested for three basic levels 

of turbulence and two levels of attitude SAS bandwidth. The levels of 

turbulence tested were 0, 2.25 ft/sec rms, and k.5  ft/sec rms. The atti- 

tude SAS bandwidth was tested at a basic level of 0.7 rad/sec and also a 

level of 1.2 rad/sec. 

B. FLIGHT RESULTS 

The basic NAVION was mechanized with the turbulence tape and several 

approaches to touchdown flown to gain an appreciation for the level of 

simulated turbulence with a known airplane. The pilot rating was ^-l/2, 

and the pilot commenced that the situation appeared to be consistent with 

tower-reported winds of approximately 15-20 kt with gusts to 25 kt. The 

evaluation pilot noted that the pilot rating for Task 2.1 (final approach 

and landing) with the basic NAVION in calm air is about a 2-1/2. This is 
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an important result, because it associates the unreasonably large distur- 

bances in the simulator with STOL response to turbulence rather than with 

simulation of unrealistically high gusts. Only one pilot flew this portion 

of the experiment (Princeton project pilot) and only a few approaches and 

landings were made. Because of its importance, further experimental vali- 

dation of this result is warranted. 
• 

Two levels of attitude SAS were tested; a high gain SAS and a low gain 

SAS. The low gain SAS resulted in a very sluggish attitude response to 

column input (5 sec to 75 percent o/i" steady state) whereas the high gain 

SAS was quite responsive (1.8 sec to 75 percent). Three levels of turbu- 

lence were tested for two configurations (BSL1 and API). These configura- 

tions were selected because they exhibited marginal characteristics on the 

simulator and had different limiting effects. That is, BSL1 was very slug- 

gish and API had dynamic coupling problems. The pilot ratings for each of 

the three levels of turbulence and two levels of SAS response are shown in 

Table 6 for flare and landing (Task 2.1) and in Table 7 for final approach 

only. 

The following results are indicated from the pilot ratings in Tables 6 

1- and 7. 

jt 
1. The high gain SAS resulted in consistently better pilot 

|                      ratings for landing and had no effect on glide path 
control (on short final). 

2. The turbulence level had a dramatic effect on the ratings 
with both configurations being clearly unacceptable at 
au = U.5 ft/sec. 

5. The ratings for maximum turbulence level (ou = U.5 ft/ 
sec) were much worse that obtained in the simulation 
program. For example, comparison of Fig. 15 with Table 6 
shows that BSL1 was rated from 3 to 7 on the simulator 
and from 7 to 10 in flight. 

Result number 2 is consistent with the simulation in that increasing 

the turbulence level had a degrading effect on the pilot ratings. This 

effect was more pronounced in flight. 

The disparity between simulation and flight (result 3 above) indicated 

that worse pilot ratings were received in flight where the peripheral and 

motion cues were better than the simulator. It was not possible to resolve 
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TABLE 6 

COOPER HARPER RATINGS FOR FLARE AND LANDING 
(PLKfflT PROGRAM) 

TURBULENCE AND SAS 
CONFIGURATION BSL1 CONFIGURATION API    j 

PILOT 1 PILOT 3 PILOT 1 PILOT 3 1 

0Ug = 0 ft/sec 

High Gain SAS 1^-1/2 1* 6-1/2 5-1/2 

j  Low Gain SAS 5 5 7 6-1/2 j 

oUg = 2.25 ft/sec 

j  High Gain SAS 

Low Gain SAS 

5 
6-1/2 

5 
6 

Did not fly 

1 enough in tur- 

6-1/2 I 

9   1 
Oug = ^.5 ft/sec bulence to rate 

|  High Gain SAS 7 6-1/2 to 10 10 

1  Low Gain SAS 8 7 to 10 10 

TABLE 7 

COOPER HARPER RATINGS FOR FINAL APPROACH 
(FLIGHT PROQIAM) 

TURBULENCE LEVEL 

aug ft/sec 

CONFIGURATION BSL1 CONFIGURATION API    | 

PILOT 1 PILOT 3 PILOT 1 PILOT 5 1 

0 

2.25 

^.5 

1+ 

5 

7 

1+ 

5-1/2 

8-1/2 to 10 

5-1/2 5   1 
6-1/2 

9 to 10 

Ratings did not vary with high and low gain SAS. 

*This rating inproves to a 6 with increased throttle control power (throttle 
was limited to ±20 percent about trim on Navion). 
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these flight/simulator discrepancies (with any confidence) without consider- 

ably more testing (which was beyond the scope of this program). There are 

two possible hypotheses which help to "explain" the data. These are summarized 

below. 

1. The rating effect of the if-,5 ft/sec turbulence is more 
pronounced for flight than for simulation. To some 
extent this may be due to the fact that during the simu- 
lation many of the landing problems were attributed to 
poor simulator cues. The flight tests served to illus- 
trate that the much improved visual and motion cues in 
flight were of no help in regulating against the large 

| gust inputs near touchdown. In fact, the improved sink 
f:: rate cues served to increase the pilot's awareness of 
f "how bad things really were." Sink rates of 1200 to 
}. ikOO  ft/min on short final tend to be far more dramatic 
f in the flight environment than on the simulator with the 
; Redifon display. 

I 2. There were certain discrepancies in the environmental, 
f task, and procedural variables between flight and sirau- 
I lation. 

I The discrepancies noted in item two above are summarized below. 

| •  Task variables. Task variables comprise all the system 
• inputs and those control system elements which enter 

directly and explicitly into the pilot's control task. 
The primary discrepancy here was the limited throttle 
authority on the Variable Stability NATION (±20 percent 
about trim) and lack of any engine noise cues in the 
airplane (due to variation of thrust with the Beta prop 
instead of power). 

• Environmental variables. These are clearly superior in 
flight, and flight ratings are usually better than simu- 
lator ratings due to improved visual and motion cues 
and their generally favorable effects on closed-loop 
performance. 

• Procedural variables. These include aspects of the 
experimental procedure such as Instructions, background, 
indoctrination, training, etc. These variables present 
a particularly difficult problem for the simulator 
landing task, especially with regard to definition of 
"desirable," "adequate," and "inadequate" performance. 
Clearly, these factors depend on aircraft specifics 
such as gear strength, gear softness, braking effective- 
ness, etc. Furthermore, the simulator motion cues at 
touchdown are frequeutly inappropriate no matter how 
the landing gear is modeled (due to hitting the motion 
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stops or to artificial effects caused by protection 
circuits to reduce wear on the simulator motion system). 
The pilots of the simulator program were given rather 
vague instructions in that they were told to assume that 
the gear was strong enough "within reason" (touchdown 
should he at least well "below the glide ^lope sink rate 
of 15 ft/sec) and that braking effectiveness was such 
that they could stop the airplane if on the ground and 
under control at midfield (1000 ft of runway left). The 
procedural variables in the Variable Stability airplane 
were quite different. The landing gear has finite strength 
and is very stiff. It is the safety pilot's responsibility 
to abort if the sink rate gets into the unsafe region near 
touchdown. For example, touchdowns of 8 ft/sec were rela- 
tively coamon on the simulator. In the aircraft, a touch- 
down sink rate of this magnitude was cause for alarm (the 
tests were interrupted while the gear was checked). There 
was some attempt during the flight test program to minimize 
this discrepancy in the procedural variables by having the 
evaluation pilots try to ignore the aborts and evaluate 
the landings. It is difficult to impossible to evaluate 
the ability of a pilot to ignore the fact that he has been 
aborted for a large percentage of his attempts to land the 
airplane. It would therefore seem that the safest way to 
maintain a high level of credibility for flight/simulator 
comparisons is to mechanize the simulator so that the pro- 
cedural variables are as close as possible to the flight 
situation. This was done in the present program during a 
post-flight simulation and is discussed below. 

•  Pilot-centered variables. These are the characteristics 
that the pilots bring to the control task. One of the 
pilots had extensive experience with the simulation phase 
of this program, while the other had flown many hours 
evaluating STOL configurations on the Princeton Variable 
Stability NAVION. This was felt to be complementary, and 
the very low variability in ratings between the two pilots 
indicates that the pilot-centered effects were not respon- 
sible for the flight/simulator discrepancies. 

In response to these preliminary results and findings, a short-term 

sirulator program sponsored by NASA Ames was undertaken to further inves- 

tigate the effects of turbulence on STOL landings, especially with regard 

to simulator/flight comparisons. The same two pilots participated as in 

the flight test) however, the FSAA simulator was used (the S-l6 was the 

primary simulator in the pre-flight simulations). The BSL1 configuration 

was used since it received most of the attention in flight. This simulation 
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period was separated into two phases to evaluate the effects of task, 

environmental, and procedural variables. The primary differences between 

these phases were as follows: 

•  Phase I — Direct Simulator/Flight Comparison 

1. Program the safety pilot as an "abort mode." By 
scanning the strip chart records from the flight 
test, it was determined that the safety pilot vas 
reasonably consistent in that he aborted if the 
sink rate exceeded approximately 6.5 ft/sec below 
an altitude of about 10 ft. The simulator was pro- 
grammed to abort {go into reset mode) with this 
criterion. 

2. Physical stops were clamped on the FSAA simulator 
throttle quadrant which limited thrust excursions 

I about trim to ±20 percent. (NAVION control power 
I was 20 percent of simulated STOL.) 

I 3. The pilot position was set to simulate the NAVION 
I (eye height of 8 ft and longitudinal pilot position 
I at the center of gravity). 

| k.   Engine noise was eliminated (changes in power are 
I not audible in the NAVION since they are accomplished 
I via propeller pitch at constant rpm). 

i •  Phase II — Same scenario as pre-flight simulation 
(Discussed in Sections III and IV) 

1. Assume gear is "strong as required within reason," 
e.g., no abort. 

f 2. The throttle stops were removed. 

I 3. Engine noise cues were turned back on. 

k. Pilot position was made consistent with a large 
aircraft (eye height 17 ft and 20 ft forward of 
the aircraft center of gravity). 

The pilots both commented that subj ectively the large shears had the same 
effect in the simulator as in flight, e.g., they appeared extreme. A suamary 

of the pilot ratings for each phase is shown in Table 8. These ratings are 

closer to the flight values than the original simulation, perhaps lending 

some credence to hypothesis number 1 above (since both pilots had recent 

.? flight experience). Pilot 1 felt that the differences between Phase I and 

f Phase II (effect of experimental variables) was significant (about two rating 

points) and Pilot 3 did not (ratings about the same). Clearly more data would 

be required to resolve hypothesis number 2 above. 
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TABLE 6 

COOPER HARPER RATINGS FOR FLARE AND LANDING 
POST FLISiT SIMÜLATION-CONPIG11RATION BSL1 

TURBULENCE LEVEL 

Oug ft/sec 
PHASE FLARE AND LANDING FINAL APPROACH     | 

PILOT 1 PILOT 5 PILOT 1 PILOT 3  1 

0 I 1M/2 k 3 k 

2.25 5-1/2 k to U-l/2 If 5 

^.5 7 5-1/2 to 10 5 7 
0 II 3 1+ 3 ^ 

2.25 3-1/2 1^-1/2 to 5 k 5 
1           ^.5 ' f 5 6 to 10 5 7       1 

While the simulator results did not agree well with flight in terms of 

absolute value of pilot ratings, the problem areas identified via pilot 

commentary were identical. Since the objective of this program was to find 

effects or combination of effects vhicb are limiting, the pilot rating 

discrepancies do not detract from the simulation results. However, these 

discrepancies should be resolved before actual numerical boundaries are 

derived for certification criteria. 

One final comnent. The majority of simulation was done on the S-16 

simulator (very limited motion and marginal redifon) >ihereas the post-flight 

simulation was done on the FSAA (better motion and visual). A three day 

exercise was undertaken during the original simulation where three pilots 

flew Configurations APT, and AP10 on the FSAA and S-16 back to back. The 

FSAA ratings were one to two points better than the S-l6, e.g., in the 

wrong direction to resolve the simulator/flight discrepancy. 
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SECTION V 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Experimental results have shown that flight path control deficiencies 

were most apparent on short final when the pilot was tracking a visual aim 

point on the runway and during the flare. The analyses efforts were accord- 

ingly concentrated in this area. The approach taken here has been to quantify 

these tasks in terms of their closed-loop properties and to identify path 

control problems via the pilot-centered and guidance and control requirements 

from a well-established theory of closed-loop pilot/vehicle analysis (see 

Ref. 11, and 12). The structure of the closed-loop pHDt/vehicle system is 

based on a combination of quantitative (describing function) measurements 

of closed-loqp tracking behavior, pilot commentary, and analysis of strip 

chart records. These data were obtained from the pre-flight and the post- 

flight (Phases I and II) simulations and the flight test program. 

A. ANALYSIS OF FINAL APPROACH TRACKING 

The first step in quantification of the pilot's closed-loop structure 

during the final approach was to find out where the pilots transitioned from 

tracking the electronic glide slope to looking out the window and track- 

ing the visual aim point on the runway. Most pilots commented that they 

were "in and out" right down to the point of flare initiation. In most 

cases the pilots noted that the outside tracking was primarily to get sink 

rate and lateral line up information. The primary scan inside was the 

glide slope display and airspeed. This explains the strip chart records 

which showed that the pilots tended to maintain a glide slope error near 

zero to very low altitudes. Based on this result, we have assumed that 

the tracking model close in (visual portion of the approach) is identical 

to further out (IFR). It follows that the pilot model given by Eq. 6 is 

valid for analysis of tho final approach. 
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The fundamental hypothesis of this analysis is that minimally acceptable 

path control is a direct consequence of an inability to satisfy the pilot- 

centered and guidance and control requirements (see Ref. 11) summarized below: 

• Guidance and control requirements 

1. Command following and disturbance regulation 

2. Stability 

• Pilot-centered requirements 

1. Minimum equalization to achieve K/s effective 
controlled element 

2. Wide separation in crossover frequency of the 
primary and secondary controls 

5. Tolerant of variations in pilot response (desire 
a broad region of K/s) 

k.    Response quality. The closed-loop system should 
be rapid and well damped, akin to a second-order 
system with minimum coupling between the modes of 
motion. The pilot should be able to easily sort 
out path mode response to a control input. 

Assuming that the pilot flies constant attitude (attitude constrained 

assumption), the generic form of the affective controlled element (pilot 

plus airplane) for primary path control with throttle is given by Eq. 6. 

This is repeated below along with a definition of the effective controlled 

element. 

d, = V« " 
Ka Z8T(s^Kd)(sH/Tdg) 

s(Tes + l)(s2 + 2Cewes+u.^) 

Pilot 
Airplane 
Dynamics 

Engine 
Lag 

Path Mode 
n 8T 

Glideslope 
Deviation 

Effective Controlled Element 

Feedback 

DEFINITION OF EFFECTIVE 
CONTROLLED ELEMENT (9) 

Ihe numerator time constant, l/T^g, and the path mode frequency and damping 

are primarily dependent on the 3T0L aerodynamic charncteristics and thrust 

inclination angle (see Volume II of this report. The engine lag time 
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F 
constant, Te, was 1.5 sec for most of the experimental runs in this study. 

The primary variables in the experiment which arise from variation of the 

STOL generic characteristics are the l/T^e zero and the path mode frequency 

and damping, {;9 and CUQ. The extremes of variations in these parameters are 

well represented by the generic configurations, BSL1 and AP10, where the 

former is largely characterized by I/T^Q = CCQ and the latter by 1/T^Q « üi0. 

The frequency responses for these generic forms and the corresponding limit- 

ing factors for closed-loop control are shown in Table 9- 

Bandwidth limited configurations (1/T^Q > aie) were the subject of con- 

1 siderable research in Ref. 9 where two possible criteria for determining 

I the level of acceptability were derived. These criteria were based on the 

|i path mode xasponse to throttle and involved correlations between pilot 

ratings (level of acceptability), the time to achieve one-half peak ampli- 

1 tude, and the phase lag of the path response to throttle transfer function 

I at 0.5 rad/sec. Neither of these two criteria has been finalized; however, 

I present (unpublished) indications are that rise time of greater than 3 sec 

% to one-half peak amplitude result in unacceptable flight path control for 

the approach. 

As can be seen from Table 9, configurations with the generic charac- 

; teri&tics involving l/T^e « (üQ,  Ciroups IV and V, tend to have a larger number 

I of combined effects which are limiting in terms of closed-loop control, ¥e 

i therefore would expect that configurations where the effective controlled 

element (Yplc) has a region of zero slope are more likely to have deficiencies 

i which are limiting. Experimental evidence to support this conclusion is 

shown in Fig. 10 where it is seen that Configurations API and AP10 are 

raced quite poorly (a large spread in the ratings with ratings of 7 or 

I worse), and in Table 3 where the pilot commentary for these configurations 

regarding flight path control is very unfavorable. Airplanes with nearly 

: vertical thrust incxination angles (small % /Zg ) tend to have very low 

I  - values of l/The* 7hVLSf  the combination of vertical thrust and a coupled 

- attitude numerator, (Zyr — Xu) ' < h^Za,  is seen to lead to unacceptably 

I deficient configurations, e.g., l/T^g « ü)Q. 
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TABLE 9 

OTERIC FORMS OF THE EFFECTIVE CONÜROELED ELEMENT 
FOR PATH CONTROL WITH THROTTLE 

GENERIC FORM 

GROUP I. Handln (BSL2 is example) 

Closed loop root based 
on experimentally derived 
value of Kd (See Fig. 31) 

KJ'O 

OCN'iNANT CHARACTERISTICS 

• Low Baniwidth 

• K/»  Shape 

• & is Real or Cample« With 

I/TM» l/Tfl, or \/\a*u$ 

-mm 
,..|..U:;!:i'.. Ki.o^|j,S;; 

I i ! -hM   i !   i i ''i'Mil 
GENERIC PROPERTIES 

Woderole Lift Curve Slope (CL,,) 

Low to Moderate Effective Thrust Inclination 

(ST« SOde« to SO dej) 

LIMITING FACTORS FOR CLOSED 
LOOP CONTROL 

Guidance and Control Requirements 

•   Inability to augment cDe to 
frequencies high enough to 
regulate against distur- 
bances 

Pilot Centered Requirements 

•   Lags occur at frequencies 
too low for practical lead 
equalization 

GROUP 12 and 2 (AP10 is example) 

-1.0 i 
—e—GKO 

DOMINANT  CHArJ&CTEKiSTICS 

• Moderate Etandwidtn 

• Woderote Kdlrequenct Shelf 

• A is o Complex Pair With 

GCINERIC  PROPERTIES 

• Low Effective Po.vercd Lift 

, Lor Lift Curve Slope (Cua) 

• Moderate Effective Thrust Inclination 

iST'SOiJeg) 

Guidance and Control Requirements 

• Poor low frequency response 
due to inability to close 
loop at frequencies well 
above tug, e.g., cannot drive 
1/Th' into l7The 

• Poor response quality due 
to secondary mode at l/Ti,|. 
Desire closed loop system 
that ia rapid and well 
danped. These generic con- 
figurations result in pri- 
mary response at CCQ and 
secondary droop response at 

VThe 

Pilot Centered Requirements 

© Cannot equalize to a K/s 
without severely limit- 
ing the bandwidth 
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Conclusions: 

• The limiting effects for path control vhich are due to 
aerodynamic and thrust inclination effects may be iden- 
tified via the parameters OZQ,  CQ» 

aiicl lAhe* 

• The engine time constant is a direct limitation on the 
bandwidth of path control with throttles. 

• Configurations where the effective controlled element 
has a mid-frequency zero slope are more prone towards 
having combined limiting effects. Note that this zero 
slope can be due to a very large difference between 
I/T^Q and cüQ or can arise from low path mode damping, CQ. 

I •  The data base for bandwidth limited configurations 
f (l/The = <ae) is fairly complete (for example, seeRefs. 5, 8, 
j| 9)- There are very little data, however, for configurations 
| where l/T^ « üüQ. Future simulation and flight test 
jS experiments should concentrate on this area. 
I 
I •  Adequate piloted path control with throttle is highly 
I dependent on the ability of the pilot to perceive sink 
I rate (see ^ = 0 root loci in Table 9). This result 

has important implications for development of displays 
I for final approach (head up displays, visual approach 
I slope indicator lights, etc.) 

B. ANALYSIS OF FLABE AND LANDING 

The flare strategies observed during the simulation included the following: 

' •  Attitude only 

| •  Power only 

• Attitude and power with attitude primary 

• Attitude and power with power primary 

*   . There was little or no objection to the use of two controls in the flare. 

Upon reflection, this result is not surprising in that it is standard 

practice to use power in CTOL airplanes as an aid to gust regulation even 

| though attitude is primary during the flare. The guidance and control and 

I pilot-centered requirements for the landing task were therefore based on the 

F use of two controls. 
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Analysis of the flare and landing was carried out under the assumption 

that the maneuver was performed "by the pilot in a closed-loop regulatory 

way. The evidence upon which this assumption is based consists of strip 

chart records showing significant attitude and/or throttle regulation of 

a nature too complicated to be a precognitive open-loop input. Additionally, 

there was general agreement among the pilots that attempts to flare these 

configurations with a fixed open-loop strategy were not satisfactory. It 

therefore seaned pertinent to proceed with the analysis of the flare as a 

closed-loop tracking maneuver despite certain difficulties which arose 

• There is no external command (such as a glide slope 
error, visual approach slope indicator lights, etc). 
The pilot must therefore internally generate the 
command structure as well as the feedbacks. 

• It is not possible to experimentally measure closed- 
loop behavior (by the use of describing function 
technique) because of the short duration of the 
maneuver and the lack of a precise definition of the 
input. 

The development of the command and feedback structure used in the closed- 

loop pilot/vehicle flare model in this study were based on the following 

observations, hypotheses, and assumptions: 

• The pilot's primary objective in the flare was to 
reduce the sink rate to some acceptable (target) 
value at touchdown. 

• There should be no abrupt changes in sink rate; 
that is, if most of the sink rate is eliminated 
early a "floater" results, and if most of the sink 
rate is eliminated just before touchdown frequent 
hard landings result. Thus, we hypothesized that 
a steady decrease in sink rate with altitude was 
representative of the pilot's internally generated 
command structure. 

• The trajectories of sink rate vs. altitude for a 
number of flares in calm air with a reasonably good 
configuration (where the pilot's performance should 
have been representative of his command structure) 
tended to verify the above hypotheses, that is, the 
effective command for a closed-loop flare maneuver 
involved an essentially linear decrease in sink rate 
with altitude. An example of five consecutive calm 
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Figure 20. Phase Trajectories for Five Consecutive Flares — 
No Turbulence — Configuration BSL2, Pilot 7 

air flares with Configuration BSL2 (Pilot 7) is shown 
in Fig. 20. Note that a linear variation of h with h 
is the well known exponential flare which is frequently 
the basis of autoflare systems. 

•  Because STOL runways are short, touchdown precision is 
important. As is well known by experienced pilots, 
flare strategies that emphasize smooth touchdowns (grease 
jobs) tend to use up a lot of runway. Therefore,.the 
proper technique for STOL landings most likely involves 
a reasonably high target sink rate (compared to CTOL) 
that will minimize the probability of an overflare and 
resulting float. 

"She above points may be quantified in terms of an assumed command structure 

on a phase plane of sink rate vs. altitude in Fig, 21 below. The flare 

law which derives directly from the phase plane in Fig. 21 is given as: 

H„ 
TF 

H + HTDr (10) 
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•r   Slope of Internally Generated 
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Figure 21.    Assumed Command Structure for Closed Loop Flare 

The slope of the internally generated command structure (H,, vs. H) becomes 

the flare mode inverse time constant,  l/Tp.    From the geometry in Fig. 21, 

Tp is seen to he dependent on the sink rate at flare initiation,  ftp,  and 

flare height,  %. 

1 HTDc ~ HF 
Tp    ~ % (11) 

Representative values of flare height (between 50 and 50 ft), target touch- 

down sink rate (5 to 5 ft/sec), and sink rate at flare initiation (15 ft/sec 

for 6 deg glide path) yields "typical values" of Tp between 2 and 5 sec. 

Once the flare is defined in closed-loop tracking terms, the pilot- 

centered and guidance and control requirements which arise from well 

developed models of human pilot behavior (see Refs. 9> 15^ and Ik)  may 

be used to identify those airplane features which are unacceptable. Even 

if the above, formulated model is not exactly correct, it seem intuitive 

that identification of features which result in poor closed-loop regula- 

tion of sink rate as a function of altitude should lead to a good quanti- 

fication of unacceptable handling in the flare. 
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1. Qaldance and Control Requirements for Flare 

•  Command following. The assumed command (Eq. 10) may be 
modeled as a closed loop system. Since He is a function 
of the dependent variable altitude, it appears as an outer 
loop. In block diagram form: 

a- 
i 

f 

Internally Generated Sink 
Rate Command 

Sink Rate Error, hi. 

Sink Rate.H 

• Disturbance regulation. At low altitude the proximity of 
the ground precludes large vertical gusts. Therefore, the 
primary disturbance for the flare maneuver is horizontal 
wind shear. 

• Stability. Repeatable flares require good closed-loop 
flight path stability to avoid large excursions in sink 
rate that result in unacceptable flare characteristics 
such as hard landings and overshoots. 

2. Pilot-Centered Requirements for Flare 

• Insensitivity to pilot response variations (desire broad 
region of K/s). 

• Minimum pilot compensation. Ability to achieve a K/s 
effective controlled element with minimum equalization. 

• Frequency separation of controls. The primary control 
should have a high crossover frequency adequate to turn 
the corner on the flare. The crossover frequency of the 
secondary control loop must be well separated (occur at 
a lower frequency) from the primary control loop. 

• Response quality. The closed-loop system response should 
be rapid and well damped with minimum coupling between 
modes of motion. The pilot should be able to easily sort 
out the path mode response to a control input. 
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The primary control for the flare maneuver is usually pitch attitude, 

and its function is to provide the necessary control over sink rate. This 

implies a requirement for adequate frequency response to turn the corner 

on the flare and for adequate control authority to assure that the pitch 

attitudes required to arrest the sink rate are not excessive. The primary 

control must also provide the necessary regulation against sink rate excur- 

sions due to horizontal wind shear near touchdown. The level of wlndproofing 

required of the primary control depends on the quality of the secondary con- 

trol. In cases where the sink rate response to pitch attitude is not adequate 

for flare, the primary control must revert to power or a direct-lift-type 

control device. Both pitch attitude and power are (alternatively) considered 

as primary controls in the following analyses. 

The main requirement on the secondary control is that it complement the 

primary control, that is, the closure of the secondary control loop should 

improve the response in the primary loop. A common use of the secondary 

control in the flare for CTOL, as well as STOL airplanes, is to provide 

regulation against large gusts or shears that are beyond the capability of 

the primary control. Another common use of the secondary control is to 

make up for deficiencies in the low-frequency region of the primary control 

response. As example would be the elimination of an unstable backside mode 

(due to negative l/Th-i) or excessive speed bleedoff by using the throttle 

as a secondary control. For purposes of analysis, these strategies were 

quantified as low gain control of sink rate error with the secondary control. 

Use of the secondary control to regulate some other flight variable (speed, 

angle of attack, etc.) was ruled out by the pilots who said they were head 

up during the flare. It was specifically noted by some pilots that once 

in the flare airspeed control was no longer a consideration. 

Formulation of the analytical pilot model for flare was complicated by 

the fact that the flare maneuver is actually a response to initial condi- 

tions. In order to interpret the flare in terms of transfer functions 

(which by definition have no initial conditions), the initial conditions 

had to be reinterpreted in terms of an equivalent input. The details of 

this calculation and block diagram algebra are given in Appendix B. The 

resulting block diagrams are given in Fig. 22. 
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Figure 22. Effective Closed Loop System for Flare (In terms of 
perturbation variables and with initial conditions 

reinterpreted as an input, see Appendix B) 
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3. Flare with Attitude Only 

The approximate solution for the sink rate response of the closed loop 

pilot plus airplane system for an attitude-only flare (no secondary control) 

may he derived from Fig. 22a. Ignoring low frequency effects (e.g., assuming 

l/T^- = 0) the approximate solution for sink rate response in the flare is 

given as follows: 

s2 w T 

>'? + 2,.." 
s + 1 

V OJQ J 

(12) 
JL L      1 
%   s(TFs + 1) 

Effective Path Mode Response — 
Flare    Defines Departure 
Command  From Ideal Response 

The details of the piloted loop closure are discussed later in this section 

as are the effects of nonzero 1/5^-. The double prime superscript on CDQ and 

te indicates that two loops (an inner h loop and the outer "command loop") 

have been closed around the attitude-constrained airplane as shown in Fig. 22a. 

The first-order response term (Tps + l) results from the outer (command) loop 

closure (should actually be Tp hut we are assuming Tp = Tp). It indicates 

that the assumed linear sink rate vs. altitude command is an exponential 

function in the time domain. The second-order "path mode response" is due 

to the fact that the airplane has dynamics which are characterized by the 

closed-loop frequency and damping (5" and üJQ). Thus, the quality of the 

flare (ability to follow the H vs. H comEand) will depend directly on the 

pilot's ability to modify the closed-loop path mode frequency and damping 

to desirable levels. 

The generic response characteristics of Eq. 12 (for an initial sink 

rate of 13 ft/sec) are shown in Fig. 23. The effect of the path mode is 

seen to cause an initial delay followed by oscillations if the closed- 

loop damping, ^e* is low. From Fig. 25a the time history for CUQ = 5/Tp 

sets an approximate lower boundary on path mode frequency in that it 

returns to the comnand sink rate in approximately one flare mode time 

constant. 
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Figure 25.    Generic Response Characteristics of Attitude Flare 
(Solution to Eq.  12) 
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Likewise, from Fig. 25b a logical lower "bound in path mode damping, ^Q, 

(to avoid undue reversals) is seen to be between 0.1 and 0.2, or, 

^Q I 0.15 (15) 

Investigation of the detailed loop closure characteristics required to obtain 

these desired values of closed-loop path mode frequency and damping form the 

basis for prediction of pilot compensation and workload. From the block 

diagram in Fig. 22a and the approximate factors contained in Appendix B, 

an expression for the effective controlled element (pilot plus airplane) 

may be derived as follows. Assuming a high gain attitude loop closure 

[e/9c = (I/T^S + 1)], the characteristic equation for the system in Fig. 22a 

is: 

which is of the form: 

1 + YpYc =0 (15} 

where YpYc is defined as the effective controlled element of the system. 

Using the approximate factors in Appendix B: 

Kp/e-^ZaU +^-)(s + j=) 
Wc*  -~ rr: ö    ^ hz (16) 1 C^    M8 +^)(s2 + 2Cea)es +4) 

or 

(*+T~K**& ^) iei ■      ■L$2- 
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The numerator zero, l/Shp defines whether the airplane is on the frontside 

or backside of the power-required curve (l/Thi = - l/3 d7/dv in deg/kt). 

Tp is the flare mode time constant, Tg is the attitude SAS time constant 

(TE = KQ/KQ),  and CDQ is the path mode frequency. The detailed characteris- 

tics of the piloted loop closure are given in the system survey shown in 

Fig. 2^. The pilot model used for these closures assumed no lead or lag 

equalization and a neuromuscular lag, T, of 0.25 sec,, e.g., Yp = Kpe 

A flare mode time constant of 5 sec was assumed. Note that the attitude 

SAS mode at l/TE drives into the zero at 1/% for low values of pilot gain. 

Hence, the assumption that l/Tj' = l/Tp in the approximation for the closed 

loop flare response (Eq. 12). 

Comparison of the pilot-centered and guidance and control requirements 

| (defined in Subsections V-B-1 and V-B-2) with the pilot/vehicle closure 
if 
I characteristics in Fig. 2k  indicates that the ability to increase the 

I closed-loop path mode frequency (ose) is limited by the SAS, 1/TE (due to 

| the K/s2 slope of the frequency response at frequencies about l/Tg). Pilot 

equalization (lead in the h loop) is impractical since it would require 

| time constants greater than 1 sec to be of any value. (Lead equalization 

I greater than 1 sec is unacceptable; for example, see Ref. 15). Finally, 

low basic values of path mode damping, ^g, make it impossible to ardent 

> the closed-loop path mode frequency, cce, to the required values necessary 
« , ti   . 

to turn the comer on the flare (CDQ 
> 5/Tp). This basic deficiency is 

I apparent in Configuration API (see Fig. Phh)  where Ce is 0.09 (less than 

the desired 0.15). The pilot rating for approach and landing with API 

varied from 4 to 7 whereas the pilot ratings for AP2 (Cg = 0.15) were all 

U's. 

For STOL configurations which operate far on the backside of the power- 

required curve, l/liii will have a relatively large negative value. As shown 

in Fig. 2^3 (for Configuration BSLl), this is manifested as a low-frequency 

■;, flight path instability (the free s at the origin drives into the zero in 

I the right half plane at l/Thl) which is only aggravated by increased pilot 

gain. Airplanes with this or other deficiencies in the attitude flare 
? characteristics exhibit a requirement for a secondary control (throttles. 

I 
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Spoilers, etc.). Übe next subsection covers the effect of throttle as a 

secondary control; however, these results may also he applied to other 

types of secondary controls with a reinterpretation of the engine lag, 

Te. 

k.   Hire with Attitude Primary and 
Throttles Secondaxy 

Consider the feedback of sink rate error to throttle as a low-gain 

secondary closure (Option A in Fig. 25a). The effect of this secondary 

closure on the closed-loop characteristic roots is obtained by factoring 

the characteristic equation as a function of Kp2 

ni     tt 
A   = A + Ki P2 

(slSl^9 

(*+%> 

5T5( 
(18) 

The migration of the characteristic roots as a function of the pilot's 

secondary control (throttle) gain is shown in the system survey in Fig. 25 

below. 

mind/Mc)    too 
Pilot Throttle 
Gain to Stabilizt 
Backside 

T-e— 
-ft   I 

-.8 

I 

■m 9 

V 

Figure 25 . Use of Secondary Control to Stabilize Backside Mode 
Generic Configuration BSL1 
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The effect of Kp^ on the numerator of h/Hj> is very small for reasonable 

values of Kpo« Figure 25 allows us to quantify the effects of the secondary- 

closure in terms of satisfying the pilot-centered and guidance and control 

requirements as sunmarized below. 

• The flight path instability resulting from the pilot's 
attitude closure (negative ^/^!h■^)  can be eliminated by 
low-gain secondary control activity (throttle). This 
satisfies the pilot-centered requirement for wide 
separation in crossover frequency between the primary 
and secondary control and, at the same time, satisfies 
the guidance and control requirement for stability. 

• The value of the coupling numerator zero, l/Th.e^ deter- 
mines the effectiveness of a secondary loop closure. 
In terms of basic airplane parameters (see Appendix B): 

i ^ -^+ ^if > (19) 

Airplanes with large thrust inclination angles (small 
XQj/Zgrj,) tend to have very low values of l/The. Thus, 
we would expect that a combination of large thrust 
inclination angle (low l/The) and operation way on the 
backside (large negative l/nki) would receive very 
poor pilot ratings due to the pilot's inability to 
improve l/Tjj^ with the secondary throttle control. 
That is, the pilot's inability to satisfy the pilot- 
centered requirements would be expected to result in 
very poor ratings. 

5. Analytical Conclusions for Attitude ?lare 

The results of the above analysis of the attitude flare with throttle 

as a secondary control may be summarized as follows: 

• The ability to satisfy the guidance and control and 
pilot-centered requirements for flare (e.g., obtain 
good pilot ratings) may be quantified in terms of the 
equalization and pilot effort requireü ^o increase 
the closed-loop path mode frequency, (üQ,  to values 
greater than 5/TF (approximately 1 rad/sec) with 
adequate closed-loop damping ((^ > 0.15). 
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• The paxameters -which affect the ability to improve the 
closed-loop path mode, CUQ, are the flare mode time con- 
stant (Tp), the attitude SAS time constant (TE = K^/Ke), 
and the attitude constrained path mode damping and fre- 
quency (£0 and üjg). The flare mode time constant is a 
function of the flare geometry, depending on the flare 
height and sink rate at the initiation of flare. Its 
value for STOL configurations on a 6 deg glide slope is 
generally on the order of 5 sec. 

• Configurations which require a large amount of lead 
(Tg = KD/KQ) in the attitude stability augnentation 
system (due to lightly damped or unstable short-period 
characteristics) are characterized by degraded path 
mode response characteristics. This effect stems from 
the fact that the inner-loop lead associated with aug- 
mentation of the attitude mode becomes a lag in the 
outer loop. That is, a closure of the inner, attitude 
loop in Fig. 22a would result in a numerator zero 
occuring at l/Tgj whereas closure of the outer, path 
mode loop (shown in Fig. 2^) involves l/lg as a pole 
or lag in the system. Thus, we see that there is 
some upper limit to the ratio of pitch rate/attitude 
feedback that can be used before significant degrada- 
tion in the path response will occur. 

• Low-gain secondary control with the throttle during the 
flare is very effective in minimizing the effect of 
large negative values of l/ihi. Physically, this tends 
to minimize the tendency of configurations way on the 
backside to drop out at the end of the flare. 

• The value of the throttle as a secondary control for 
attitude flares is dependent on the position of the 
coupling numerator zero, "i/^he* ^ow' v011163 of V^he 
tend to restrict the value of throttle as a secondary 
control. In fact, for some cases, throttle as a 
secondary control may actually degrade the response. 
Experimental evidence to support this conclusion was 
noted in the pilot commentary for Configuration AP6 
(see Appendix A) which had reasonably good flare 
characteristics with attitude alone. The pilots noted 
that the use of throttle (as a secondary control) in 
the flare tended to make chlngs much worse (l/T^g on 
AP6 was 0.05). Other configurations with similar (low) 
l/T^0 (API and AP10), but al^o with marginal attitude 
flare characteristics (poor CDQ, Ce location) received 
very poor ratings. This is attributed to the pilot's 
inability to improve the response with a secondary 
control in the presence of a marginal primary control. 
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On Configuration AP10 the engine lag time constant was 
reduced from 1.5 sec to 0.5 sec to see if improved 
bandwidth would help. The resulting pilot commentary 
was "can see faster response of sink rate to throttle 
but it doesn't seem to help performancej therefore my 
pilot rating is unchanged (was a 6)." Thus, the experi- 
mental results tend to verify the importance of the 
effect of low l/T^g on setting minimum acceptable bounda- 
ries for throttle as a secondary control. These problems 
arose out of an attempt to compensate for limited control 
power for flaring with attitude by using a step secondary 
throttle on Configurations API and AP10. This is further 
discussed in Section V-B-8. 

6- Fltre with Throttle as a Prtaary Control 

Using the same technique as for attitude flare, the effective controlled 

element (pilot plus airplane) may be derived from the block diagram of the 

closed-loop flare maneuver in Pig. 22b. An approximate expression for the 

oepn-loop pilot plus airplane (effective controlled element) has been derived 

from Fig. 22b and the approximate factor." in Appendix B and is given as 

follows: 

YpYc , %^^i^ 
s(Tes + l)(sc; + 2^ecDes + 4) 

The form of this effective controlled element is identical to the effective 

controlled element for attitude flares and for glide slope tracking (see 

Eq. 9 in Section U-A). In fact, recognizing d = h, l/Tde = l/The, the 

terms are identical to the glide slope tracking YpYc except for the zero 

(s + l/Tp). It follows that the generic response plots and conclusions 

stated in Table 9 apply equally well to throttle flares and glide slope 

tracking, with Kd replaced by l/Tp. This is a very important and intui- 

tively satisfying result in that it indicates that problems with flight 

path control have a one-to-one correlation with flare and landing problems 

for configurations where power is primary for flare, e.g., serious degrada- 

tions ocour when l/Thg « ü)g. 
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7* Tiare vitta Throttle Primary and 
Attitude Secondary 

The ability of the pilot to improve the powered flare characteristics by- 

closing a low-gain attitude loop has been investigated by considering the 

effect of this closure on the characteristic equation for the closed-loop 

power flare. 

s +4: • 
A'"  = (TES.DAV^-^E^ (21) 

Attitude  \     Secondary 
SAS    \     Control 

Charac-   Term 
teristic 
Equation 

with Throttle 
Loops Closed 

Putting this in root locus form for factoring and using the approxime.te 

factors in Appendix B 

it Th1     TF 
1 +  ■ — — ~    = 0        (22 ) 

(s + S-TTKS + rrKü-^-^fXs2 + 2^0üüQS + CD'Q
2
) 

The     TE     TF 

I A system survey indicating the effect of the pilot's secondary (attitude) 

loop closure on the characteristic roots (roots of A") is shown in Fig. 26, 

The following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 26 

©  No significant changes in any of the characteristic roots 
I'  " occur for "low gain" secondary attitude control. 

| •  The secondary control gain must be increased to crossover 
f   , frequencies near the closed loop path mode, (üQ,  before any 
I of the roots are affected ("moderate gain" in Fig. 26). 

I •  B&sei on the pilot centered requirement for separation 
| of crossover frequencies for primary and secondary con- 
l'. trols, attitude is not a good secondary control for flare. 
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Figure 26. Effect of Secondary Attitude Closure on 
Closed Loop Roots for Throttle Flare 

8. Attitude Effectiveness for Flares 

In Subsection V-B-3 attitude only flares were evaluated on the basis 

of dynamic response characteristics (e.g., closed loop path mode). An 

important factor that was not considered was the magnitude of pitch atti- 

tude required to achieve the flare maneuver. This may be determined from 

the following expression 

h" e 
1  = (JL)(1) = ^!^ 
HF    HF h      A" N| 

(25) 

* 
t 

Substituting Eq. 12 for h/% and approximate factors in Appendix B for the 

6 and h numerators 

Up 
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The frequency response asymptotes of Eq. 2h are plotted in Fig. 27. 

1 1 

Figure 27. Asvtnptotes of |0/HF| 

A technique commonly used for configurations with marginal ZQ, was to 

bring in some power (throttle step) at the initiation of the flare. This 

is shown as Option B for the secondary control in Fig. 22a. The object 

was to obtain a decrease in the flight path angle and thereby minimize the 

requirements on pitch attitude in the flare. Since crossfeeds from the 

command input (feedforward) have no effect on the characteristic equation, 

the effect of this control stategy is apparent from analysis of the h/Hp 

numerator. Making the usual tight attitude control assumption (Ke large), 

the numerator is written as: 

\   -  Ye 

Y9 

1 * 1 * 

W" V NSe + \ TeS + 1 NBTBe 

1 
s + ""—" 

K-e-TS _L 7-7=  + _Lw *_ 7.c     Sie 
Pi TpS 

Za(s+^:)+Kp2Z8Ti—M (25) 

Y9Kpi 
»-TS 

Tps 
Za(s+.-r-) 

Thl 

^2Z8Ts(s +^ The 
1        X    fT,_ ———  -■I-I- .1—— !»■■ ■       I       ■■      — IH   — 

Kp e-TSZa(s+ -r-)(TeS + l) 
•Lh1 

The numerator zeros result from factoring Eq. 25 (with Kpo/Kp, as ^^ root 
locus gain) which is shown for a generic configuration with very low l/TjjQ 

(AP10) in Fig. 28. 
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u (rod/sec) 

i?8i 

Figure 28. Migration of h/% Numerator Zeros with 
Secondary Control (Throttle) Gain, Kp 

As would be expected, the magnitude of the pitch attitude required to 

flare depends on 2^. The form of the closed loop transfer function for 

flare is 

(Hp) step 
(TeS + 1)|S + ^-)|S + ^\s2  + 2t» + co^ 

(26) 

Where the triple primed numerator zeros indicate that three loops have been 

closed (h, h •*- 8e> and Hp -^6T), and the double primed denominator indi- 

cates that Hp ■*■ by does not affect the denominator. 

Assuming near cancellation of the l/Tjj. roots, Table 10 shows some 
resulting asymptotic Bode sketches. These are to be interpreted not as 

the equivalent of frequency response measurements but as indicative of 

the system response to an initial (secondary) throttle step. The primary 

improvement is seen to be an overall increase in gain (gain is increased 

by Kp-Zg ). If l/T"' « CUQ, this increase in gain is offset by a mid to he 
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TABLE 10 

EFFECT OF THROTTLE STEP AS SECONDARY CONTROL 
IN CLOSED LOOP FLARE MANEUVER 

H. 

1.0 
KiTP

Zo) P • Basic response at l/Tp 
with "nuisance mode" 
at COg 

• Tendency to over flare 
depends on ^Q 

HFI 

No Secondary Control 

(Kp|YFZa + Kp2Z8T)st 

ThflT, 

Increased overall response, 
i.e., effective increase 
in control power 

Rapid initial response 
with mid-frequency delay 
proportional to 

Step Throttle Secondary Control 
I/The = ^e 

(Represented by Configurations BSL1, 2, 2RLD 
 in e3q)eriiaent) 

> 
r               i . wg 

• 
h 1                       ! r 

—/« 
HF ThS 1 fe 

(Kp^Za + KpjZjJ-j Increased initial response, 
and decreased final value 

Throttle is highly effec- 
tive initially followed 
by droop or falling out 
at the end of the flare. 
Highly undesirable. 

Step Throttle as Secondary Control 
1/The 

<< ^ 
(Represented by Configurations API, 2, 6, 

6 RLD, 10) 
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low "frequency" droop which makes the aircraft appear to fall out at the 

end of the flare. This characteristic is the same as that which also caused 

the flight path control problems with power noted earlier (e.g., 1/T^Q « CU'Q 

for Configurations API and APio). It is now obvio. s why the pilots were 

unable to imp^^ve t! eir landing performance by using power as a secondary 

control on these configurations. Many pilots Initially thought the problem 

was due to the large engine lag, but runs with Te as low as 0.25 sec did 

not result in any rating improvement. 

9. f>ist Regulation 

A* noted in the pilot-centered requirements, Section Y-B-2,  one of 

the functions of the primary control is to provide the necessary regulation 

against sink rate excursions due to horizontal wind shear near touchdown. 

The generic characteristics of the sink rate response to horizontal gusts 

of the closed-loop pilot plus airplane system with attitude or throttle as 

primary controls are shown in Fig. 29a and 29b, respectively. 

li. ZusMT,»*!) 

"«        Tr(, + ^J(,+ i)(.« + 2C^.*w^l 

aj Attifudt Only Flan 

Zui» (-i) 
"' Hi)H'i)('*i),''*2CW'*"?1 

b) Throim Only Flart 

Figure 29. Generic Characteristics of Gust Response in Flare 

The following conclusions may be drawn from Fig. 29; 

•  The sink rate response to a u gust at frequencies above 
the closed-loop path mode, o^, is proportional to the 
stability derivative, Z^, and is the same for either 
attitude or throttle flares 
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The gust response of the closed-loop systetu is attenuated 
at frequencies above and below the closed-loop path mode. 
The peak ^response (at CDS) decreases with increasing a$; 
this is another reason for wanting to maximize the closed- 
loop path mode frequency, CJüQ. 

Maximizing the coupling numerator zero, l/^e^ wUl- reduce 
the low frequency gust response (i.e., below oog) 

As was noted in the simulator and flight test results, the pilot ratings 

for flare and landing were highly sensitive to the gust environment and 

tended to be especially sensitive to large horizontal shears. It is there- 

fore very desirable to minimize the magnitude of the h to u gust response 

shown generically in Fig. 29. These generic frequency response asymptotes 

indicate that the stability derivative Z^ sets the magnitude of the h to u 

gust response. For CTOL aircraft Zu is simply a function of the trim lift, 

e.g., from Ref. 12 

pSUp 

2m 
Zu - - ^ (CL + C 

;v (27) 

For CTOL in subsonic flight, Ci^ = 0 and 

Zu 
1 -.2g (28) 

However, for STOL configurations, the variation of lift coefficient with 

speed may be significant (CT / 0) , and for vectored thrust configurations 

a large portion of the vehicle weight may be supported directly or indirectly 

by the thrust. Zu for STOL configurations may be written as follows: 

Zu 
2g 

ZT cT (29) 

The efficiency of the powered lift concept is directly proportional to 

ÖCTAC • Thus» we would expect that highly efficient STOLs will have 

lower values of Zu and therefore decreased gust sensitivity. (A typical 

number for an EBF is (öCL/öCU)(CH/CL) = O.k.) 
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C. DISCUSSION OF KEY PARAMETERS 

Certain key parameters have been identified as being of primary importance 

in assessment of minimally acceptable path control. These are summarized as 

follows: 

ü)Q and ^Q Closed loop path mode frequency and 
damping 

l/Tg Attitude SAS mode. Limits ability to 
obtain desired closed loop path mode 
for attitude flares 

Zy Heave damping derivative 

Z^ = UQ^ Measure of control power for attitude flare 

2^ Speed coupling derivative. Measure of 
horizontal gust sensitivity ■ 

Tf  = ^/(fijD - H-p)   Flare mode time constant. Defines minimum 
c       acceptable closed loop path mode frequency, 

e.g., ajg > 5/TF. Usually about 5 sec for 
STOL 

l/l^.. Backside parameter defines tendency to 
drop out at the end of an attitude flare 
V^hi = - 0/3)(dr/dV) in deg/kt. Sets 
requirement for secondary throttle control 

l/T^g Dominant numerator zero for flight path 
control with throttles. Low values limit 
usefulnest, of throttle as a primary or 
secondary control when attitude numerator 
is coupled 

l/Te Engine lag. Restricts ability to increase 
(ÜQ to its minimum acceptable value 

The  ability to achieve good flight path control depends on satisfying the 
pilot centered and guidance and control requirements. The most dominant 

of the relationships between these requirements and the key parameters are 

defined below. 

1. Quldance and Control Requlramants 

•  Command following. Depends on adequate closed loop path mode 
frequency (üQ.   A tentative lower limit (pending more ejdiaustive 
testing) of tug > 5/TF has been set for the flare, but no value 
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has yet been determined for glide slope tracking. It is sus- 
pected that the flare requirements are more stringent and 
therefore will also set the critical limits for üüQ for final 
approach. 

• Disturbance regulation. The level of sensitivity of a con- 
figuration to horizontal gusts (which are the critical input) 
depends on Zu. The ability to regulate against these gusts 
depends on ci^. 

• Stability. Satisfying the guidance and control requirements 
clearly depends on achieving some minimum value of cug (tenta- 
tively set at 5/'%. This, of course, presumes some minimum 
level of closed loop path mode damping, ^g. ({fl minimum 
tentatively set at 0.15.) 

2. Pilot Center«! Requiremants 

• MiniJgum pilot compensation. Since closure of the path loop 
generally occurs at or below 1 rad/sec, pilot lead equaliza- 
tion is generally not possible without degraded ratings. It 
follows that the effective controlled element must be equalized 
to a K/s via appropriate selection of feedbacks (usually path 
error and path error rate). Low values of l/The (l/The « cue) 
and low values of ^ö tend to restrict or make it impossible 
for the pilots to equalize to a K/s. A large engine lag, Te, 
and/or attitude SAS mode lag, Tg, make it impossible to extend 
the region of K/s to allow the pilot to augnent CDQ to its 
minimum acceptable value. 

• Frequency separation of controls. The ability to augment an 
attitude flare with low frequency throttle control is limited 
by low values of 1/T^Q. Attitude is not a good secondary 
control because it ^es not improve the,primary loop closure 
unless closed at path mode frequencies. 

• Response quality. Configurations with l/Tjjg « o^ tend to 
have very poor response quality for flight path control with 
throttles. 

The pilot's ability to improve the path mode response is central to the 

issue of defining minimally acceptable path control. It therefore seems 

logical that pilot opinion should be sensitive to the path mode root locus, 

e.g., the root locus plot corresponding to 1 + YpYc = 0. The generic charac- 

teristics of this locus for attitude and throttle as primary controls are 

shown in Fig. 50. T has been assumed to be zero to allow a definition of 

the asymptote of the path mode locus. If the ability to modify a^ is indeed 
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Figure 50. Generic Root Locus Characteristics (T = 0) of 1 + YpYc = 0 

a true figure of merit, 09 and a^ would certainly be a logical correlating 

parameters. They are intuitively desirable because they contain mos-c of 

the key variables identified in the analysis and summarized at the beginning 

of this section. The one key variable not accounted for by aQ or aT is the 

gust sensitivity Z^ Clearly, the few generic coniigurations tested in this 

experiment do not form a large enough data base to test such hypotheses as 

these. However, it is not unreasonable to plot up the landing data (Task 

2.1) on a grid of OQ vs. Z^. (Zu is picked as a measure of gust sensitivity 

on the basis of the h/ug asymptote in Fig. 29 and this is done in Fig. 51. 

As was stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study was to 

identify the key parameters and critical flight regimes and not to define 

boundaries. It is recommended that based on the results of this study all 

existing data should be gathered and analyzed to see if appropriate bounda- 

ries can be drawn. It is expected that data where 1/T^9 « üJQ will be 

found to be lacking and will require future simulator experiments with 

some flight test bachxp as discussed in Section IV. 
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Piejure 51 • One Possible Way of Using Key Parameters to Correlate 
Minimum Acceptable Path Control with Aircraft Configuration 

Referring to Pig. 51, certain trends in the experimental results (pilot 

ratings) may be explained by the analysis. 

• The low ae for Configurations API and AP10 indicates that 
the pilot had problems obtaining the necessary closed 
loop path mode bandwidth making flare with attitude un- 
acceptable. l/T^g was very low for both of these configu- 
rations (l/The « CUQ) which is indicative of flight path 
control problems with throttle. Therefore, neither throttle 
nor attitude was an acceptable primary control, and use of 
throttle as a secondary control was not a solution (low 
l/Twe). Hence, the unacceptable pilot ratings. 

• The value of og for Configurations BSL1, BSL2, AP2, 
AP6, and AP6 ELD are all about the same (oe = 0.5 
to 0.55). From Fig. 51, it is seen that this value of 
Og is acceptable for configurations with low gust sensi- 
tivity (Z^Tg). However, as the gust sensitivity is 
increased to approximately the CTOL value (Zu = _2g/Uo), 
the pilot ratings begin to degrade into the unacceptable 
region. (Compare pilot ratings for BSL1 and AP7 in 
Fig. 16 with and without turbulence.) 

Because of the very large engine lag used on the configurations (Te = 1.5 sec), 

there is little or no data for correlating throttle as a primary control. 

Further correlations will require analysis of presently available results from 
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other experiments and a carefully defined experiment to fill in the gaps 

in existing data. This rdll allow definition of quantitative relationships 

between the key parameters defined in this study and pilot opinion (espe- 

cially in the region of miniranm acceptable flying qualities). The results 

to date indicate that the pilot ratings tended to became minimally acceptable 

when: 

a. The primary control was in itself marginal, and 

b. Use of the secondary control did not improve the 
response to the primary control 

c. The sensitivity to turbulence approached that of 
an equivalent CTOL (2^ = -2g/U0) and/or 09 was in a 
marginal region 
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SBCT1DK VI 

CÖKCJLUSIDNS 

As was discussed in the introduction, this program was carried out in 

phases — the pre-flight simulation phase, the flight test and post-flight 

simulation phase, and an analysis of results phase. Each of these phases 

and the conclusions drawn during each phase are discussed in the body of 

| I this report. The conclusions are summarized below. 

A.   (mcimiom FROM PRE-FLIöHT 

SMEATION PHASE 

{   i 

• Major deficiencies in path control were found to be most 
apparent during short final and flare and landing. IFR 
glide slope tracking was not found to be critical for any 
of the configurations. 

• Minimum acceptable pilot ratings correlated very well with 
closed-loop characteristics. Cases where the pilots were 
not able to equalize the effective controlled element to a 
K/s shape were rated as unacceptable. These configurations 
had a coupled attitude numerator and an essentially vertical 
thrust inclination angle so that CüQ »  l/The. 

»  Flight-path/airspeed coupling was found to be undesirable 
by the pilots but not a dominant factor in the ratings (which 
were found to be more directly associated with ability to 
control flight path). Flight-path/airspeed coupling would, 
of course, be a limiting factor if it led to other problems 
such as regions of degraded path control or safety limits 
(such as stall). 

• Increased turbulence levels (oug = ^.5 ft/sec) significantly 
degraded the pilot opinion for Ihe final approach and landing 
task. 

• The addition of a flight director tended to improve the 
pilot ratings and performance. It did not, however, allow 
the pilots to decouple the path and speed responses for 
aircraft with significant path/speed coupling. The most 
significant effect cf the flight director was on the lateral 
line up at breakout, and this resulted in drastically Improved 
performance. Some pilots noted that while their performance 
WPS significantly improved by the flight director, the work- 
load was also correspondingly increased. This was due to the 
intense concentration required to keep three needles centered 

j, (glide slope, localizer, and throttle directors) while still 
|: maintaining seme awareness of the status information. 
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B. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FLIGHT TEST AND 
POST-FLIGHT SIMULATION RESULTS 

• Agreement between flight and simulator was quite good as long 
as the environmental, task, and procedural variables were 
kept nearly identical. The pilot ratings were found to be 
very sensitive to these effects. 

• During the pre-flight simulation it was noted by üany pilots 
that the turbulence model seemed to result in excessive flight 
path excursions which seemed unrealistically high and incon- 
sistent with past (CTOL) experience. This was checked in 
flight by flying the Variable Stability NAVICN with the simu- 
lator turbulence tape but retaining the basic NAVION dynamics. 
The evaluation pilot (who flies this airplane every day) 
described the landing task as typical of a day with 15-20 kt 
gusting to 25 kt wind and rated the ba^ic NAVICN a 4.5 in this 
situation. Hence, there is evidence that; (l) the simulated 
turbulence was not excessively large and (2) the simulator did 
not magnify the effect of turbulence. 

• Considerable difficulty was encountered in establishing the 
environmental and procedural variables for the simulator 
landing because of the credibility problem with the visual 
display. In many cases the pilots underestimated the validity 
of the display and rated optimistically with the idea that 
they could do better with improved visual cues. Once into 
the flight program, it was found that the improved visual 
cues were of little value in improving the landing workload 
or performance and, in fact, served to illustrate how bad 
things really were. This result points up a requirement to 
subject the evaluation pilots to seme limited flight experi- 
ence (say, one configuration) to obtain the proper orientation 
with respect to the environmental variables in each new simu- 
lation program. 

• Relaxation of constraints on the touchdown sink rate appeared 
to reduce the pilot workload and improved touchdown precison. 
This conclusion is based on a comparison of the Phase I and II 
post-flight simulations where the landing was aborted whenever 
sink rate exceeded a nominal value in the Phase I part of the 
simulation. There was some disagreement between the two pilots 
on this phase of the program as to whether removing the abort 
criterion resulted in a reduction in workload. Therefore, 
more extensive testing is required {more pilots) to validate 
this conclusion. As It stands now, however, it appears that 
minimum acceptable boundaries are dependent on the touchdown 
constraints (maxLffium allowable sink rate and runway length). 
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C. CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYSIS PHASE 

• Pilot opinion for flight path control on short final was 
degraded when: 

- The system lags (airframe plus engine) combined to 
reduce the achievable bandwidth (closed-loop path 
mode frequency, O-Q) to unacceptably low values. 

- The effective controlled element could not be equalized 
to a K/s response due to I/T^Q « eng and/or low path 
mode damping, £„. 

• There was experimental evidence that the pilot's effective 
comnand structure in the flare yas a linear decrease in 
sink rate with altitude, e.g., Ifc = -(l/Tp)H + K, 

• The pilots commonly used two controls during landings, 
especially in turbulence. This was not deemed undesir- 
able as long as one control could be considered as primary 
(usually attitude) and the other as a secondary (usually 
throttle in this experiment). Thus, the analysis of 'he 
landing task was based on the premise that to achieve an 
acceptable landing airplane, the primary control must be 
adequate in itself or the response to the primary control 
must be improved by use of a secondary control. 

• All of the tested ainplanes had a very large engine lag. 
This made it desirable for the pilots to make attitude 
primary for landing. 

• The pilot ratings for the landing task tended to degrade to 
unacceptable when: 

- The primary control was in itself marginal, and 

- Use of the secondary control did not improve the 
response to the primary control, and 

- The sensitivity to turbulence approached that of a 
CTOL (Zu = -2g/U0) 
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APOTDIX A 

PILOT RATEfOS, OmSESTm, AND BACKEBOUND 
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TABLE A-'i 

TASK OOEE 

1.01   TLS tracking (IFR) from 1500 ft to breakout at 300 ft — 
no landing —- l«-.5 ft/sec nns turbulence 

1.1 HLgb fast I.C. — 85 kt IAS and 550 ft above glide slope 
turbulence off 

1.2 Low slow I.C. — 65 kt IAS and 550 ft below glide slope 
turbulence off 

1.7   Turbulence off — change speed on glide slope ±10 kt 

2.0 Landing without turbulence? I.C. = 200 ft} all VFR 

2.1 Task 2.0 with a^g - k.3 ft/sec 

2.k Task 2.1 with 10 kt crosswind from left 

2.7   Task 2.1 with discrete shear — zero wind at 200 ft to a 10 kt 
headwind at 100 ft (10 kt/100 ft) 

3.0 Conposite — intercept LOG — intercept glide slope — 
breakout at 500 ft — land — turbulence off 

3.1 Task 3.0 with c^ a U.5 ft/sec 

3.2 Task 3.1 with a steady 10 kt headwind 

3.3 Task 3.1 with a steady 10 kt tailwind 
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TABLE A-2 

CJOOPER HÄRPE» RATINGS FOR FLARE AND LANDING 
FLIGHT HIOOAM 

TT^Bf1T.MCE AND SAS CONFIGURATION BSL1 !  CONFIGURATION API  | 

PHOT 1 PHOT 3 [ | PILOT 1 PILOT 5 1 

oug = 0 ft/sec 

High Gain SAS 

1  Low Gain SAS 

If-1/2 

5 
k 

5 
6-1/2 

7 
5-1/2 

6-1/2 1 

dug = 2.25 ft/sec 

High Gain SAS 

Low Gain SAS 

5 
6-1/2 

5 
6 

Did not 
fiy 
enough 

6-1/2 | 

9 

ou = ^.5 ft/sec 

High Gain SAS 

Low Gain SAS 

7 
3 

6-1/2 to 10 

7 to 10 

1  in turbu- 
lence to 
rate 

10 

10   \ 

TABLE A-5 

COOPER HARPER RATINGS FOR FINAL APPROACH 
FLIGHT PROGRAM 

TURBULENCE LEVEL 
oug ft/sec 

CONFIGURATION BSL1 OONFIGURATIDN API  | 

PHOT 1 PILOT 5  ! PILOT 1 PILOT 3 | 

0 

2.25 

1     k.5 

k 

5 

7 

k 

5-1/2 

8-1/2 to 10* 

5-1/2 5   1 

6-1/2 

9 to 10 

Ratings did not vary with high and low gain SAS. 

*Thi& rating inproves to a 6 with increased throttle control power 
(throttle was limited to ±2036 about trim on Navlon). 
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TABLE A-k 

COOPER HARPER RATINGS FOR FLARE AND LANDING 
POST FLIGHT SIMULATION-CONFIGURATION BSL1 

TURBULENCE LEVEL 
1   au ft/sec 

PHASE FLARE AND LANDING FINAL APPROACH  | 

PILOT 1 PILOT 5 PILOT 1 PILOT 5 1 

0 I J+-1/2 k 3 k         \ 

2'. 25 5-1/2 k  to If-1/2 ^ 5 

^.5 
1 

7 5-1/2 to 10 5 7 

0 II 5 k 5 ^ 

2.25 3-1/2 l|-l/2 to 5 ^ 5 

^.5 5 6 to 10 5 7  1 
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The pilot commentaries obtained from the preflight simulation have been 

edited to put them in a usable form and are presented on the following pages■ 

I 
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OOHFIGURATXOH BSL1 

This configuration «M flown toy Pilots 1, 2, 6, 1, 8, and 9. 

PILOT 1 

TMfc 1.01 

(Ride flop« tracking with this configuration is very stralghtfonmrd using essentially constant 
attitude. Didn't notice any eovq?ling effects that would cause any real problem. Speed control is 
Straightforward. 

Task 1.1 

Considerable tooimt of juggling between pitch attitude to control airspeed and throttle to control 
altitude and to try to get nailed down on 73 let on the glide slope. At this point you are down real 
dose to the runway so the glide slope is highly sensitive. 

Task 1.2 

Used full power for recovery. The workload is fairly high but it appears to be more of a task 
prdbltn than an airplane-oriented problem, übe high fast and low slow initial conditions are quite 
large considering the nearness to touchdown. 

Task 2.0 

Seems like it would be impossible to get a touchdown with zero sink rate In this airplane using 
pitch- attitude only. The sink rate response to an attitude change is quite low. Am using a coabinatlou 
of power and attitude to make landings. On the landings where power is primary, the timing is quite 
critical. If you get the power in too soon, you tend to float; whereas bringing the power in too late 
results in a fairly hard touchdown. 

Taak g.1 

The major pilot CMpanaatlon aspears to be involved in knowing when to use the throttle and how such 
throttle to add. 

Taak 3.0 

This airplane does not require much compensation for the no turbulence case. 

Task 3.1 

Ho difference between this composite task and turbulence and the individual subtaaks. 

PHOT 2 

Taak 1.01 

Vertical speed response to nonaal throttle motions is very low with a lot* of lag. Basic technique was 
backside with pitch inputs to get en Initial response out of it. Tried frontside with zero results. 

Task 1.1 

Using either ftrontsld« or Itaekside tecbai^tt«, the aircraft has a vary limited descent capability. 
Aircraft performance in this taak is not a function of pilot cosq^ensation. Overall rating is a 7. 

Taak 1.2 

Response to power VM coDsidvably better than Z anticipated. 

Task 2.0 and 2.1 

Tha poor vertical speed response to thrust aggravates the problem aal makes it easy to overcontrol. 
Put on too moat to correct for a low condition and then don't get it off in time, and then you're high 
and in dose. There doesn't seem to be any adequate way to compensate in the flare unless you generate 
some type of throttle pitch maneuver.  Controlling slide rate with power is difficult in turbulence. 
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ammmmmiSLx (cantimwd) 

nuik 3.0 

Generally the ssoe coBsaentary u the subtuks. 

Teak 3.1 

Goierally the uae comaant as for the subtasks. 

PUOT 6 

task 1.01 

No problem tracking glide elqpe. Turbulence increased the workload a littls. 

Task 2.0 and 2.1 

Flare and landing are quite difficult «hen using pitch attitude only to flare. Resulted in hard sink 
rates and considerable touchdown dispersions. Also, high pitch attitude resulted in loss of vision of 
runway. When using technique of increasing attitude slightly and increasing thrust to arrest sink rate, 
landing and flare performance was greatly ioprovod. The effect of turbulence was to increase the workload 
only slightly. Wind shear near tduchdoro can cause dispersions in sink rate and touchdown distance. I 
have a tendency to pull off the power «hen going long which results in the airplane dropping and landing 
hard. 

Task 3.0 and 3.1 

Sana connents as for individual subtasks. 

gnoT 7 

Task 2.0 

Sink rate to power response is very sluggish but has adäquate authority. Require very large attitude 
to flare. The rating is a M/2 because I have to usa power. I should be able to flare with attitude 
alone. 

Task 2.1 

Requires power to land In turbulence. 

Task 1.01 with engine time constant ■ 0.3 

Ho noticeable difference In sink rate to throttle response. However, glide slope tracking seena 
easier for SOBS reason. Bacfe-to-back coavarisoo with engine lag of 0.3 >ec sad 1.3 sec shows no 
difference in this task. 

Task 2.1 with T« ■ 0.3 

Ho noticeable effect due to angiiM lag. 

Task 2.7 with T, * 0.5 

Feel more coofortable with faster engine. Pilot rating nay üvrove ttm 3 to M/2. I ta using 
throttle and attitude In the flare. Decreasing the engine tine constant to 0.2 still shows no difference. 
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COHFIGüBATim BSL1 (Concluded) 

PILOTS 

Task 1.1 

Airspeed response to attitude seeoa sluggish. Hard to get stabilized on glide slope and airspeed. 

Task 1.2 

Saoe conment. 

Task 1.7 

Same comnent. 

Task 2.0 

Attitude flare is not a problem. Flaring with power Is a problem because the power response seems 
low. 

Task 2.1 

Cried both power and attitude flares. I like power flares better In turbulence. 

Task 3.0 

Am using conventional backside control, that is, airspeed to attitude and flight path angle to 
throttle. 

Task 3.1 

Hardest Job is guide slope tracking because of the lag in flight path angle to throttle. Airspeed 
to attitude Is sluggish. 

PHOT 9 

Task 1.01 

I have the impression of a longer throttle response than on most aircraft, ty technique is to coranand 
glide slope with IVSI tecaase of long engine lag. I know this will always bring me back to glide slope. 

Task 1.1 

Speed is not a problem but gross glide slope error is difficult to make with this throttle. Have a 
tendency to overcorrect. Part of difflcu'ty Is tradeoff between speed and altitude initially. 

Task 1.2 

Easier to handle than Task 1.1. I am not as reluctant to add power as I aa to reduce power. I an 
doing things in the right direction for safety. 

Task g.1 

Am flying glide slope to get into window for flare. 

Task 2.7 

Adequate perfommce not obtainable with msrlinn pilot condensation.   This is based on «y inability 
to know «hat to do with power. 
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cammkfias ssia 

PILOT 1 

ftak 1.01 

Glide slope tracking ia stnd^htfonnrd. 

Task 1.1 and l.g 

The off-nominal oandition seems very severe. Considering this vezy drastic off-nominal condition, 
the airplane behaves very well. 

Task g.O 

Ho problem getting into the touchdoun zone. "BM airplane seems to have touchded down naturally at 
about 250-300 ft with this glide slope location. 

Task 2.1 

This configuration seems very sensitive to flare height. If I flare Just a little too soon, I tend 
to land down In the 600 ft region; and if I flare at the correct height and flare too quickly, I also 
get down to the 600 ft region. So it seems to be very sensitive to the correct flare height, and because 
of the sensitivity of the airplane it degrades to a pilot rating of If. Of course, the turbulence makes 
it more difficult to flare in a precise way. Adding a crosswind to the turbulence on BSL2 doesn't really 
change the task very much. The best technique seems to be to slightly undershoot the glide slope maybe 
half a dot and let the airplane float down and settle into the touchdown zone. Doing this you can get 
consistent touchdown sink rates and position on the runway. If you flare too soon or too rapidly and 
the airplane starts floating, and the touchdown is generally quite hard. Primaiy control for flaring 
the airplane is pitch attitude, using throttle only to counteract large gusts. 

I PILOT 2 

I Task 1.01 
I 
| The short-tens effect of attitude changes is greater in influencing vertical speed than airspeed. 
I Basic technique was backside, but modified by extensive use of attitude for quick response, using column 
I as a DLC for short-term response. Throttles for long-term vertical speed control. It seems to me to 
• be unreasonable that idle power and a pitch attitude of -10 deg doesn't bring the plane ray faster than 
I simulated. Also, airspeed acceleration appears excessive. 

i mm 6 s,      _— 
| Task 8.0 
I 

Preferred flare technique is to start flare at 3? ft and leave power alone. 

! TMk g.1 

Tend to touch down longer in turbulence. Had to use full power to arrest sink rate on one run. 

PILOT 7 

Task 1.1 

I I think the main ccanent is that it is a very extreme offset and to make a cnfortable size correc- 
tion you really don't have time to get back on in, settle down. Hf basic technique is to get the speed 
back under control and then worry about flight path. I like to do this because once I gat the speed 
under control then I know what the power-to-fllght-path angle relationship is, giving me me less thing 
to do when I intercept the ^Lidt slope, tfy ratings for high fast and low slow are the same as for 
straight glide slope tracking in turbulence. The situation is extreme, but the airplane does not ehsnge. 

[ Tfcsk 1.8 i        _____ 

,' The low slow is no different from the streikt glide slope tracking» I feel completely comfortable 
I all the time. 
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C0S5TGÜRAT1DH BSIÄ (Concludftd) 

Task 2.0 

Initially I had some problems with attitude dynamics — a tendency to PID a little bit, which went 
away after three or four touchdouns. Looks like with the geometry situation here it is fairly easy to 
make soft touchdowns with attitude alone. 

Task 2.1 

The workload Increases quite a bit with turbulence. I am having quite a bit of problems with the 
turbulence levels, particularly during the final glide slope tracking and the flare. I have an additional 
comment en this flare and landing with turbulence. I gave it a 6 here, but in real-life situations that 
would come up a couple pilot ratings. 

PILOTS 

Task 2.0 

Flares with attitude are touchy to get into the touchdotm zone. Flaxes with power are .more precise, 
allowing me to get consistently soft touchdowns. 

Task 2.1 

Flares with attitude tend to float. Toudidown is hard after a float. The best technique is to use 
a little pitch after coming in with power. It is very difficult to recover if I get high and fast in 
close. 

Task 3.0 and 3.1 

CoBDents are generally the same as for the subtasks. 

PILOT 9 

Task 1.01 

...and controlling sink rate with power and airspeed with pitch attitude. 

Task 1.1 

Hy prlmaiv problem is sink rate to power. I need to get calibrated. 

Task 1.2 

No real special problem, 

Taak g.O 

Beat flare technique is pitch attitude. Power flares are not consistent. Mich better control over 
touchdown point with pitch attitude. 

Task 2.1 

It seams like we need a power coaaand.   I can't do it precisely by «ye. 

Task 2.7 

Acceptable, but harder in general. Has tendency to float because of last minute power changes. This 
configuration has good control of sink rate with attitude and is not critical on attitude except perhaps 
a tendency to float. 

Taak 3.1 

The landing was ecntaminatcd by trying to hit the wlndcftr at 300 ft. 
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CCNFIGORATIOK BSL2 RLD 

Shis eonflgurfttloQ was flown by pilots, 1,7, and 9. 

PHOf t 

Taalc 1.01 

Airspeed response to pitch attitude seens adequate. Sink rate to throttle response Is a little sluggish 
and bearty adequate. 

fast 1.1 

übe task is the major problem in that there is not enough time to get stabilized after capturing 
glide slope. 

Task 1.2 

Same caaaast as on Task 1.1. The aircraft itself is a 3 for both tasks where the ratings apply more 
to the task than to. the airplane Itself. 

Task 2.0 

Requires too much pitch attitude change for pure attitude flare. Best technique is to use power to 
break initial sink rate and attitude to fine tune it. 

Task 2.1 

Requires moderate condensation on throttles to set up for flare. 

Task 2.7 

Tend to land long. Consistently get into a low power, high sink rate condition and overcorrect with 
attitude and throttle near touchdotm. 

Task 3.1 

Degradation with turbulence is due to higher workload cm guide slope. Requires lead on sink rate to 
power. 

PILOT 7 

Pilot 7 flew this configuration at 65 kt and therefore quite far on the backside. 

Task 1.01 

Low initial sink rate to throttle response. Throttles seemed insensitive. Good airspeed control. 

Task 1.01 (doubled throttle sensitivity) 

This throttle sensitivity is a lot better. Throttle sensitivity was the primary deficiency. Now 
lew 1^, is a problem. (Pilot noted this later during landing evaluations.) 

Task 1.1 

Airspeed control easy with favorable flight path to airspeed coupling. Some problem with sink rate 
to throttle response. Seems very sluggish and bas a major effect on SQT rating. 

Tfcsk 1.7 

This aircraft is really on the backside. Takes a lot of power. 
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ocmimmm BSLS BLB (c««aud»i) 

Bjis coofiguratlan hu a very low I«. 

T»slc g.t 

The coobiaatlon technique works pretty good.   That is, I add power and fine tune the touchdown with 
pitch attitude. 

Task 2.7 

Use a step and power. Obere is sufficient I« to conplete the flare. 

FrLOT 9 

Haslc 1.01 

SLuggiah sink rate to throttle response. No apparent coupling between airspeed and throttle. 

TaaK 2.0 

Flaring with attitude only. 

Taste 2.1 

flood landings if I as set up at flare point. Hard landings if not set up. Poor sink rate to throttle 
response is responsible for probloas in getting set vp. Ho real problena with thit. configuration. 

task 2.7 

Used a tedfasique of watöblag ZVSI as a cue for large shears. Flying VfSl to throttle even in close. 
Task la TOT diffioult if not in window at flare Initiation. Sink rate to throttle lag appears large. 

Task 3.1 

Using attitude to airspeed and sink rate to throttle exclusively. Hr glide slope rating Is a 6 on 
the overall task, because of the sluggish throttle respone which is nore apparent during glide slope 
intercept and the ensuing capture. Flare rating is a fc-1/2 to a 3 because of a sensitivity of the out- 
eone to not hitting the window at breakout. 
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OOMFIGURATION API 

This eoofiguratlon wu flora toy Pilots 1, 5, 7, 8, «ad 9« 

PILOT 1 

Taak 1.01 

The turbulence level seems very lav end glide slope txmcktng Is not a problem. This configuration 
has rtry law Ci^, but this is not a problem because altitude response to power is adequate. 

Task 1.1 

The coordinatioa required between power and pitch attitude to capture and maintain the glide slope 
Is very difficult. 

Task 1.2 

The low slew recovery is not as fe&£ as the high fast; however, the pitch attitude and throttle 
required to recover seem excessively large. 

Task 1.7 

A very large pitch attitude is required to go from 15 to 85 kt. The speed response is extremely 
slow in going from 85 to 75 kt, requiring me to overdrive attitude to get the required speed. Oils 
results in ay going off glide path. The main problem here is maintaining glide slope while using large 
pitch attitudes to change speed. The 1731 response to throttle seems very sluggish. This is the primary 
problem In this task. 

This is at least 

Task 2.0 

nils configuration seees to be very unforgiving to initial errors in flare height, 
moderately objectionable and perhaps worse. 

Task 2.1 

The primary deficiency Is a very sluggish sink rate to throttle response. The major problem with 
this configuration is the inability to recover trvm off-ncmdnsl vertical position la time to set up for 
leading on the short runways. If Z get high or low at the initiation of flare, the sink rate at touch« 
deem is usually hard or the landing la long. The sink rate response to pit«* attitude for this configu- 
ration seen« very low. The throttle is not of moh help because of the very sluggish sink rate to power 
response. Unless everything is perfect at the point of flare initiation, the chances of a good touchdown 
are very low with this configuration. 

Task 3.0 and 3.1 

CoBBwntary generally the as for the subtaska. 

PILOT ? 

Task 2.1 

The pilot rating Is a 5 vp to the threshold and an 6 for the flare and landing. 

Task 3.0 

Tracking was easy once we were on airspeed and glide slope and loealixsr. 

Task 3.1 

Pilot rating is a 3 down to breakout aad than a 7 on start final, tha eontrcl harmony 
between elevator and ailerons but poor for throttle. 

seems good 
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CONFIGURATIOK API (Continued) 

PHOT 7 

Task 1.01 

My technique is to fly constant attitude and let airspeed vary. If the airspeed variations are not 
too big and we don't end up getting too close to the margins, then there is no problem. The characteris- 
tics of this airplane are siailar to the augaentor wing. I really don't think they're quite as had as 
on the aug&entor wing in the adverse coupling on speed and fli^it path, and on the augmentor wing we have 
adopted at least one technique of flying the airplane where you do flv essentially at constant attitude 
and let airspeed vary back and forth. 

Task 1.1 

The downside capability of this aircraft is inadequate to do the task. Even with the other configu- 
rations, if you recall, I felt that this was an unrealistic task. A guy would go around rather than 
attempt this kind of correction. The workload is really not all that hi^i. All you do is Just pull the 
paver off and sit there and wait for it to come down. I do feel the downside capability of this airplane 
is adequate. When you pull the power back to idle you can get on the order of 1200 ft/adn rate of sink, 
which I think is adequate, 1 think on this kind of airplane with adverse fli^t-path/speed coupling a 
guy could get more confortable with it if he flew an airplane that had that characteristic aU the time. 

Task 1.7 

this is definitely a little bit of a tricky task in this airplane, because of the adverse speed and 
flight path coupling. I seem to have a little more trouble slowing down than I do speeding up, You 
almost have to know what the nominal attitude for the new speed should be. 

Task 2.0 

Smooth air flsrea with attitude rotation only axe pretty marginal. You kind of have to use everything 
you've got just to barely make it. Flares with power and smooth air are an acceptable technique, but not 
necessarily acceptable for normal operation. 

Task 2.1 

The workload just gets too high trying to get the power set for your flare, particularly with sooe 
of these last minute flight path corrections where the power can be going up and down. You really have 
to check the power very clonely to nake sure that as you're going Into the flare you have enough power 
on to flare the airplane. It almost requires a visual check of the rpm indicators, which Is at a very 
inopportune time. Therefore, I would ^ay it is a 7 or worse. 

Task 3.1 

He just cospleted a series of runs where you Intercept and track and flare and land. 
any differences brought up by that task. 

X can't see 

PHQT B 

Task 1.01 

This machine Is very sluggish In response to power for flight path control. It looks like It's quite 
sensitive to pitch or speed. It's kind of a funny situation where adding power you have to push over the 
nose to hold your speed up, and vice versa for reducing power. So It can be not too nice an airplane to 
fly. You have the feeling any displacement would be hard to handle, so I flew the glide slope very tight 
and it was no problem. Addition of turbulence Increased the workload only slightly. 

Task 1.1 

The biggest task here is this gross attitude change from -11 deg up to 20 deg nose up. 

Task 1.2 

I just applied waxlwiw power and starting undoing that horrible pitch attitude to where It's nose down 
and getting speed back. The task required between considerable and extensive compensation. 
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Taak 2.0 ■ | 

The landings in this-alrplaae are bad, bad, bad. | 
■I 

TMk g.1 ' .| 

I I did not try power flares until X conblned with turbulence, and it aeens to ae that power flare 
worked out a little bit better In turbulence than the conventional flare. But, any of them are real , | 
dicey to get a good sink rate and a good Ria point on the runway. When you consider control of sink | 
rate as part of the controllablli*/, controllability is in question with this. So it's about a 7-1/8 I 
pilot rating. | 

1 
HIiOT 9 | 

Taak 1.01 I 

The cospensation required for glide slope tracking nay be described as aoderate to nlnlaal. 

Taak 1.1 

The high fast recovery is very bad. With power off, the aircraft does not sink and I can't get back 
cm glide slope. The attitude goes to extrenea. 

Taak 1.8 

Better control. Reasonable perforaance, but considerable coavensation. 

Task 1.7 

The attitude required to change speed la too large. 

Task 2.0 

Vty rating was 5, aainly because of inconaistaneies in perfomance and touchdown sink rate and distance. 

Tath 2.1 

Priaary difficulty was the eoasldereble lag in the throttle, and, If you're effecting a change on 
glide path, the resulting change la sink rate late la the approach will give you real problems. The 
aircraft's response to pitch seen- auch reduced here in the flare, so that you've got to be pretty euch 
right on sink rate with the power setting. That is what has caused ae the difficulty in the pilot rating. 
There is a considerable lag between change in throttle and airplane response to that change. I've recon- 
sidered the rating of 7 that Z gave on these last ruaa, and I want to slip those to 8 because considerable 
pilot «apensatlon is required for control la the sense that sink rate at touchdown is fairly difficult to 
control. 

Task 3.1 

Speed control was not too difficult providing yea were willing to accept the 3 or b kt that turbulence 
brought into it. You could get to a tria attitude that would fairly well bold a speed. Again, aircraft 
response to throttle inputs was still the aajor deficiency. There is a considerable lag between the tiae 
you decide to sake a flight path change «ad the tiae the change actually begins. This tends to aake you 
overshoot the condition you were looking for, and so you're constantly hunting with the throttle all the 
way through the approach. 
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CONFIGURATION AP2 

Configuration APS was floim by Pilots 1, 2, 6,  and 7. 

PILOT 1 

Task 1.01 

Sink, rate response to throttle seems quite good. This task does not require much condensation. The 
indicated airspeed stayed at T5 kt with little or no corrections in attitude. 

Task 1.1 

Could not get adequate perfonnance on Indicated airspeed due to large speed/throttle coupling near 
idle power. Glide slope Intercept and tracking was okay. 

Taak 1.2 

Coupling on speed to throttle was not nearly as large at high power settings as it was at low power 
settings. I was able to get target speed and on glide slope without any real problems. Used a cross- 
feed of throttle to column for large power changes and used airspeed to attitude and sink rate to throttle 
for glide slope tracking. 

Task 1.7 

Airspeed response to attitude seemed sluggish. Adverse coupling precludes precision control of air- 
speed, and airspeed response to throttle seeoa to swamp out the airspeed response to attitude. This is 
especially true If I get high on the glide slope due to the Increased coupling at low power settings. 

Task 2.0 

This configuration 
is good. 

Task 2.1 

quite easy to land without turbulence. The sink rate response to attitude 

Am having some problems setting up the proper sink rate with power for flare initiation. The sink 
rate response to power sernss adequate for glide slope tracking, but Is too sluggish for the precision 
control required as I come up to ay flare point near touchdown. 

Task 3.1 

For the IFR portion of the approach, glide slope tracking in itself it) not a problem. Control over 
indicated airspeed is mtrglnal, because of the very sluggish speed to attitude response and the adverse 
coupling between speed and power. Kf pUot rating of k reflects the fact that the speed variations do 
not interfere with ujr ability to do the task. The primary problem in landing is setting up for the flare 
with power in the presence of these fairly large gust disturbances. 

PHOT 2 

taak 1.01 

Control over glide slope «ad locsllser is not a problem. Pilot rating for this task alone is 2. 
The unpleasant defldtney for this configuration la turbulence is speed control. Hr overall rating of 
glide slope tracking then with speed control is a 3. Turbulence is not a big thing in this task. 

task 1.1 

Airspeed control unbelievable for off-noniaal naitlens. Throttle range required excessive full 
throttle «ad idle. Itr airspeed was too high to land ..n an 1300 ft strip after recovery from the high 
fast condition. Glide slope control was okay. 

TMk 1.2 

Airspeed control again was the major problem, »ever had the chance to steady out before landing. 
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OÄPIßüHATKH APS (Contlauad) 

Taak 2.0 

Hare using colaan only from about 100 ft Adi tdth noniul power set. I tended to come into the 
flare on-speed to slightly fast. 

Task 2.1 

Recovery from turbulence effects caning into the flare vas difficult. It is easy to overcontrol 
with the throttles. I «a using sink rate to attitude prinarlly for the actual flare. Hard landings 
result when I use throttles to flare. 

Task ?.1 

The airspeed/flight-path coupling is very botbcrtoM. Working on glide slope control, keeping tabs on 
indicated airspeed. Since vy ahillty to track the glide slope does not appear to be affected by the poor 
airspeed control, I ;aa live with It. Technique for glide slope tracking Is prlaarily backside, that Is, 
sink rate to throttle and airspeed to attitude with SOM attitude to sink rate. Airspeed control Is by 
far the biggest problen. Extreoe variatioas In airspeed conbine with high coupling and C^ response to 
sake it a pretty tricky configuration if departure fron novlnal conditions is too great. 

HOT 6 

Task 1.01 

Flight path response to throttle is fine. Cannot get desired airspeed perfomance. 

Task 1.1 

Pitch attitude went up to 10 deg and the aircraft never «lowed down, ty rating of 6 is based on speed 
probless. 

Task 1.2 

Hy pilot rating of 7 Is based on a decrease of speed with power addition. The spaed went below 60 kt 
at one point. 

Task 2.0 

Plarinc with pitch attitude only works out just fine. 

Task 2.1 

Z get the best results flaring with attitude alooe. Flaring with attitude and power results In a 
tendency to float and aakes the aircraft seen vaty sensitiv« to changes la pitch attitude. 

Task 2.7 

These wind shears require the use of throttles to arrest the sink rate. This results in overconträlllng 
and floating. Definitely cannot wie power in an effective way to help flare this configuration. 

Task 3.0 

Adverse coupling results la w «Iways having to ebaag« pitch attitude. 

(Hote; This pilot is a Boetng test pilot and required eonsldereblc asnunt of tüM to adjust his 
technique to backside contra!. During his later «valuations of conflguratloBs with large alrspeed/fllght- 
path coupling, nc tended tc Ignore airspeed variatioas, holding constant attitude.) 
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OONFlGORATIOll AP2 (Concluded) 

PHOT I 

(Note: Pilot 7 flew this configuration with the engine time constant set to 0.5 sec due to a miss-set 
constant in the coniputer program when changing configurations.) 

Task 1.01 

This configuration looks like AP10. Long as I don't worry about speed It's okay. Initial sink rate 
response to throttle is good. The long-term sink rate to throttle washes out. The pilot rating is a 4-1/2 
and would he a 1+ with perfect airspeed control. 

Task 1.1 

Airspeed excursions are large but I don't care about airspeed in STOL because it is not a measure of 
lift margin. 

Task 1.2 

The low slow recovery Is not as critical as the high fast recovery. 

Task .2.0 

This configuration has a lot of 1^. 

Task 2.1 

Turbulence is not a probl'as, and getting set up for the flare is also not a problem with this 
configuration. 

Task 2.7 

Flare and touchdown are pretty easy. Have to have power set properly at flare initiation. 
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COHFIGURATION AP6 

this configuratlmi was flown by Fllots 1, 2, 6, and 7- 

PILOT t 

Task 1.01 

Glide slope tracking Is not a problem. Precise control of airspeed is very difficult and had problems 
in attempting to lower the airspeed from 85 kt to 75 kt. Frioaxy task of glide slope tracking is quite 
stralgjrtforward and variations of speed do not seen to affect this task. 

Task 1.1 

Very bl#i pilot workload. Have to constantly keep in sdnd that Increase in power decreases the speed. 
I aa assuoing that the task here is to get both glide slope and airspeed under control. 

Task 1.2 

This task is easier then 1.1, because it is easier to increase airspeed than to decrease airspeed. 

Task 2.0 

Sink rate response to attitude is very good. There seons to be a tradeoff between touchdown sink 
rate and position. Most not flare too late or hit very hard. 

Task 2.1 

Sem to be getting some very large horizontal wind shears (u gusts got up to 12 ft/sec in 2 sec and 
stayed at 12 ft/sec for 6 sec just before touchdown). This configuration la a U to a 4-1/2 with low to 
moderate gusts. A severe wind shear such as I got on one run would have to be rated as a 7. However, 
I do not feel that it is fair to rate this configuration as low as a 7 for a very low probability wind 
shear case. In actual practice, this would be a go-around. If a go-around was required for several 
approaches in a row, then the rating on this configuration would have to be lowered to a 7 in this level 
of turbulence. However, the large shear that I -^countered seems to be a low probability case. Therefore, 
vtf rating of this airplane in tiutailence is a 4-1/2 and a 7 with the large shear. 

Task 3.2 (Task 3.1 with headwind) 

The higher power required to track the glide slope in this headwind results in low airspeed. It is 
difficult to hold the gllda slope and correct the airspeed to 75 kt. This problem is also true if you 
get low on the glide slope and need to correct back, Ity pilot rating, however, is unchanged from pure 
glide slope tracking, because the airspeed excursions do not seem to affect mif capability for tracking 
the glide slope. % technique is to slaqply note the airspeed variations but to Ignore them in terms of 
control inputs. 

PILOT 6 

Task 1.01 

Must use backside technique. Throttle controls sink rate and has an adverse affect on airspeed. 
Airspeed must be controlled by pitch attitude but is very slow to respond. The effect of turbulence on 
the glide slope tracking is minimal, more perhaps of one Coopar-Harper rating degradation. The throttle 
Is very effective to control sink rate. The only problm with this configuration was to maintain airspeed. 
Airspeed is very hard to manage and responds very slowly to corrective action. Airspeed control is 
unacceptable for airline use. 
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CONFIQUHATION. AP6 (Concluded) 

Task 2.0 

Landings with this configuration were Viiy conventional, 
not used in the flare. 

No major problems as long as throttle was 

Task g.1 

Turbulence increased the pilot workload only slightly. My flare technique was conventional. Began 
pitch increase at 50 ft and held attitude until touchdown. Since throttle controls sink rate, care ntust 
be made so as not to add or decrease thrust or aircraft floats or drops, respectively. There were no 
problems in the flare and landing if thrust was not modulated excessively. 

Task 3.1 

All subtasks and components of this coraposite task were primarily downgraded due to lack of airspeed 
control. The airplane, in general, flies quite well except for airspeed control. 

PILOT 7 

Task 1.01 

}fy main objection to the airplane is the adverse coupling between speed and flight path. It's not 
real serious but it's predominant enough to be at least slightly objectionable. The amount of adverse 
coqpli&g is not enough to be really bothersome; if you just let the airspeed vary, it works out pretty 
good. 

Task 1.1 

As with the other configurations, 
be a go-around situation. 

I think the task Is a little bit extreme. Not realistic. It would 

Task 1.2 

The increase in workload Is negligible due to the low-and-slow, and I really don't feel too uncom- 
fortable with that. It's still a pretty good offset, but at least you don't have to content with the 
high sink rate and low altitude. 

Task 2.1 

As far as pilot ratings go and our workload, I think that smooth air is fairly reasonable and then 
It takes a big jump With turbulence. 

Task 2.7 

Crosswlnda result In no additional workload Increase. The shears we looked at are bordering on 
unacceptable with the situation we have. A couple of times here with turbulence and/or shears I've over- 
flared the airplane to break a high rate of sink. Once you flair too high on this airplane with this 
nominal pitch attitude, you lose sight of the runway and then you pretty much lose it. 
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OOBFIOOBAtOT AP6 MiP 

Ihia task was flewn by Pilots 1, 7, and 9. 

PHOT 1 

Task 1.01 (stall speed ■ 65 kt) 

Adverse speed throttle coaplln^ and low stall oargin ccnbines to make a very dangerous situation. 
Got low on glide slope, added power and stalled. Had to punch out to avert a crash. Pilot rating is 9. 
Large pitch attitudes are required to keep the Indicated airspeed above stall with increased power. 

Task 1.01 (stall speed « 65 kt, Cj^^ Increased loll) 

A 5 kt reduction in stall speed makes a large difference in this aircraft. It requires a large 
attitude deviation to get the speed to decrease from 65 kt to 60 kt, and therefore the stall protection 
Is adequate in this aircraft. 

Task 1.1 

Ho control over airspeed with attitude and raducsd power. Qood sink rate to throttle authority hut 
a bit sluggish. Adequate perfoimanoe not attainable in speed (175, get 100). 

Task 1.2 

Easier to hold indicated airspeed at 75 kt than it was Task 1.1. Seems like airspeed coupling to 
throttle is more pronounced at low power than at high power. Major problem was extremely high workload 
and airspeed to attitude and sink rate to throttle due to the airspeed throttle coupling. 

Task 1.7 

Very sluggish airspeed to attitude response aggravated by airspeed to throttle effects. Control 
over Indicated airspeed is barely adequate and with moderate condensation. 

Task g.1 

Qood sink rate response with attitude flaras. Land« Ilk« a conventional airplane. 

Task 2.7 

Can get desired perfonsnce in the presence of shears. Moderate coBp«satlon of sink rate control 
with power is required to «et 19 the flare pol?t. The sink rate response to attitude is sufficient to 
account for problems in setting up for the flare with power. 

PILOT 7 

Task 1.0 

Used this task to try stalls in this eooflguratlon. Iktable to prodnce a stall with power off due 
to adverse airspeed power coupling. Upotslble to gat low speeds with low power settings. Power on 
stall is a mush. 

Task 1.01 

Adverse coupling seans large. Pilot rating is a U-l/2 because glide slop« tracking is adequate. 

Task 1.1 

I don't worry about indicated airspeed. 

Task 1.2 

Initial respons« to throttle too hiffr and then washes out. 

Task 1.7 

Using airspeed to throttle and sink rate to attitude. This aircraft has a better la than Airplane 10, 
and therefore this technique works better. 
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(XmiWSATm AP6 BUD (Conceded) 

T*sk g.O 

Sink rate response to attitude and sink rate response to throttle «re good. Poor visual cues keep 
ne from consistently landing in the touchdowa zone. Have a tendency to PID on attitude at touctadoun 
resulting in a high workload. 

Task 2.1 and 2.7 

Saae comaents as for Task 2.0. 

Task 3.1 

large 1«, allows ne to control sink rate at glide slope Intercept and eliainate ballooning. Still 
having FID problems en landing. 

PHOT 9 

Task 1.0 

Do two stalls for faadliarization.   No problans. 

Task 1.01 

I don't like reverse speed path coupling. Prom a certification standpoint, it is unacceptable (a ?)• 
However, it is a four on the Cooper Harper rating scale since the task is to track the glide slope, and 
the speed excursions do not seen to affect ^r ability to track. 

Tiask 1.1 

Moderate compensation required to recapture glide slope. % technique is to ignore indicated air- 
speed for this task. 

Taak 1.2 

Basic teehnlqp» is airspeed to attitude and sink rate to power. 

Taak 1.7 

fedte a juggling act between attitude and powar since both affect speed. It takes a long time to 
find the correct attitude and power. 

Taak 2.0 

All my landings «rare soft and short. Sink rate response to attitude is good. 

Taak g.1 

Taoding to use combination powar and attitude and turbulance. The requlraoent for power coats one- 
half of a rating point. As before, the flare technique ia to bring in a aoall amount of power and fine 
tone with pitch attitude. 

Task 2.7 

Oood sink rate to power respoBse. bay to cope with wind shears. Use veiy small power changes. 
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OOHFIGORATIÜK AP? 

Configuration APT was flown by Pilots 1, 7» aad 9- This configuration was flown only during the back 
to back camparisons between the FSAA slsulator and the S-16 simulator. The following couments pertain to 
the S-16 siaulatar evaluations. 

PILOT 1 

Task 1.01 

This configuration se«ms to have reasonably good sink rate to power and airspeed to attitude response. 

Task 1.1 

Very limited down capability with power.   Itoable to get back oa glide slope and reduce speed before 
breakout. 

Task l.g 

No problem going up. Just coming down. 

Task 2.0 

This configuration seeas to have good la and is reasonably easy to land with attitude. 

Task 2.1 

I Hie addition of turbulence affects this configuration considerably. Having considerable problems 
I getting reasonable perfonnance and have evolved a technique of using throttle to flair and fine tuning 
s the touchdown with pitch attitude. Must be very careful not to overcootrol with throttle. Easy to over- 
| control with throttle because of the sluggish sink rate to throttle response. 

Task 2.7 

Easy to overcontrol with throttle with large shear. Tend to float. Can do ok but it requires moderate 
to considerable condensation. This task would be much easier if the runway was longer. 

Task 3.1 

Hot able to get desired perfwraance consistently on landing. The more 1 fly this configuration the 
less I like it. Sink rate to attitude response is poor. 

PILOT 9 

Task 1.01 

This configuration is a little slow on down sink rate to throtUe response. SU^t adverse speed 
to throttle coupling. 

Task 1.7 

Hunt on attitude and «peed and flight path. Seas to be slower than normal. Tend to overshoot with 
power due to lag especially on down. 

Task 2.0 

Requires Just a little too much attitude to flair. Would be a 5 If the sink rate to attitude was 
better. Power flares okay but I feel some luck is involved here. I rate the attitude flares a 3-1/2 
and the power flares at 4-1/2. 

Task 2.1 

to using large power changes because of sluggish sink tat« to tivottle retpoost. HIT technique to 
flare is primarily attitude using power «hen required. 
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COHFIGURATION AP10 

PHOT 1 

Task 1.01 

Sluggish airspeed to attitude response but this does not seen to effect the glide slope tracking. 
Sensitive sink rate to throttle hut response is slow. Considerable conpenadtion required to handle poor 
speed control arid sensitive throttle. Pilot rating would be much worse if speed control were a dominant 
part of the task. Pilot rating is a 5 and would be a lf-l/2 for glide slope tracking only. Reducing the 
engine time constant to 0.5 results in very good sink rate to throttle response. Glide slope control is 
precise. Pilot rating is 5-1/2 for glide slope control. Decreasing the engine time constant further to 
0.2 results in still better sink rate to throttle response. While this further unproved response is nice, 
I'm not able to use it, and therefore the pilot rating for glide slope tracking remains the same at 5-1/2. 
Engine time constant of 0.5 is good enough. 

Task 1.1 (engine time constant back to 1.5) 

H Very high sensitivity on magnitude of sink rate to throttle. Airspeed to attitude response is terrible. 
H Airspeed to throttle coupling plus poor airspeed to attitude make task nearly Impossible. At one point I 
s» got to 10 deg of pitch attitude and the airspeed was still 95 kt, I am hesitant to pull more pover because 

the indicated airspeed will increase even further. My pilot rating of 8 reflects a loss of control over 
§{ airspeed. It should be noted that this task involves control of airspeed and glide slope tracking, and 
|. that is reflected in the rating. 

t Task 1.2 

I Better than the high-fast recovery but workload still very high. I am able to get adequate perfor- 
I manoe on capture, but it is difficult to stay on glide slope and speed after capture. Airspeed response 
I to throttle is very slow with high authority. Requires much lead. Again, the pilot rating of 8 reflects 
I a loss of control over airspeed. 

I Task 1.7 

* No control over indicated airspeed due to very high speed to throttla coupling and low speed to 
I attitude response. 

I Task g.O 
| 
i. Unable to stop sink rate with pitch attitude. Required technique is to break sink rate with power 
.;■ and then tune the final touchdown with pitch attitude. This results in only barely adequate control over 
I sink rate. Tried using attitude first and touchdown with throttle, but the sink rate to throttle response 
(•■' is too slow for this technique. 

I Task 2.1 f ———— 
t Am using throttle first and then pitch attitude to flue tune touchdown. Adequate performance requires 

•xtensive lead and sink rate to throttle and sink rate to attitude near touchdown. Control over touchdown 
position is poor as nearly all of my attention is required to get reasonable sink rates. The sluggish sink 
rate to throttle makes it difficult to get set up. It's easy to overshoot with throttle and float. 

*: Task 2.1 (with engine time constant of 0,5 sec) 

Can see faster response of sink rate to throttle, but it doesn't seem to help performance. Pilot 
rating is unchanged. 

f Taak 3.0 

;"   • ILS no sweat until last 500 ft, then same problems as on Task 2,0. 

Task 3.1 

i Sana problems as on individual parts. That is, (l) very sensitive but sluggish sink rate to throttle, 
(2) large adverse speed throttle coupling, (3) lew airspeed to attitude response, CO low sink rate to 
attitude response. Hy primary objection to this configuration lies in the inability to control sink rate 

I during the last several hundred feet of the approach. The lack of control over airspeed seems to be a 
■acondary problea in that it does not affect sny primary conplaint of sink rate control. 
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CONFIGURATION APIO (Continued) 

PHOT 7 

Task 1.01 

Any effort to control airspeed is not practical. Technique Is to hold pitch attitude and control 
flight path with throttle. No attempt is made to control airspeed. This does not arrpear to affect my 
ability to track the glide slope with power. Confiares with the augmentor wing hut worse. Am confused 
"by head wind because I can't figure out the power required. Don't like this aircraft period. 

Task 1.1 

Am having serious problems in conpleting the tack, 
at the low rpm which is very nonlinear. 

Task 1.8 

The throttles are really supersensitive especially 

I fe«l like I should rate the high-fast and the low-slow the same as the glide slope tracking and 
turbulence. Otherwise I'll be rating the task and not the airplane. The high-fast you obviously can 
take the perfoimance into consideration. It's a 10} as far as the workload goes during the high-fast 
or the low-slow, there was not too much difference. There's a little bit extra work on the high-fast. 

Task 1.7 

The airspeed is so affected by power that it's corrupted, and it's very difficult to do. You almost 
hatre to know what attitude goes with that condition to get there in a reasonable length of time. I find 
that the only way that you can do this is to fly attitude, and I didn't know what the attitude was for 
85 kt so it took me awhile to find it. I think it's crumny. The more you flew this L-.irplane the better 
you get at it, because you know what those attitudes were. You'd know if you had a tail wind you'd put 
a little bit in, so it's not unacceptable by any means but's sure not nice. 

Task g.O 

Flaring with attitude is unacceptable. The trick is to add a couple of percent power as you go into 
the flare and make the final touchdown with pitch attitude. In tams of pilot rating I guess we're saying 
that adequate performance is hitting on the runway at a reasonable spot not necessarily in the touchdown 
zone. Considering you have an airplane with 1000 ft ground roll or something, you can float a little bit 
past the touchdown zone without hurting things. 

Task 2.1 

Ihe main deficiencies are the requirement to use power and then the overall lack of 1^. The main 
problem with flight path control is that flight path angle washes out after a throttle input. This 
problem is especially noticeable as you approach the flare point and even during the flare. 

Task 3.1 

Have to make small corrections or I get into trouble. 

PILOT 8 

Task 1.01 

Attitude excursions not as extreme as for Configuration API, but indicated airspeed response is very 
slow. Could not get ay target airspeed. Pilot rating of k is primarily because glide slope tracking is 
adequate. 

Task 1.1 

Got to *i*Q deg of pitch attitude «id lost it. Have to be content with high speed until glide slope 
capture. 

Task l.g 

Speed goes the wrong way with power addition. 
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OORFIGURATION AP10 (Concluded) 

Task 1.? 

Giant pitch attitudes used to attain ±10 kt speeds, wind up at attitude of 30 deg. But would like 
to revise my statement on Task 1.01; the attitudes for this airplane are more severe than those for 
Configuration API. After several runs, I found I was able to get 75 kt with only +10 max pitch attitude. 
It was easy to get fooled into using very large attitudes because of very poor airspeed response to pitch 
attitude. The pilot rating would be a 10 if I got into the large attitude problem. 

Task g.O 

Out of control in sink rate with attitude flares. Power flares not much better due to squirrely 
response of sink rate to power. 

I: 
I 

Task g.1 

Used power to flare. Tends to skip off. Second landing is a "boomer." 

Task 3.1 

Got low and slow. A bear to correct. Requires large attitude change. Have to be patient. Power 
flare only way to land it. 

PHOT 9 

Task 1.01 

Initial control opposite that required for steady state. Very poor. 

TMk 1.1 

Ho way to hold spe«d. 

TMk 1.2 

Totally unacceptable. Tends to reduce the Bdnimas control speed, i.e., loss of elevator effectiveness. 
Pilot rating of 10. 

Uak  1.7 

Large attitude changes with no speed changes. Very confusing. 

Task 2.1 

Using throttle prior to flare and pitch attitude for final touchdown. Seeras very sensitive to throttle 
asking It difficult to set 19 for flare. Eactrsmely hard to get into proper flare "window." 

task 3.1 

Contents the sam as for the previous tasks. 
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A brief description of each of the subject pilot's experience relative to the present progrsa is 
given helov. 

•mot i — mem ma (an) 

O Considerable experience as STOL evaluation pilot. Most STOL time has been in simulators 
with seme experience in Variable Stability Navlon. 

• ExtotslTe light aircraft experience. 

• Flew in all phases of present eaperiment. 

PHOT 2 — WILLIAM CASEY (DOUOAS) 

• Prlnarily Involved in checking out oustaaers In DC-9. 

• Served as Navy test pilot and «as checked out in Barrier. 

• Flew in prefllght slaulatiaa phase of experlasnt. 

PILOT 5 — DAVID ELLIS (raiSCETOH UHlVBRSrPy) 

• Project pilot en Variable Stability Navlon. Has eoosiderable experience with evaluating 
3TOL configurations on Navim and with hlgji angle approaches in spoiler equipped light 
aircraft. 

• Participated in flight phase and postfUgfct simulation phase of experiment. 

PmOT 6 — IRVINO IECK5R (BOEING) 

• IWaarlly involved in production test flight with CTOL aircraft. 

• Ras soaw simulator' e^erience with the Boeing AM5T 

• Participated in prefllght slmulatioo ^uuis. 

PILOT 7 — QORDON KARDK (NASA) 

• NASA research pilot with considerable axperienct in a wide variety of aircraft. 

• Extensive research sisrulator experiwse an STOL programs. 

• Limitedl fli^it time in RASA Auguntor Wing Jet Keseardi Airoraft uA ia Variable Stability 
Navlon. 

• Extensive light aircraft experience. 

• Participated in prefllght simulation phase of «^criaant. 
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PILOT BACKGBOUNC (Concluded) 

PILOT 8 ~ RICHAKD OOUCiH (PM) 

• Involved In various PAA certification programs ranging from the DC-10 to a glider. 

• Considerable expcriesice as a STOL evaluation pilot on simulators. 

• R and D subject in TIPS (Concorde). 

• Participated in preflight simulation phase of experiment. 

PHOT 9 — BOBHET KaJMEOT (PAA) 

• Considerable experience as a STOL «valuation pilot both in flight and in the simulators. 

• Served as evaluation pilot for Fiasecki and Vertol in ducted fan and helicopters. 

• Participated in preflight simulation phase of experiment. 
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AEPETOIX B 

MANUAL FLARE MODEL DEVELOSMEHT 

kTSWEE CJONSIffiAIMD EQJ3LTI0NS 

The assumptions and derivations for the governing equations for path 

control with attitude constrained are given in Volume II of this report. 

These equations are central to analysis of STOL path control and are 

repeated helow for convenience. 

Characteristic Equation 

or 

A = YpQN§e = [s2 + (-Zw - Xu)s + (ZwXu - XwZu)] 

= s2 + 2^  + CDf 

(s + 1/T9l)(s + 1/Te2) 

(B-1) 

The latter form results if Xw is small or in general if {Zy - Xu) > k |XWZU| 

then: 

A = (s - Xu)(s - Zw) (B-2) 

with 1/T91 = -Xu and l/Teg = -Zy,, 

Attitude Ccmmand Responses, assuming Xgg = Zgg = 0, are correspondingly- 

given \sy: 

(Xa-g)^^) A 

(B-5) 
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where l/TUl  = gVOk - g) 

9c 
=  |[s-xu+^(xw-ij 

(B-M 

where 1/Th! = [-Xu + (ZU/ZW)(XW - g/Uo)] (backside term) 

Throttle Responses with MBT = 0 become: 

u 
5T 

X&T 

X5T 

h-^-^Mx^i 

"^ (S + T^) 

(B-5) 

where l/Tue = - Zw + XW(Z6T/X6T) 

^h-u^(^) 
Zgip 

"A" h^) 
(B-6) 

where 1/The = -Xu + ZUCXST/2^* 

DraBMRBTATIOH OF ILARE AS A CLOSES} LOOP 
TBACKHfG TASK TO PERTURBATION OOORDXRATES 

The flare is really a response to a given set of initial conditions 

(e.g., sink rate and flare altitude). Analysis of the flare as a closed 

loop tracking task is greatly facilitated by reinterpretation of these 

initial conditions as an input to the pilot plus vehicle system. Ihe 

following analysis presents the details of how this is done. 
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Deflaitions 

H    Aircraft altitude above the ground 

H    Aircraft sink rate with respect to the ground 

bp   Perturbation altitude = u sin y0 -v cos y0  + U0 cos a0e. 
Has little physical significance for y    / 0. (Note that 
hp can be finite even if aircraft stays on original 
glide slope but changes speed) 

Perturbation sink rate. Difference in sink rate from 
the initial sink rate at flare initiation 

Difference in altitude from flare height (initial con- 
dition, Hp) and present altitude, H. Is not the same 
as bp 

h    Aircraft sink rate with respect to ground h = H 

The equations relating perturbation and inertial coordinates are: 

hp 

h 

H =    Hp + h 

hp 
• 

=    H- ■% 

h 
•'o 

H d 

• 
h 

• 
=    H 

These relationships are further illustrated in the following figure. 

Aircraft 
Trajectory 

^ 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

(B-10) 

r r Initial 
Condition 

T r 
H 

-(HF^hp) i 
• f>/ffffffj'/wff//,/f/f////rsr. Ground 

s 
fc 

Figure B-1. Relationships Between Inertial and Perturbation Coordinates 
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The assumed flare law for the closed loop task (see text for justification) 

is given as 

*  1 H + ^ H = HTDc (B-11) 

This flare law is satisfied by developing a sink rate command signal 

1 
Hc = %)C-^;H (B12) 

The corresponding block diagram which represents the pilot-vehicle feedback 

structure to satisfy the flare law is shown in Fig. B-2. 

The error signal is defined as 

Hc = He - H 

_2_ 
Tp 

(3-13) 

= HlDc - ^ (HF + h) - H 

The block diagram may be rewritten with the output of the airplane equations 

of motion in terms of perturbation variables as follows. 

initial Condition 
on Integrator 

£(f HF) £ {HTOC) Flare Low Constant 

hp   From 
Perturbation 

4-1 Equations of 
Motion 

^ 

£{HF) 
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Using block diagram algebra (for example, see Ref, 12), the input 

summing points Involving the initial condition quantities (in fixed 

coordinates) can be moved to the I(s) suraner to form an effective single 

system command. 

7i     » i    ! •      m & ?>"'* P TFS A P 
rip 

I(s) = s£.[(-% + Tj-^l -^^-Tps^C^.) 

= - TF(HF +^:HF-HTDC) -f
1 

If Tp is set to satisfy basic flare law (Eq. B-11) at t = 0, e.g., 

1    HTDc ~" ^F 
Tp Hp 

(B-ll^) 

(B-15) 

then the first term in Eq. B~lU is zero and 

Ks) = -| (B-16) 

The physical interpretation of Eqs. B-15 and B-l6 are 

• l/Tp is equivalent to flare height and is internally 
generated by the pilot. If the pilot's judpient is 
correct, he will select a Tp according to Eq. B-15. 

• The dynamics of the response of perturbation sink rate 
(fip) to a step input of magnitude -Hp in the block 
diagram of.Fig. B-3 is equivalent to th? sink rate 
response (H) to the initial conditions Hp and Hp in 
in the block diagram in Pig. B-2 
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mmmmmmmmmm 

The perturbation sink rate actually differs from the 
inertial sink rate by a bias equal to Hp. The time 
response to Fig. B-5 and from an analog computer 
solution to the complete equations mechanized based 
on Fig. B-2 for the same flare would take the following 
form 

Perturbation Solution to 
Step Input, ftp 

Computer Solution With 
Initial Conditions 

Thus, the perturbation solution should be^interpreted 
such that the final value is zero, e.g., H = Hp + hp 
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APJENDIX C 

DPA DESCRIPTiail 

(fflJECTIVl 

The basic objective of the DFA tests was to determine how the pilots 

were performing the flight path control function. To define the describing 

function which we wished to measure, let us consider the pilot/aircraft 

model shown in Fig. C-1. For the moment we will ignore the inputs shown 

there (dc and Wg). 

In this model the pilot uses data from the glide slope and IVSI indicators 

to regulate flight path by means of the throttle, 6T. When he perceives a 

glide slope error, he mentally generates a rate of climb bias (hc) and then 

tries to control to that rate. 

The characteristic equation for the system shown in Fig. C-1 can be 

written as: 

1 + 

Yfi*r + W*6T = o 

1 + GFP = o 

(C-1) 

(C-2) 

It should be noted that the transfer functions used throughout this dis- 

cussion do not refer to open-loop (bare airframe) transfer functions even 

though that notation is used for convenience. Rather the transfer functions 

are those with the SAS and any other manual (e.g., speed control) loops closed. 

To study flight path control, we should measure the describing function, 

Gpp, which is given by: 

JFp = ^(4 
+ YAT) 

(C-3) 
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Furthermore, since fi and d are approximately equal (h is measured vertically 

and d is perpendicular to the trim flight path), Gpp can be approximated by: 

JFP 
^T 

= Yh(s+Yd)^ (C-U) 

IKPÜT SELECTION 

A number of possible inputs could be used to excite the pilot/aircraft 

system. Three specific ones will be considered here. 

• Beam noise — dc in Fig. C-1 but without the input 
to the IVSI. 

• Vertical gust — Wg in Fig. C-1. 

• Pseudo gust — dc in Fig. C-1 with dc fed to the 
IVSI. 

For beam noise, the closed-loop aircraft responses are: 

d "Wir 
^c '    A + YhN5T

+WtT 

^ d                  A + ^T 

dc dc          A + Y^f T + YÄYdNf T 

(C-5) 

(C-5) 

From these expressions we see that the desired describing function, Gpp, 

can not be measured with this input. 

For a vertical gust, the closed-loop response is: 

4K + YPSJT !£ £ 
Wg   A + YfiN|T + YÄYdNdT 

(c.6) 
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• . -• 
Since d = h, the coaling numerator term will be small and the response 

can be approximated by 

d  .       ^g Nwg/k 
w£ =  "A      T"   '   —  (c-7) g   Ä + YA + WAi ]  + ^ 

or 

GFP = ^%-i (c-8) 

Therefore if a gust input is used, the data reduction routine must include 

the gust transfer function, Nw_/A, for that particular configuration. While 

we could calculate the gust transfer function for the airplane + SAS, there 

is no way to account for the effects of additional manual feedbacks, such as 

airspeed to pitch. 

The third possibility, pseudo gust, is the one that was actually used. 

A vertical gust is approximated by adding dj, to the glide slope display, 

dg to the IVSI, and dc to the cab vertical motion. In this case the closed- 

loop responses are given by: 

d -Yfi(8+Yd)4T 
dc A + Y^ + Y^ 

.      -Yd(s + Yd) 4 6T 

A + YdNfT(s + Yd) 

h. i+£     A + Yh(4T - tjp) 
*C     ' ^  " A  + Y..^     + V.Y.Nd (C"10) 

^ + H% + ^ 

(4 - 4) 
1 +Yfi—s— 

1  + Gj-p 
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or 

de 
GFp = - 1 + Y,: 

(u^-Hir) 
(c-ii) 

Since h = d, the numerator difference is small and can be neglected. This 

gives: 

GFp = ^- - 1 (C-12) 

This is a convenient expression as it is independent of the aircraft 

dynamics and it is the one used in the data reduction routine. 

BTCUT SCALIHG PSD SHAPITO 

The amplitudes of the input sine waves were selected to approximate 

vertical turbulence. Comparison of the closed-loop transfer functions 

given above shows this can be accomplished if, 

dc = -r£w, 
A "8 (C-15) 

or 
4g 

dc  * "^Wg (C-lM 

To scale the input, it was assumed that 

A    s + .fj 
± 

(C-15) 

I and that w- has an rms level of U ft/sec and a power spectral shape of 

k. 
rw0 

O)2 + .25 
(c-16) 
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This gave an rms dc of 2.8 ft/sec. To match this amplitude, the input 

components must satisfy the constraint: 

(2.8)2 = -IrE^Ai)2 (C-17) 

To provide reasonable frequency shaping of the input, the c^ component 

amplitudes were varied with frequency as (K^ /A)Wg varies or 

0)7 + . Ü3| + .25 
(C-18) 

where k2 is an arbitrary constant which was selected to match the rms d^ of 

2.8 ft/sec. 

The pilots considered the input a reasonable approximation of turbulence. 
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APPENDIX!) 

PILOT BRIEFING AHD QUESTIOHNmES 

The briefing outline used to familiarize the pilots with the simulation 

scenario is given in Fig. D-i. Three questionnaires used as prompting 

notes for the test engineer aro shown in Fig. D-2. Attempts to have the 

pilots fill out these questionnaires after the simulation period were 

abandoned early in the program. This was primarily because the pilots 

tended to confuse configurations and to forget key points that occurred 

during the runs. 



Figure IM. Pilot Briefing Outline 

A. General 

1. Jet STOL transport aircraft 
2. Weight = 150,000 lbs 
5. Approximately 150 passengers 
k.   Representative of the worst case configurations of five STOI^-type 

vehicles; Internally Blown Flap (IBP), Externally Blown Flap (EBF), 
Vectored Thrust, Augoentor Wing, and Ufcper Surface Blowing (USB) 

B. Series of tasks representing a precision instrument approach on a 
6 deg glide slope 

1. IIS tracking - consideration for evaluations 

a. Glide path control 
b. Airspeed control 
c. Pilots indicate acceptable limits on glide slope and speed 

excursions. Consider normal ATC speed requests for separator 
and maximum allowable speed and glide path errors at decision 
height to achieve acceptable touchdown conditions on a STOL 
runway 

C. Flare and Landing 

1. Idealized situation - problem initialized with aircraft at target 
speed and on glide slope at 300 ft (decision height) 

2. Fly aircraft to a VFR touchdown 
5. Considerations for evaluations 

a. Touchdown sink rate 
b. Precision of Touchdown point — ability to stop — probability 

of landing short 
c. Acceptable values for sink rate and touchdown position to be 

evaluated by pilot considering available runway to stop, 
passenger comfort, and landing gear strength 

d. Tradeoffs between the above (a and b) 
e. Would an increased runway length have a significant bearing on 

your rating? 

D. Composite task 

1. Intercept final approach course and fly IIS to touchdown with winds 
and turbulence 

2. Consider individual tasks (B and C) in light of the overall approach 
task 

3. Rpte the overall task and emphasize key issues that affect your 
rating (make comments) 

E. Pilot ratings and comnentary 

1. Verbal to experimenter in simulator during runs 
2. Summary into tape recorder after each series of runs 
3. Written summary of each configuretlbn using attached sheet. 

I 
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Figure D-2a. Pilot Evaluation — Flight Path Margin 

PILOT: MTE: BUN: 

CCNFIOUBATION: 

APPROACH 

Pilot Ratings: Calm Air ; In Turbulence 

1. Evaluate the Ay capabilities of this configuration. Would it 
cause any operational problems? 

2. How often did you hit the throttle steps? 

3. Did the Ly limits affect the piloting technique for large 
corrections?     If yes, describe. 

KARE AND LANDING 

Pilot Ratings: Calm Air i  In Turbulence 

h.   What flare technique was used? 

Did you add power? 

5. Was there a problem in landing within the touchdown zone or 
arresting sink rate?     Was there a tendency to land short? 
Long?     Hard? 

6. Was visibility over the nose a factor? 

7. What were the major factors which influenced the above ratings? 
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Figure D-2b. Pilot Evaluation — Landing 

PILOT: DATE: RUN: 

CONFIGURATION: 

PILOT RATINGS: Calm Air 

In Turbulence 

1. Wh Lch of the following flare techniques did you try? 

1 a. Pitch only, no thrust inputs. 

j b. Pitch primary, open loop thrust input. 

1 c, Thrust only, no pitch change. 

j d Thrust primary, open loop pitch change. 

j e. Other (describe)  
I ■ 

2. Which technique did you finally select?   Why? 

5. Describe the technique used in as much detail as possible (e.g., 
altitude at which flare was initiated, magnitude of pitch and thrust 
changes, and primary cue for flare initiation). 

k.   Was there a problem in landing within the touchdown zone or arresting 
sink rate?     Was there a tendency to land short?     Long? 
Hard? 

5- Was visibility over the nose a problem? 

6. Did a tailwind significantly affect the task?     If yes, describe 
how and rate task with and without tailwind. 

7. What were the major factors which influenced the above ratings? 
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Figure D-2c. Pilot Evaluation — Speed Margin 

PILOT: DATE: RUN: 

4 

CONFIGURATION: 

APPROACH 

Pilot Ratings: Calm Air ; In Turbulence 

1. Evaluate the safety margins in calm air and in turbulence. 

2. What piloting technique was used in general? 

Did it involve any control crossfeed, e.g., power to elevator? 

5« What piloting technique was used to avoid exceeding the speed or 
angle of attack limits? 

k.   Was it difficult to avoid the limits? 
under operational conditions? 

Would it be difficult 

5« What were the major factors which influenced the above ratings? 

FLARE AND LANDING 

Pilot Ratings: Calm Air In Turbulence 

6. What flare technique was used? 

Did you add power? 

7. Was there a problem in landing within the touchdown zone or 
arresting sink rate?    Was there a tendency to land short? 
Long?     Hard? 

8. Was visibility over the nose a factor? 

9. What were the major factors which influenced the above ratings? 
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APPENDIX E 

DETAILED SUMMARY OF «ERIC CONFIGUFvATIONS 

A digital computer program was developed to aid in the designing of 

the various test configurations. This program trims the aircraft (based 
8       on power and velocity inputs) and calculates the derivatives necessary 

to factor the longitudinal and lateral-directional small perturbation 

equations of motion (e.g., öCL/öa, ÖC./ÖC , etc.). 

Construction of trim drag polars, aircraft performance curves (7 vs V), 

I and evaluation of various handling quality parameters are made relatively 

I simple via this computer program. The following sections present this 
I I type of information for all the test configurations (aircraft) evaluated. 

I All results are based on numeric values presented in various sections of 

I this report. 

I Subjective descriptions of the origin and differences in the test con- 

I figurations are also included. These are intended to give a brief insight 

I into the raticna e used to arrive at these configurations. 

I A. DRAG POIAES 
f 

I 1. Uhtrimmed 

I Untrimmed drag polars for all aircraft are shown in Figure E-la 

I through m. These figures depict the blowing effects, C , on the static 

I lift and drag (that is, tail off and no ram drag included) for each test 

configuration. 

i,  '      2. Trimmed 

I  • Trinmed drag polars for five aircraft are shown in Figure E-la through e. 
I Note that in addition to lines of constant blowing, lines of constant angle 

of attack are drawn on each drag polar. Three approach trim points are 

also shown. These are three typical approach flight conditions used 

throughout the simulation. 
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The trimmed CT vs a curves are not shown because of the relatively 

small difference in the trinmed and untrimmed curves.  The difference 

simply being the lift from the elevator. However, for the drag polar, in 

addition to the drag from the elevator, there is a large drag caused by 

ram effects. The result of this ram drag being a positive AC at various 

lift coefficients (C   ~ l/V). 
D, RAM 

B. PERFOBMAECE CURVES 

Flight path angle versus velocity for lines of constant power and , 

pitch attitude are shown in Figure E-3a through m for all aircraft tested, 

^is information is useful for comparing the relative amount of control 

cross-coupling. This is, how much airspeed change is experienced when using 

the power to change flight path and holding constant attitude. Or, how 

much flight path change is experienced when using attitude to change air- 

speed at constant power. Stall margin and the relative amounts of "up and 

down" capability are also readily obtained from these plots. 

C. DYHAMICS 

Dimensional stability derivatives and SAS on and off transfer functions 

for each test configuration are tabulated below for three approach flight 

conditions. This information is useful for ascertaining basic handling 

qualities data and conducting closed-loop analysis. 

1. Longitudinal 

a) Bare airframe dimensional stability derivatives are presented in 

Table E-la through 1. Complete definitions of the symbols used 

can be found in NASA CR-2l4ij-.* 

b) SAS on and off transfer functions are presented in Table E-2a 

through 1. Complete definitions of the symbols and notations used 

can be found in NASA CR~21kk.*    Note that the SAS on transfer 

functions include the engine dynamics (l/tg = O.667). 

•Heffley, Robert K., and Wayne F. Jewell, Aircraft Handling Qualities 
Data, NASA CR-2144, Dec. 1972. 
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ONominal Approach, -6 deg 7, 75 kt 

FHigh/Fast 

LLow/Slow 

Figure E-Ja. Performance Curve for BSL1 
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ONominal Approach, -6 deg 7, 75 kt 

{7 High/Fast 

biLow/Slow 

Figure E-jJb. Performance Curve for BSL2 
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Figure E-5c. Performance Curve for BSL2 RLD 
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Figure E-^d. Performance Curve for API 
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TABLE E-1a 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERI NATIVES 

Approach Configuratic )n 

Aircraft: BSL1 

vo (kt) 65 75 85 

70  (deg) -l.h -6.0 -k.e 

eo (deg) 9.70 2.67 -2.70 

5T (^) 
o 

U8.5 hk.i M+J 

X» (1/sec) -.12990 -.1007 -.08167 

Z* (1/sec) -.1+575 -.1+21 -.58.1/ 

Xw (1/sec) .10080 .09787 .09556 

Zw (1/sec) -.ino8 -.i+266 -•^551 

g/Uo (1/sec) .295 .252 .22k 

tan 

-Z. 
(deg) 

K (1/sec-ft) 
Mw 

(1/sec-ft) 

«A (1/ft) 

M, 
(1/sec) 

zft (1/1) 

\ 
(ft/sec-rad) 

\ 
(l/sec2-rad) 

> 

\ 
(ft/sec2-rad) 

i 

\ 
(ft/sec2-^) 

1 

Z6T (ft/sec2-^) 

T5T (ft/sec
24) 

TR- 1055-5R-III 

67.0 61.0 

.0002212 .000262 

,000915^ .00114009 

.OOO88I47 -.0008847 

-.5279 -.6091 

.02687 .02687 

2.71 5.15 

-5578 -.7020 

-2.785 -5.707 

.06002 .06757 

-.11+119 -.12212 

.1595 

55.5 

.0005528 

.0019555 

■ .00088U7 

-.6905 

.02687 

5.55 

-.8730 

-U.762 

.07227 

-.10509 

E-31 



TABUE E-lb 

vo (kt) 

70 (clßg) 

e0 (deg) 

5^ it) 

XJ (1/sec) 

Z* (l/sec) 

Xw(l/8ec) 

Zw (l/sec) 

g/u (l/sec) 

tan -1 
-Z. 

LOUGITUDIHAL STABUJUf DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: BSr.2 

65 75 

-7.J* -6.0 

7.5 2.4 

1*8.1 1A.1 

-.1329 -.1009 

~.k6kl -.k?-\p. 

.01+421 .0U799 

-.5222 -.5554 

.293 .252 

(deg) 

MJ (l/sec-ft) 

!^ (l/sec-ft) 

% (1/ft) 

Mq (l/sec) 

Z, (i/i) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

l^ (l/sec2-rad) 

Z. (ft/sec2-rad) 
e 

X  (ft/sec2-^) 

ZR  (ft/sec2-^) 

6U.6 60.8 

85 

-4.6 

-1.2 

kk.6 

. .08081 

-.3785 

.OU975 

-.6012 

.22U 

57.3 

.000260 .0002662 .0003227 

.001795 .002270 .002830 

.0008847 -.0008847 -.0008847 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6903 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 5.13 3.55 

-.5362 -.7014 -.8802 

-2.785 -3.707 -4.762 

.06361 .06788 .07077 

-.1341 -.1213 -.1101 

TR-1055-3R-in E-52 



TABLE E-1c 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY. DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: BSL2 ELD 

Vo (kt) 

70 
(deg) 

9o (deg) 

8T  ii) 
o 

X* (1/sec) u 

Z* (l/sec) u 

X„ (1/sec) w 

Zw (1/sec) 

g/Uo (1/sec) 

tan -1 (deg) 

M* (l/sec-ft) u 

M (l/sec-ft) 

M^ (1/ft) 

M (1/sec) 

%  (1/1) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

VL    (l/sec2-rad) 
e 

ZB (ft/sec -rad) 
e 

X. (ft/sec2-^) 
DT 

ZR  (ft/sec2-^) 
8T 

65 75 85 ' 

-7.1+ -6.0 -1+.6 

10.85 5.33 -1.08 

k8.k kk.l 1+1+.8 

.13680 -.10101 - .08056 

.^707 -.k2l3 -.3776 

12973 .08482 .06276 

.3539 -.1+602 -•5575 

.293 .252 .221+ 

61.7 60.7 57.7 

.0003079 .000261+1 .0003163 

.0001+869 .OOI5855 .002531+ 

- .000881+7 - .000881+7 - .000881+7 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6903 

.02687 .0268? .02687 

2.71 3.13 5.55 

-.5381+ -.7036 -.8810 

-2.785 -3.707 -I+.762 

.06777 .06799 .07037 

-.12599 -.12102 -.1Ul<2 

TR-l035-5R-in E-53 



TABLE E-ld 

vo (kt) 

ro (deg) 

e0 (deg) 

ST it) 
o 

x; (l/sec) 

Z* (l/sec) 

Xw (l/sec) 

Zw (l/sec) 

g/U0 (l/sec) 

HGITUDIMVL STABTTJTY DI äRIVATIVK 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: API 

65 75 

-7A -6.0 

21.2 1.87 

23.1 30.6 

-.06641 -.06898 

-.U207 -.3879 

.2566 .21U6 

-.2it06 -.2601 

.295 .252 

tan 
-Z. 

M* (l/sec-ft) 

(deg) 

u 
^ (l/sec-ft) 

% d/ft) 

M (l/sec) 

Z^ (1/1) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

M- (l/8ec2-rad) 
e 

Z- (ft/8ec2-rad) 
e 

X. (ft/sec2-^) 

ZR  (ft/sec
2-^) 

98.3 81.0 

85 

-4.6 

-11.9 

46.8 

-.07548 

••3553 

.1967 

-.3029 

.224 

67.3 

.0002612 -.0001454 .0002264 

.001517 -.0003457 .0007516 

.0008847 -.0008847 -.0008847 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6905 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 5.13 5.55 

-.5556 -.6998 -.8147 

-2.785 -5.707 -4.762 

-O5593 .05862 .05887 

-.3826 -.2457 -.1410 

TR-1035-5R-III E-34 



TABLE E-le 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft:   AP2 

V o 
(kt) 

7o (deg) 

eo (deg) 

^ (f3) 
o 

X* u 
(1/sec) 

Zu 
(1/sec) 

Xw 
(1/sec) 

Zw 
(1/sec) 

g/Uo (1/sec) 

tan (deg) 

MJ (1/sec-ft) 

Mw (1/sec-ft) 

M^ (1/ft) 

M    (1/sec) 

Z^ (i/i) 

S    (ft/sec-rad) 

VL    (l/sec -rad) 

Zc    (ft/sec2-rad) 
6 

X     (ft/sec2-^) 

2feT    (ft/sec2-^) 

TR-l055-3E-in 

65 75 85 

-TA -6.0 -i*.6 

12.1* 5.0 -i*.7 

22.1 50.6 1*6.9 

..0M+T8 -.OksSk -.06058 

..JkhO -.2695 -.1971* 

.181*8 .1768 .1709 

-.1*567 -.1*915 -.5719 

.295 .252 .221* 

100.6 90.2 

.000671*2 - .000671*5 

.0001*882 .OOO6596 

.000881*7 - .000881*7 

-.5279 -.6091 

.02687 .02687 

2.71 5.15 

-.5588 -.7027 

-2.785 -5.707 

-.1105 - .0011*79 

-.5896 -.1*886 

.0011+2 

81*.6 

..0006211 

.001925 

- .000881*7 

-.6905 

.02687 

3.55 

-.3621* 

-U.762 

.03585 

-.3825 

E-35 



TABLE E-lf 

LONGITTJDIML STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: AP5 

| 

vo (kt) 

70 (deg) 

eo (deg) 

5T it) 

X* (l/sec) 

Z* (l/sec) 

Xw (l/sec) 

Zw (l/sec) 

g/Uo (l/sec) 

tan 

-Z. 

(deg) 

M» (l/sec-ft) 
u \ , 

Mw (l/sec-ft) 

M^. (1/ft) 

M (l/sec) 

Z^ (i/i) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

Mg (l/sec2-rad) 
e 

Zt (ft/sec2-rad) 

X- (ft/sec2-^) 

ZR  (ft/sec2-^) 

TR-1035-3R-III 

65 75 85 

-7.^ -6.0 -k.6 

11.02 .85 .6.7 

9.0^ 9-99 17.6 

.07976 -.061*02 -.05809 

.5286 -.1*683 -.1*040 

.1956 .1862 .1788 

.3811 -.1+163 -.1*733 

.293 .252 .221* 

85.1* 73.7 62.8 

.000033 - .000021* - .0000131* 

.00131*3 - .0005369 .0002621* 

.000881*7 - .000881*7 - .000881*7 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6905 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 5.13 3.55 

-.5381* -.6969 -.8505 

-2.785 -5.707 -l*.762 

.02592 .06915 .09005 

-.3225 -.2568 -.1755 

E-36 



TABLE E-lg 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: AP5 

vo (kt) 

70  (deg) 

90 (deg) 

XJ (1/sec) 

Z* (1/sec) 

Xw (l/sec) 

Zw (1/sec) 

g/U0 (1/sec) 

tan" (deg) 

M* (l/sec-ft) 

M (l/sec-ft) 
w 

M^ (1/ft) 

Mq (1/sec) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

1.L (l/sec2-rad) 

Zs (ft/sec -rad) 
e 

X- (ft/sec?-f,) 

Ze  (ft/sec2-^) 

65 75 85 

-7.4 -6.0 A.6 

15.il 1.99 -9.1 

%.h !|l+.06 

.06661 -.076^0 

.3^88 -.x+a -.5102 

.2190 .200':. .18:0 

•.2885 -. 5019 -.5H59 

.295 .252 .224 

91.9 82.5 71.' 

.000^0 -.OOOü;2O .00ül;33 

.0008221 .000099 .00 !.202 

-.00088^7 -.00088^7 -.0008847 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6905 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 5.13 3.55 

-.538!i -.700? -.8?50 

-2.785 -5.TO7 -4.762 

-.011^ .o:-259 .^5:112 

-.;5I2 -.2467 -.159' 

TR-1035-3R-in E-37 
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TABLE E-lh 

vo (kt) 

70 (deg) 

e0 (deg) 

&! W 
o 

XJ (1/sec) 

ZJ (1/sec) 

Xw (1/sec) 

Zw (1/sec) 

g/U0 (1/sec) 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft'. AP6 

65 75 

-7.Jf -6.0 

8.7 2.81 

36.1 hh.l 

-.05955 .- .05080 

-.2549 -.2002 

.1580 .1556 

-.5030 -.5^68 

.295 .252 

tan -1 
-Z, 

(deg) 

M* (l/sec-ft) 

Mw (l/sec-n) 

M^ (1/ft) 

Mq (1/sec) 

z^ (1/1) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

M. (1/sec2-rad) 
e 

ZB (ft/sec2-rad) 
e 

X  (ft/sec2-^) 
Oj 

Z  (ft/sec2-^) 
Oj, 

96.I 90.5 

85 

-U.6 

-3.Of) 

61.7 

-.061+86 

-.137!* 

.1^76 

-.6264 

.22^ 

85.6 

-.00100 - .0008629 -.0007629 

0004188 .001236 .002441 

-.00088U7 -.OOO88U7 -.0008847 

..5279 -.6091 -.6903 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 3.13 3.55 

-.5572 -.7023 -.8712 

-2.785 -3.707 -4.762 

-.05288 - .001*031 .0280 

-^9f5 -.4388 -.3605 

TR-1035-3B-I1I E-38 



TABLE E-1i 

LONGITUDINAL STABIUTY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: AP6 SR 

Vo 
(kt) 

''o («teg) 

eo (deg) 

\ > 

K (1/sec) 

K (1/sec) 

X„ (1/sec) w 

Zw (1/sec) 

g/U0 (1/sec) 

tan 

-Ze 
(deg) 

HJ (l/sec-ft) 

l^ (l/sec-ft) 

Hi (1/ft) 

Mq (1/sec) 

ZW (i/i) 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 

M. (l/8ec2-rad) 
e 

Z- (ft/sec2-rad) 

XR (ft/sec2-lt) 

Z  (ft/sec2-^) 

70 

-7.^ 

2.1^ 

55.8 

-.0552^ 

-.281^ 

.16258 

-.1*919 

.272 

92.9 

75 

-6.0 

-2.1+ 

^5-9 

-.05751 

-.2550 

.15l«06 

-.5^60 

.252 

89.2 

85 

~k.6 

-8.17 

61.6 

- .07002 

-.17881+ 

.11+790 

-.6262 

.22U 

85.8 

.0008519 -.0008200 - .00061+56 

,0007820 .0016082 .002855 

.000881+7 -.000881+7 -.000881+7 

-5685 -.6091 -.6905 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.95 5.15 5.55 

-.6151+ -.6860 -.8I109 

-5.230 -5.707 -I+.762 

- .02257 .005579 .051+10 

-.1+520" -.590»+ -.5125 

TR-1035-3R-III E-59 



TABLE E-1j 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: AP6 BLD 

vo (kt) 

70 (deg) 

eo (deg) 

o 

XJ (1/sec) 

z; (1/sec) 

Xw (1/sec) 

Zw (1/sec) 

g/U0 (1/sec) 

tan -1 
-Z, 

(deg) 

65 75 85 

-l.k -6.0 -k.6 

7.76 2.81 -3.05 

38.8 kk.l 61.7 

.OU93 -.05080 - .061^86 

.3788 -.2002 -.137W 

IkQhk .15558 .1^766 

.3376 -.5^67 -.6263 

.293 .252 .22h 

99.2 90.5 85.6 

M» (1/sec-ft) -.0007695 -.OOO8629 -.0007630 

Mw (l/secft) .OOO29I15 .0012556 .002440 

\  (1/ft) - .OOO88H7 -.0008847 -.0008847 

Mq (1/sec) -.5279 -.6091 -.6903 

z.  (1/1) .02687 .02687 .02687 

Z (ft/sec-rad) 2.71 5.15 3-55 

Mg (1/sec2-rad) -5564 -.7025 -.8712 

Z5 (ft/sec2-rad) -2.785 -5.707 -4.762 

X  (ft/sec2-^) -.04642 -.004081 .02800 

ZR  (ft/sec2-^) 
&T 

-.2868 -.4388 -.3605 

TR-1035-3H-III E-40 



TABLE E-1k 

LOBGITUDINAL STABIUTy DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: APT 

vo (kt) 65 75 85 

70 (deg) -7A -6.0 -U.6 

eo (deg) 10.2 1.89 -.'< .6 

%   it) 
o 

18.5 19.95 27.8 

X; (1/sec) - .03029 .-.07195 - .00822 

z; (1/sec) -.4681 -.4255 -.5730 

Xw (1/sec) .1755 .1676 .1598 

Zw (1/sec) -.kl96 -.)+505 -.5055 

g/Uo (1/sec) .295 .252 .22k 

tan 

-Zc 

(deg) 87.6 76.8 66.5 

MJ (l/secft) -.0001302 - .000079 -.000044 

Mw (1/sec-ft) - .0030)10 - .0005112 .0004587 

M^ (1/ft) -.OOO88U7 -.00088J17 -.0008847 

M   (1/sec) ..5279 -.6091 -.6905 

% (1/1) .02687 .02687 .02687 

Z    (ft/sec-rad) 2.71 3.15 5.55 

1^   (1/sec2-rad) -.5581 -.6999 - .8629 

Z6    (ft/sec2-rad) -2.785 -5.707 -4.762 

X6   (ft/sec2-^) .01101 .05966 .08516 

X 

Zft     (ft/sec2--'.) -.5599 -.2552 -.1912 

TR-1055-3R-ni E-M 
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TABLE E-11 

vo (kt) 

eo (deg) 

85. (16) 
o 

X» (l/sec) 

Xw (l/sec) 

Zw (l/sec) 

g/Uo (l/sec) 

Z* (l/sec) 

tan 

M* (l/sec-ft) 

LOHGITUDmL STABIUIT DERIVATIVES 

Approach Configuration 

Aircraft: AP10 

65 75 

-T.U -6.0 

25.4 4.56 

23.4 30.7 

-.03983 -.05028 

-.3200 -.2732 

.2363 .211*5 

-.2U17 -.2604 

.293 .252 

(deg) 

u 

V^ (l/sec-ft) 

\ (1/ft) 

M   (l/sec) 

Z^ (1/1) 

Z   (ft/sec-rad) 

J^   (l/8ec2-rad) 

Z.    (ft/sec2-rad) 

X_    (ft/sec2-^) 

Z.      (ft/sec2-^) 
S 

ra-io35-3R-ni 

100.9 90.0 

85 

-4.6 

-11.5 

46.8 

-.06351 

-.2284 

.19667 

-.3029 

.224 

83.1 

.0004227 -.0006248 - .0005580 

.0015950 -.0004293 .0007414 

.0008847 -.0008847 - .0008847 

-.5279 -.6091 -.6905 

.02687 .02687 .02687 

2.71 3.13 3.55 

-.5303 -.7065 -.8173 

-2.785 -3.707 -4.76S 

-.11771 - .00017046 .04050 

-.6132 -.4800 -.5358 

E-4? 



TABLE E-2a 
UMOmiDIML THUBRR rUHCTIDIB 

(Awrooch Coottsimtlon) 

TuxoaiiDinoi "] 
v0(") 65                                                                     75 

r0 (des) .7-H                                                                  -6.0 

•e (*•«) 9.10                                                                  a'67 

a, (♦) I18.5 k\.l 

CEHOKQIATOR 

A (-^09)(.93){.5is.5>l (-.li.5)(1.09)t.;oj. 32] 

BARE AIHFSMB lERIUBBAIION BXHAiaOS 

<. -.29(.65)(-».) -.37(.75)(-36.) 

*, -8.9(82. )t.225-37]                                                      .5.8(25.)[.ia7!.33] 

<. ..5l.[.87i.3e)                                                    -.70[.93:.30] 

■i. 8.9(-.105)(-2-2)(3.6)                                        3.8(-/)6l)(-2.U)(3.9) 

i 8.8(-.059)(-2.3)(3.7)                                        3.8(..032){-2.5)(it.0) 

<, .060{.93)[-.1825.351                                          .ofied^t-.lJfij.SS] 

\ -.l''5(.85)f.'»75.19!Ll                                            ..125(1.16)[.1«;.2X] 

<, 
..0OO09e(.39)(1.67)                                             -.O0O26(.39)(.8i.) 

< .li»5( .lUX-mX^)                                       .125(.158)(-.21)(1.12) 

< 
.136(- .13t»)( .21)( .89)                                       .US( .lB5)(- .SSXl-U) 

<i ..03a(.lfl6)                                                       -.0i.7(.87) 

U -.OTr(.33)                                                         ..08T(.3i») 

■:.:, 
..178(.3.6)(i..8) ..8«(.3.M(k.8) 

AnnusE u»p CUSEO DTOJCCS 

A'  (.C67)(1.878)(8.89B)[.7865.191)t.701j.3Ul 

l^"      .Oti00(.O73J)(l.e7O)(8.893)(.5JO5.lie3l 

- .0O0O636( .0)( .397)(l.67k)(10.) 

.09«7( .190)(l.»T6)(e.»9T)( .7k7» .396) 

(.667)(2.067M(8.305)t.7»5.X67)[.«3Ti.306) 

.Ofc50( .0821)(8,0U)(e.308)(.-TOi .5x9) 

..OCOl7ii(.0)(.59k)(.8S9)(lO.) 

.oe37{ .lflO)(2.U9)(e.3e5){ .578i .38kl 

•miC MMMETOB 

ft], ««HM) 3.67 

•1.33 

.17» 

.1.66 

.U3 

85 

.k.6 

-2.70 

IA.7 

(-.171)(l.26)(.Wi.»] 

-.«(.esx-ss.) 

-»•.9(27.)t-1651.291 

-.87(.2})(.3l.) 

Ii.9(-.0»)(.2.7)(li.}) 

li.9(-.OU3)(-8.7)(lt.l.) 

.072(l.25)(-.121;.to) 

-.1X)8(1.67)C.J2;.22] 

..OOOI.7(.37)(.62) 

.loe{.lJl.)(..Jl.)(l.39) 

.102(.155)(-.37)(1.M)) 

-.063<.3U) 

-.09K.55) 

-.35(.5.M(i..9) 

(.667)(2.2l.l.)(8.}i.J)[.7lOi.lU7j(.;70i.^J) 

.05O2( .o9J5)(2. J99)(8.3'>8H ."«TC; .552) 

-.O00315{.O)(.366)(.6lB)(lü.) 

.07aO(.l6l.)(2.379)(8.30o)(.3W.s.3791 

.0878 

.981 

-8.07 

.197 

TR-1035-3R-III E-U3 
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mimmsiapmimsttmm 

TABLE E-2b 

t0 (w) 

< 

< 

•si, 

A' 

uaommniM. niMRinn FUKnna 
(ftWMwk Cmflcmtlca) 

Airawfti   ML 2 

|niNoa«Rio>| 

fe 7J e> 
-7.* .6.0 ,%.£ 

7-5 i.k -1.» 

M.1 Mt.l i*.e 

[ **» Aimuuc «HTURBWIOII Dmuocs 

(..lÄ){1.109)f.53Bi.»5l (..8(»)(l.8a)I.308;.3aBl (-.*l5)tl.Wio)[.i,n;.309l 

tt.30(.«7) iB.o(.7a) 2i.6(.8a» 

-8ÄsCn.«){.iai».3Tol .3.8lO(Ä.55)t-i87!.5a7l -*.893<?T.«l)C-Xö.i.290] 

..3»M9»(.M9) ..TOC.lWt.J«) -.876(.U9)(.599) 

».8«»{..io3)(.a.5»a)(s.sfn) 5.810(-.0«0)(-S.886)(I..1U2) k,893(..030)(-3.827)("..e68) 

J)«(H5T)I-.oa>j.l«9l .0<8(i.a7S)(-.o79j.kaa] .071(1.1138)[..oeai.1.1. Jl 

-.1».985)1 .W»l .«071 ..ia5(X.177)t.593i.a09l -.U5(1.5k9)t.35U!.ao9l 

..00019k(.3M)(l.oeS) ..oooea(.8e7)(i.j09) -.0001.17(.»1.J)(1.259) 

.lJB(.l89)(..«30)(1.0t5) .U3(.lfi6)(..M8)(X.l30) .U3<.139)(-.1«57)(1.1«78) 

.Ä»(.*3*) -.oin(.k99) ..Ote(.559) 

■jmt.y*) -.OB«.»« • .0J7(.3») 

..>aK.k.o»)(j.i5») ..a59(.i..ou)(j.>t9) -.3ii6(.i..079)(5.609) 

1 Mrnnn w» CUUD onwoo] 

(.«7K«X)(8.SM .7)>} .tflt .«7| .38] 

<; Äi{.io)(M)(e.3)(.jki.«ti 

<; 
•400)o(e4)(.33)(>aH]o.) 

< ^Ma»M«A)(8.3)(.«i|.i«) 

[»]s<-fto JI3 

[ft], "*>» X.4B 

[S]s<»«») .I.JB 

[«<*» .1ft 

(.6T)(«.19Ka-»)(.7tfU)(.(Bt.36] 

^9( .O»9)(t.l7»(8.30T)(. JW» .6«3l 

.XO(a79(0.)(.«eT)(l.3BJ)(lo.O) 

^83( .l«l)(l.t3l)(a.3»K .«»i .3751 

j WtlC WIIMaiHIB I 

•1719 

.*» 

(.67)(8.ii)(8.3)( .78) .13» .56i .55) 

.Oli7(.OJ5)(8.3)(8.3)(.ii6i.6i.l 

-^0(Me(o.0)(.8ti)(i.J){u).) 

.075{.l«)(8.5)(8.3)t.88i.3«l 

•06lV 

.«M 

.330 

TR-i055-5R-ni t-kk 



TABLE E-2c 
lannuDniM. xwuem MBHOM 

(Ammeh CoDflsuratlon) 
Ainnft:   BBL8 BIO 

1 mm coHnmoa ] 
V«) «5                           *                                        T5 »5 

y0(«t) -7.k                                                              -6-0 -v.« 

*0li*) 10.85                                                                5.55 •1.08 

8, (*) UU wa IA.8 

UDnMnuioa 

A (-Xl.9)(.83)C.»j.35] (-.I58)(i.i3)[.50i.jel (.JOMl.38)fv*75.31J 

ux uante jtamMxtm vmmca 

<. -.5T(^5)(-85.) ..3B(.Ta)(A5.) ..3K.82)(.63.) 

■!. .a.9(SB.)[.«J.3Tl                                            -3.8(25. H.lBSj.SSj -I..9(27.)[.l6i.s.29] 

<. -.*t.75J.»l                                                  -.T0(.29)(.29) ..88(.1}5)(.510 

< 8.9(..10T)M.9B)(5.M                                        5.8(..06l)(.8.5)(l..l) i..9(-.OX)(-3.1)(k.7) 

< a.8(..0«o)(.8.0)(3.l.)                                        3.8{..03l)(^.6){li.l) *.9(-.01U)(.3.1)(li.8) 

<, 
^«8(.82)[..U7t.Jl)                                          X«8(l.l3)[-.Ufij.39] .010(1,38)(-.09T{.01 

■!, ..i29(i.oi)[.«;.»]                                   ..i2i»(i.i7)t.'«:.ai] -.lim.58)[.>;.2l] 

<. 
..oooait.Taj.53]                                      ..oooe6(.35)(i.o) -.•»0Vl(.a5)(l.llt) 

< .129(..00W)(.llT)(.9l)                                             .12li(.lÄ»(..2li)(1.15) .nki.i»){.M){i.ki) 

•i. .»}(- .Ola)( .165)( .SB)                                      .llT( .186)(-.S<)(1.15) .lfle(.157)(-."'k)(l.*3) 

<Ä .ASH.m)                                                     ..Oii8{.53) ..0€a(.ii9) 

<.ä. -.0«9(.3»)                                                        -.086(.3ii) •.0se(.5J) 

•si -.19k(-3.1)(*.5) ..a6(.3.6){l..9) -.3k(-5.9)(5.M 

moo* urn cum unMiacs 

A* (.«TKi-8U)(«-«»)[-8W|JaT)I.T03j.li39l 

l^* .Ok51T(.0«31)(l.7T9>(>>>93)[ .7031.^33] 

£ •.oaoU9(-o){io.){.78it.53o] 

^ 4ae3(.lB3)(1.8C3)(8.90<)(.796t.U«] 

(«M/tit) ••89 

5.kl 

WtkTK nUMNRBH 

^MT 

(.6eT)(a.looe)(8^99)(-733j.l59l(.637;.5a3) 

.Oli33( ■0896)(a.0T39)(8.S0a)( .3a6t .5k8] 

- .00017« .0)( .350)( .9998)(10.) 

J)8a9(.lfloMa.l38K8.317)[.3k9s.361.1 

] 
.175 

l.U 

.1.81. 

'19» 

(.667)(a.3ke)(8.3ai)t.7aOi.l3lK.;TOi.5klJ 

.(A69< •09e3)(8.3U)(e.X6)( .kCo; .£l«) 

-.000870{.0)(.25k)(l.H.I.)(10.) 

.O76X.l!te)(a.i.W)(8.5W)[.870i.363j 

.0658 

•71« 

•8.71 

.888 

TR-1035-5R-in E-U5 



»0<«*> 

A' 

ft] w« 

TABLE E-2d 
iMonvnatt tMinn raenoN 

(tnMMh CwfUnntlen) 
AtftMfti  U   1 

TUN oaniTRM 

«9 75 85 

•TA .(« .k.6 

n.» lJ*t -U.9 

IM 50.6 W^ 

[ tat Aimuuc FgtnnunoN DYKMCECS 1 

tÄ8,J5rH.Ti*,.3WJ (*5l.)(.6B5)( .5351.5001 (-.075)(X.080)[.i.5}i.30ä] 
.^ITa.«>)(-»,«l) .4ia(1.5k5)(-<>.S0) ..963(a.l01)(-J.87}) 

44a(81.»S)(.lMi.»9) o^MWak.^H.iKi.saJ -*.e93(25.a'0t.l60j.28l] 

-.»«.Wj.JUl ..«Wt.3a6j.aB51 -.8101.653;. JUl 

t JÄ{./>»)(.l.k39)(t.lM) 5.eio(.0O})(-i.7ae)(5.X5«) I..a93(^3)(-8.007)(3.51T) 

.^««(x.»»«.«!».}»! 499(.X9r)(.690)(.1.19B) ,059(X.(a9)[..566:.3J61 

..S9X-.3»B)t.aij.3»« ..«5l(-.m)(.SU5.39k) ..XIi5(X.lÄ)[.3k6j.l79] 

4OI03(Uhr9i.S3S) ^00llW(.«as.3B5] ..O0(»38t.86l;.5O8) 

.39S(.^a5)l.tt<|.5lkl 4r5W.05l)(.t6»(.J5k) .X»5(.XIt«)(..X5i.)(X.059) 

M$Hl'*6} • .«•C9(-l.m) ..0tt(..Xfi2) 

.Mk{joai) ..I76(.i30) ..Xl6(.a?7) 

.1«B(.3Q3}1.JA] ..W(a.755)(l>.U7) ..ae8(-2.a96)(3.773) 

|«mi)BiMB»cMaDpniMaci| 

(.tf)(4T)(.ie)(XA)(S.}K.3K|.3kl (J5M.J«K.«7)(X.ax)(8.3l)t.50,.55) 

-<Jrt.ttK.86)(e.»(.jll,X.«J 4M(4]O)(.k30)(.i.]C9)(i.8tf)(6.SX» 

4ou(e4)(io.)t^8|.»] 

.t((40CC)(.U)(X«)(X.t)(8.5) 

.UK» 

••SU 

..9U 

TR-1035-3R-ni 

.000530(0. )(10.0)[.CC8i.305] 

•K7(.k75)(X.755)(8.(9»){.sa9M63] 

[mite wjwwnwj 

-ox» 

-.9TX 

-.m 

..t9B 

E.U6 

(.67)(«^)(e.5)t.7Ci.2i)I.5;j.'.Xl 
.039(-.ia)(a*)(8.j)[.«Oi.38j 

-.?00X6(0*)(lD.0)(.86i.3l] 

.09T(.X7)(8.0)(8.5)t.68i.»J 

..net 

.1.30 

-X.036 

..OjSs 



'       TABLE E-2e 
UMCnUDUM. TOUSSFER FUNCTIOB 

(Apfnuk CflndguniUoa) 

Alxenft:   AF   2 

V0 (M) 

■i. 

■v. 

A' 

<; 

<; 

< 

t»is («H^k») 

[»). («H/k») 

[5]s 
(kt/«H) 

[«. (»»/W 

TR-1055-3R 

TUN OOMSRIOH 

65 T5 

-7.4                                                            -6.0 

18.*                                                            Z.ST 

M,i  ' 30.6 

MB MRRUUC RXIURUTIOII SIKHaCS 

{.J(*7)(.«(K)[.806j.J3al (..ite)(i.o(a)(.6i5s.ji.i] 

..5!9(l,lft)(.U.T8)                                ..«T9U.MSK-lD.alO 

.iJ«a{a.7<t)[.125j.51k)                          .>4lO(aii.60)[.Ul;.2»l 

..»6(.U}|.29e]                                      ..699(.aJ2)(J*9) 

a.86e(.uA7)(-a.3l)9)(3.39T)                     3.fllO{X(»T)(-2.71*)('i.l23) 

..Ui{l.kl5M .6«6j .JOT]                       - .001W( .l»){ .7k6)(60.3B) 

• .606(-.kl9)[.ik7j.393]                            ..9l»(..279)[.'nB>.k07] 

.O0BB9(.8Uj.3B6]                                     U)Ol8lt,k5r}.8ej] 

.«0«(..Ok7)t-6585.1«]                             .50a(..058)(.3W)(.l.7T) 

^»5(X.W£)                                           .00Uk(6l.£8} 

-.5>5<-*l8)                                              -.358(^9) 

.5l«.305;l.9»J .0O56(.(»«l2l..5lJ 

1 ATmUW UK» CUnB DYMMOC*] 

(.6T)(l.T)(8.9)[.8is .sk|I.9T;.i«] 

-4>T*(.l5K.T5){8.»t.96u.5] 

4019(0.0)(]D.)( .9l|.3}] 

.liO(-J>19)(.X5)(.«5)(l.*)(«.5) 

.135« 

.OSJk 

■1.0 

•X.U 

(.67)(l.99)(8.31)l .7M .IfiJt .75! -51] 

.X595<JU6>(.3BS)(2^95)(8.»oe) 

MOUOlOi. )(10.0)[ .kJT; .285] 

.»«.038« .lft)( .307)(1.760)(8.JT3) 

j STATIC MMKSIXKS 

-.OIJ» 

-JO» 

.2.20 

••731 

.85 

-k.c 

-k.T 

1.6.9 

{-.Ifl6)(1.51fi)[.5".7!.5l6) 

-.836(a.273)(.8.'U) 

-k.893(a6.68){.x8li;.ao8] 

..e58(.13k)(.5J3) 

».895(.Ol.5)(.3.13T)(-.67l) 

.036(..lU)(l.l]8)(.:.ii9ii) 

..393(-.213)(.7«<.}.!.U) 

.Q0129(..3B3;.1£:] 

.393(-.156)M68)(.S7M 

-.0308{.1.307) 

-.5U.(.079) 

-.175(.'>.T21')(6.2^) 

(.6T){a.e)(e.ii)I.75;.i:H .681.55) 

.02l.(.l.k){2.8)(8.l.)(.«8i.a61 

^ooe6(o.o)(io.oH-.»j.i7l . 

.26(.10)(8.0)(8.5)1.968.25) 

..»7 

..kj» 

-598 

HI E-^7 



TABLE E-2f 
loionwnu. iMuena rwenaM 

(«fftOMk CMflftnUaa) 
«trcnrti  U   9 

tUHODNPniM 

«. (#) 
• 

•s 

A* 

<. 

<. 

< 

ws («N/ht) 

[»]. («M/k«) 

[8ls (lit/«H) 

t«. (M/«) 

« 73 85 

•Lk .6« .k.6 

U4t 4» ^6.7 

9Ak 9.9» 17.» 

| *MB AxmuMB mmnunoa onMaa] 

C.i*i.t9ilt.ft*.fti9] {.**){ .CUOC-aoMS« (-.ojajC.sggX.wji.ju.] 

..9fio(i.jo»)(-9.9») ..T09(X.JU){^.l«k) ..8T5(8.152){-6-a56) 

.tJCKtl.lSUJto}.9»] -3Äa(tk.*oKa«5>.9ttl .li.e93(26.3X)t.l2l!.896) 

..53«t.«U».ml ..W.nTj.wi .A6t.85lif.38l] 

IÄt(-*|tM-t^T)(>.»k) 3.8lO<..01«T)(-t.39l)(S.8B5) k.«93(.OX9)(-a.727)('..273) 

,M«.i.i»)(.10<|.9»5] J)69e(.3B7)(-.*a)(.53») .090(.965)(-.098;.0851 

-.S»(-<9TM.96».J9»1 .JfcX.j)65)t.9T»J.WTl -.iao(.^aa)(.3ko)(.59k) 

.oaok96(ait)(.ss») Ä»J«9(.9«9l.>81 .OO0Blli(..l}£)(.2I.S) 

.SSK<S5)(.75».*»1 ^l.X.06BJt-98Tj.*»l .lft)(..0iiX)(^9B)(.885) 

•«U(a.lS» -««..•*» -OT«(JJO) 

..ilMJa) .aiO(JM) ..15k(.a65) 

-*m.5.a5)W.J») -JO(.5.»9)(k.3W) ..ttl(.>*5T)(k.56>) 

UOP cum vrawn I 

(.i9M.<rH.K)(i.j)(l.))t.9Bt.>rI 
4tT(.U)(.TT)(X.»)(-a4)(«.9) 

jeMSM«^K.tr)(.99)()D.) 

J*> 

'*» 

(.19)(.kT)(.CT)(l.T9)(8.}})(.«)|.)}I 

M6(.19B)(.JnM.k|h)(X.T9T)(8.3M) 

.oraM(0.)(10.e)(.969i.Ml 

aft(.)ai)(x.Ti»)(a.stt)(.9»i.ukI 

|mne waMi«in»| 

am 

a.» 

•urn 

• 4119 

(.«T)(tX)(«.Ot.8k8.SOK.7H.W.l 

.oe6(.io)(t.o)(8.t>)(.ni.») 

.000lk(O.OK-.l<))(.!9XW>) 

.U(.»)(1.9)(8.I0(.8B|.S6) 

t.TT 

•l.J»9 

.06?} 

TR-1035-3R-III E.i(8 



fl'^'SSa 

TABLE E-2g 

(«irrmeli ConflLeuratlen) 
/Urenft:  a   9 

j ram OOKDITIOR] 

«9 79 85 

-T.k -6.0 .V.6 

W.* i.» -9.1 

36.» U.o6 61.6 

| BAIS AIRFMNS ramifflATE» OTIUHtCS 

(.«n>.l85lt.«89}.l.l7l (-.0W)(.8lO)t.9l>7;.3l8)                          (-.U*)(l.K)5)(.'i56j.296J 

..fi87(1.086)(.6.«l) -.76Xl.393K-6.09e) -.896(l.809)(.5.7i2) 

^.««(U.7a)(.136j.51«l -5.8lo(aii,91)l.in!.a90]                          -k.893(25.85)t.l9Bj .2631 

-.53fiC.3fKj.Sl31 ..697(.638;.30*1 ..83K.7Wj.300l 

«.afiB(-J>3J)(-l.Tl>5)(3^») 3.8l0(.O15)(-l.936)(3.36i.)                       ''.893(.OU9)(-2^l9)(3.73l) 

-.0U(T.l«J)tÄkj.W5l Ä3X .07l)( .751)(-l.3k9)                            .053a.096)N .6kl}. 380I 

..36U-«eK.803i.386] -^Jk(-.1A1)( .878» .3971                           -.16ii(.931)t.fc90;.137l 

.O0O9S3{.ajrj.3kTl .000s6lt.te9j^99l -.0000«0l»(.2l«){ 5.953) 

.3Sl(.00e)[.8Xkj.UkJ ^{.rf«9)(.a«VK.637)                          .I6ii(.l39)(-.199)(1.056) 

.006)0(7.391) -.<«7(.1.*69) -.oui(..soe) 

-.196<^99) -.179(.W» ..I36(.i91) 

^S3l*J«s6.JOIl ..l»(.9.396)(i.760) -.2fiOf.2.7U.)(li.ao8) 

[ KtmaX IM» ClfiUD OYHMOCS 1 

< 

TR- 1035-3R-in 

(.19K.5»H.67)(l.6K8.3)f.52j.9ll      {.67)(l.88)(e.3B)[.8lj.«61(.71J.55l 

• ^07«(.17)(.69Kl.7)(6.S)(9.5)      .Oa»(-l.307)(l.899)<e.309)t.98k» ^92) 

^eoa(o«)(io.)(A|.3») j)oo>7Mo.)(».o)t.ia9sJwl 

J*(X«I)(.l6)(.«7)(l.9)(«.S) .l«9(.kl8)(l.79B)(8J9k)l .99*1.165) 

[tune iww«iiia| 

•IM -.0389 

'Mh ..570 

-^90 -1.0% 

••909 .J6J 

E-U9 

(.67){2.X)<9.».)(.75i.l9l(.96l.''M 

.035(-l«')(8.1)(,i.M(.J9i.33l 

-^OOOkO(0.0)(.*i.)(3.9KlO.) 

.U(.l6)(8^)(8.OC.6Si.30l 

-.11* 

-1.96 



<. 

s. 

■H 

A' 

<; 

<; 

4 

[Si. 
[Sls 

(k«/«^) 

I«. (tt/W 

TABLE E-2h 

UMnumw. TMnsrat racnon 
(A|*raMb Candiuntlw) 

Alrmfts   AP  6 

THtMOOMBniOH 

<9 

•T-k 

8.7 

36.X 

73 

-«.0 

2.01 

j IM« iWrWM! WWUMATIOII WMMCT 

(-.lS9KÄ5)t^9IJ.3fi>J 

..^U.)01)(-17.X) 

.l.8tt(U.Cm.l9S}.t<9] 

..53J(a*9){.Mt) 

tJÄ(.J)3l)M.56>MJÄB) 

•^39(.3«7M.W»)(IJ9» 

..3U(..JkJ«^B|.*05l 

.«asjt.jk*,.»! 

.9U(*4S9)(4m.UI] 

.19U.U9ik.llt] 

(..l87)(l-U«)(-«Xi.»9] 

..5l9(l.k09)(-19^«) 

.9Ä«(».98)t.ia|J«Jl 

5ÄO(J»kK-8.9««)(<».5I») 

-.oow(.ojeM.*t)(i7.a« 

..k9K-jei)(.7Ki.l«<l 

Xinfikt.l69l^9Bl 

.k9l(-lM)(-noK.ft9) 

J«89(17J6) 

..3tt(4kf) 

4tf(^9|19.n] 

MfittR iMf ciflno nwMtct I 

(47)(1.9U».>K.79t.UH .«li .99] (.«rXtJJTKa.»)! .TJl .l«t .Hi» 

jmXe4Kie.)(.9kt.3i) MIM(O.)OO^HMMJ9*1 

.9k(4i9Ki»XAMx.«)<«.» .JBi{JAM.l1fM.kk9MiÄ»M«4n«) 

.JUX* ••** 

*.* «MC 

.i<« ..nt 

85 

-li.« 

-3.05 

61.7 

(..210)(l.l«)t.j6oj.»}J 

;.7a3{l.86l)(.l3.'.l) 

.ii.e9Ka6.9)[.a3 ;.«•.) 

..8fir(.10lH.68i.) 

k^9J<.Oli9)(-5.3lil)("<.8eo) 

Ä8(..195)(l.a8l)(-i.576) 

..m(-4(lk)[.T72i.M8J 

^0Ul(-.0K)(..li>9) 

.37K.19T)(-J0l.)(.93l) 

'.»{Jen) 

..lJT(.5-791){T.3lk) 

(.<T)(l.M(8.5)t.76j.l»U.ai.3k) 

*W(.1.9Kl.O(8.»( .5»1.85) 

J)00ao(OX)(..O8B){..15M»O^J 

.t9(.ID)(8.1)(8.})(45|.8k) 

..1»9 

..9l> 

-9^0 
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SrV-JSw^iaa™ 

TABLE E-2i 
umanuDiMM. nuuerat rvKtam 

(ApproMh CcnncunUan) 
Mrmfti  M> 6 SB 

tUM OQKDITIOR ! 

»0{kt) TO 75 85 

r,;-«) -7A                                                                  -6* .k.6 

•«(*«) 2.1k                                                                  -£.li5 -8.17 

\li) 55.» 0.9 61.6 

uanomiMt] 

A (-.ia){.98)l.«0}.5S] (.Ä»tl.l6)(.5S8.3k) (-.SZXl.kkJt.SZj.Ji) 

| MS AUnWC HBBWMTIMi DnWOCS 

<. 
..5k<lJ5)(-i»>.*)                                       ..»(x.itaK.iM) ..72{X.87)(-18.9) 

■ 

<. 
.5.Xl5.)t.l98j.«7l                                      .5^(s*.)t.i«7s.«) -k.9{a6.)tÄj.l93] 

..«X(.ai)(.5S)                                                   ..6B{.1VJ){.I.9) ..8ii(.119)(.6l) 

< 
5.J(..0096)(-«.«)(5.9)                                        5J(^A5)(-2.9)(ii.5) k.9(-oi'9)(-3.5)(ti.8) 

< 
5.5(.<a<)(-».7)(k.O)                                       5.8(.oi.l)(.2.9){i..5) ••.9(.066)(.3.3)(k.8) 

-.08X.in){.73)(5.«)                                  .OO5»(-.000On)(l.O5)(.U.2) .03k(-.3i.)(..9k){1.35) 

% 
•.k«-.55)(.«8|.lilj                                           .JiO{..29)t.fi9l.*l) -.32(..198)(.79i.kll 

<. 
^0lBk(.k5t.50]                                                ^015*1.138}.2k! .00lD(.03e)(..W) 

< 
.kC(..oat)(.95;.kl]                                          .M{..152)(.2k)(.«T) .52(.15e)(-.26){1.0) 

< 
.k6(-Ä3)(.9k|.k2j                                          .tiO(..12k)(.26)(.S5) .3e(.l7k)(..a«)(.99) 

<.H 
.0138(3.»)                                                       .X03r(-U.2) ..029(-.75) 

<x ..t9(^kt)                                                         ..28(.060) -.27(.089) 

<A jant.vaiitji]                                    •^»(•la.gKik.. 0 ..167(-5.1)(6.6) 

| MTim war aatm nrnwct] 

f (.aT)(I.9U)(a.31*)(.708(.l53)t.7kCt.SM] 

^      .4l90(.tU»(.ko)(8.399)(->Kil-T9«] 

<* Äl»3(JMlD.)(.kSl»J»l 

^      .JlO(*3lM.i«)(.3»3Ml.«9K».ne) 

ft], f-™ 

(M/U W 

..JW 

-4» 

(.««7)(t J)T3)(8.353){ .«9«. .1361t .«71t .5k5l 

.00399(t.ae9)(e^79)(.U.25k)t .862, .268) 

.OO10X.O)(lO.)U3Bj.2kkj 

.afiT<48kk)(.l«k)(.k0T)(1.79T>(8.3l9) 

j «»nc WMWI—j 

■^kao 

..315 

..31« 

{.«6T)(2.320)(8.kl6)[.7X9l.l28H.56*i.5k5l 

^227(-.8aiM2.JT})C8.k02)l.2l«j.2t.5] 

.0O0C6X .OK .0S25){- .k«»(10.) 

.2lk(.i25)(8.0i2)(8.3B9)l.731j.235) 

• .IM 

-755 

.2.96 
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TABLE E-2j 
umnunnu» tMtirai niwutw 

(AnvoBdi OMrflsurmttan) 
Ateemftt   AP  CMS 

InmooBmn ] 
»,(") 6> 75 

»0 (««) -7.k ^.0 

e0 («.«) 7.7« 84» 

58^ 

(-.l»)(.T7)t.»J.»] 

M.i 

ItcnMBM»» 

(.,l»7)(1.18)t.Ä;.3H 

| BUB AIRFMIB RBnOMCIOa DnMNBS ] 

•s. ..i«(.fi9)(-i9.a) -.59{1.*1)(.15.1) 
• 

-2.9(82. )t.X18j .531 -3^(25.)t.iaj.22l 
• 

-.j3t.7Jl.27) -.70{.U9){.30) 

•J. 8.9(-.iia)(-i.ee)(3.3) 3.8(.01iiO)(-2.9)(^.3) 
• 

8.e(-.093)(-1.97){5.3) 5.8(.OliO)(-3.0){V.3) 
• 

-^6(.a3)(.95J.e9l -.0OW{.O5B)(.9k)(l7.5 
* 

-.89(..HS)[.ft,.W] ..Ji5{-.26)1.7*1 .*ll 

.0013)i[.U;.3l] MaiSkl.zji.26] 

A, .89(-.Ur)t.e7;.W] .%5(-.102)(.85)(.6l) 

:     < 
.30(..Ul)[^6».i.5) .1.9(-.O9X)(.a7)(.60) 

\     <* 
.0«5(X.3B) ^«9<17.9) 

<x -.1I6K-.017() -.3e<.Oli9) 

<x .153(.1«J5.5J ^l»l^5jW.7l 

«nnuB uor amm tmma] 

&•   (.a7)(l.7«T)(e.a99)( .««J .iSB« .79*1 .»JCl 

■^     ..O309(.l9k)(.'ia<)(e.S«)(.9DlU.«J»l 

^ .00O89l>(.O)(lO.)C.W8,,30Tl 

^    .i96(-.0»3l.)(.155)(.«»)(l.5»)(e.«56) 

(.«!T)(8^TO)(a.3l»)(.7>».130)(.7«j.55rJ 

.^(»7»(«.JIi7)(8*TO)(17.3ia)t.9W».«76J 

.OOU93(.0)(10.)[ .869) .1981 

.3oi(.O«08)(.173)(.W5)(l.8io)(8.87a) 

ItnncMMMRns 

[|j]^(*MAt) 

[«s (kt/«H) 

(kV») 

•393 

/m 

-.3» 

-.3» 

..Ott 

.J3T 

•5.03 

-719 

-3^)5 
a.7 

(..21)(l.i1O)[.56;.30l 

..72(1.86){.l3.i.) 

-I».9(27.)[.83;.17l.l 

-.87(.1D1)(.68) 

M(.Oi.9)(-}.3){i».9) 

ii.9(.066)(.J.V)(i..9) 

.oa8(-.195)(l.2B)(-1.58) 

-.J7(-.a)[.Tr!.'«l) 

.00121(..082)(-.llt9) 

.3T(.157)(-.»)(.95) 

.37(.l72)(-.ao)(.92) 

-.MM-l.JJ) 

-.33(.OT5) 

-.137(.5.8)(7.3) 

(.667)(8.538)(8.Ji.})[.76J>.i22l[.<:i'';.5Wl 

.OlB7(-l.k70)(8.J99)(a.385)t W,.»!] 

.000eM( .0)(-.0820)(-. ll>9) (10.) 

.8*7( .»1)(8.050)(8.317)[ .8«! .auj) 

-.327 

-3.38 

-.3M. 
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TABLE E-2k 

tmairmnu, TRAKSFER ramm 
(ApprMCh Cennsuntlon) 

Mrcnfti   AT  7 

IMH COXDITIOK 

vo (kt) 65 73 85 

»o («•«> -T.k ■6.0 •it.6 

% <«•«> Ifi^ 1.89 -I..6 

\ '« Jfl.3 

I.»l.j.2081(.8äi.583] 

X9.95 27.8 

SAKS «RFSAMS nSTORBATIO» OYNAKICS 

A (.058){.7M)[.823; .2751 (-0€l)(1.05C)(.65a;.315] 

'% 
-.5<r(X.O30)(-U.») ..639a.325)(-ll.73) -.782(l,75J)(.1o.28) 

■:. .2,8&{21.71)t.l51;.369] -3.810(2U.50){.IW; .327) -t.893(26.69)[.lW.;.287j 

"i. -.536[.7Jr;.3k5) -.697[.819;.327) -859[.950;.312l 

< 
2.862(-.065)(-2.203)(3.5<t3) 3.8l0(-.Ollt)(-2.5l6)(3.966) l..693(.020)(.2.863){"..W8) 

< 
1 

.O«(.i..oao)[.7it5;.537] .060(.307)(-.5ia)(.655) .083(1.019)[-.263;.107] 

•; 
-.3k9(-155)[.eTr;.37'.] -.262(-.097)[.920;.to9l ..196{-.OW.><.ltie)(.*6't) 

<, 
.000699(.198)(.6lifl) .00Ol)O'i[.88o;.295] .OC0286{-.X71)(.21U) 

< 
.3i.9(.033)[.767; .1.1.9) .262(.021)[.9T7;.".W.) .196{-.06T)(.290)(.823) 

«u -.oori66{-i,6g6) -.0U15{.,281) -.071l.(.lltl.) 

•:A ..IW.IOO) -.185(.171) -.170(.23o) 

^ 
-.Oi.l(-7.j8)(e.78) ..227(-3.71l.)(5.077) -.to7(-}.363)("..893) 

ATrnvCi IOOP cwstti BIIIAMICS 

A' (.15)(.67)(.70)(l.6)(8.3)t.60;.35] (.2l.)(.32)(.67)(1.8i.)(8.3B)[.76;.36] 

»J*             .0O93(.ll>)(.7l)(l.6)(-l..0)(8.3) .Ol.O(.l63)(-.3W)(.l.53){l.86l.)(8.31}) 

■J"                .OQOli7(0.0)(.ao)(.65)(lO.) .000323(0. )(10.0)(.880; .295) 

■*•                .23(.72)(l.5)(8.3)t.98;.l3] .175(.527)(l.730)(8.301)[.9e9;.l78) 

.iBk 

STAHC ruMexas 

[lj]  (Wkt) .okay 

fe]. '«««At) -557 -2.06 

[i]H (»«/*•«> •1.1« -1.39 

[^] W) • •27fl -.0920 

(.67)(s.l)(8.i.)[.85;.19lt.72:.1.7) 

.055(.099)(2.1)(8 i.)I.65i.5i) 

.OOQ19(0.0)(-.17)(.21)(10.C) 

.13(.3'.)(1.9)(8.".)(.8C;.2i.) 

..0589 

2.5« 

-1.7* 

.0729 
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■W«UL ■ mm   M^. J .■ijWMpiii.,üj 

TABLE E-21 

an 

\ 

a* 

-JM-ÄJC-1»-.-« 

.15&I1-55» 

3».T 

-ACl-JkK-*-?! 

-m.»-»i 

..KrflUO:.M] 

mar cuBBt unwacs g 

a» 

<; 

<; 

-J«5«.ia«{jaB)(3.5«))(.S*>;l.M«l 

.itt 

.06*0 

-.166 

.1.22 

TR-1035-5K-IH 

(ÄlKiA5)(«J98)[.37i:^36)(.9S6;.3»l 

- 4mnu( .ite)( .>it)(i*8)(8.2k5)(eao.95) 

X0112(JJ)(ID.)[.591;.3171 

.»9(X5W)(.l«?)(.5«0)(1.7l6;(e.a65) 

|gBaic wawctEiBJ 

-.0167 

-.178 

-1.11 

.>882 

-11.5 

C-125K 1X5)1.»;.»! 

..9Cfta)f-5.9] 

-•'-9(2>.)( .171:^1 

.Al.7*-.^51 

*.9(4*3)(-axi(5.5) 

».9(J)&)(-e.0KJ.5i 

äO{-X03£)(.5}){-1-*7) 

-.39(-^l)I.75j-*2l 

.03U«i[.Ufl;.25l 

.i5(-073)(.177)(.79) 

.5K-.o69)(-V91)(.79) 

-85X-1-59) 

-.29(.090) 

..198(-2.9M%.*) 

{.<67)(1.9»)<8.k79)t-66'';.17}U.6U;.i.io) 

X210(-l.l.55)(1.95l)(8.'>71)[ .80; .273] 

.OOOTTK .0){10.)[ .118; .2>1 

.2»( .m)(1.830)(8.1iU8)[ .978; -JrCl] 

-.127 

-.381 

.1.51 

-501. 



^flSB^B-f"-?'SSP:" ̂ ^s0^^^fmKM^gf^m^mnr^-^ii:»t~^l^?^: 
■'   :^ 

2. Lateral-Directional 

i --. 
- 

I 

The lateral-directional dynamics are independent of airplane, and do 

not drastically change with flight conditions, as do the longitudinal 

dynamics. Therefore only one set of dynamics are presented here; those 

for the nominal approach. 

All derivatives and transfer functions are in the stability axis. 

a. Flight Condition 

V  = 75 kt o   ,y y     = -6.0 deg 

a  = 8.4 deg C  = 1.39 
^o 

I 
b. Primed Dimensional Derivatives 

\ 

Yß      =   -9.452 Lß 
sr -.5755 "ß   ■ 

=    .2920 

1/     =   -.6488 
% 

= -.2654 L' r --   1.1884 r 

Y?      =   0.0 
&a \ 

= .19737 
\  = 

=    .016710 

Y»      =   0.0 
6sp \ 

= .7776 
\- 

=    .06584 

Y*     =   .02483 L6 = .o??.76 %   - =   -.3091 

c. SAS Off Dynamics 

= (-.1038)(.825)[.0627;.860] 

V ..0l67l(.1223)(-5-57) 

I 
N^  = .197M.0259) [.215;.591] 

< 
= .Ol67l(.6l2)(-.723)(-2.30) 
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H rT = .1956[.25l+;.60l] 

N, y _ = .1579(.^23)(-5.57) 

€  = -.0658(.1225)(-5.57) 
sp 

N^ 
sp 

■^ sp 

5. 

.7T8(.0259)[.2l5;.59l] 

= .0658(.6l2)(-.725)(-2.30) 

.77l[.25^;.60l] 
sp 

i 

N/ = .622(.l223)(-5.57) 
sp 

H?  = .02^8(-.271)(l.038)(l2.H) 
6r 

N^   = .0228(.0250)(A68)(-17.08) 

N: .509(.876)[-. 1961 ;.l400] 

5 = .0552(A99)(-6.9l) 

N. y  = 5.U[-.77^;. 520] [-912 ;.855] 

d. SAS On Dynamics 

Only the wheel nvimerators are shown below, since this is the only 

control required with a roll damper and turn coordination type stability 

augmentation system. 

A   = (.0326)(.579)(1+.98)(5.60)[.39^;l-22] 

N^  = 1.106(.207)(.795)(-^11) 
Bw 
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Nj      =   -12.15(.0260)(.566)[.lil9;1.2i] 
w 

% =   -1.029(.3lH)(1.55)[-.666;1.7l] 

s w 
=   -12 .oM« 365) [.^51; 1.22] 

N/     =   9.83(.l67)(.^)[-.092;3.38] 
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